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Preface

In dedicating the fourth in this series of Papers of the 
Archaeological Society of New Mexico to Bertha Pauline Dutton, the 
Society is honoring one of its distinguished and long time members 
and one who is well known for her many professional activities and 
endeavors.

At its April 1978 annual meeting, the Society held a symposium 
for Bertha, and at the banquet she was awarded a life membership in 
the Society in recognition of her many contributions to the field of 
anthropology.

Her bibliography not only exhibits her wide range of professional 
interests, but also includes articles and brochures in which she 
interprets the complexities of the Southwestern Indians' prehistory 
and history for the lay reader. She accomplished similar interpreta
tion through exhibits she prepared while associated with the Museum 
of New Mexico and the Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art, and also through 
trips and field work she conducted under the auspices of the Museum 
of New Mexico and the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.

We are indebted to her fellow workers for the interesting papers 
herein. Others, who would have liked to contribute but could not 
because of other commitments, expressed regret.

Special thanks go to the Albuquerque Archaeological Society Press 
for printing this volume, especially to Richard A. Bice who carried 
the major load. Our thanks also go to Phylis Hughes for preparing 
the cover, to Caroline Olin for the drawing, and to Mary Beth Gallegos 
for the typing. I am particularly grateful to Nancy Fox for her 
assistance in editing chores and proofreading.

August 1978
Albert H. Schroeder
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BERTHA PAULINE DUTTON 

A Biography

VORSILA L. BOHRER

At the age of 21, Orrin Judd Dutton married a neighboring girl, 
Fannie B. Stewart, whose family had come from southern Iowa. The 
couple took over his parent's homestead near Algona, Iowa, where 
Bertha was born March 29, 1903. The family lived there until one 
day in 1907 when Judd announced to Mrs. Dutton that he had bought 
a farm at nearby Irvington. She exclaimed that she hoped it wasn't 
the one with the dilapidated, unpainted house and the broken fences. 
But that was exactly the one her husband had chosen!

Although Mrs. Dutton expressed despair about the house, the 
country atmosphere was to be a continual boon for her only daughter, 
whom the doctor pronounced a puny child.

He admonished the parents to keep little Bertha outdoors. 
Accordingly, her father built a track for foot racing and established 
starting lines with a handicap for himself before sounding the signal 
for the race to begin. In addition, her father put an extra seat on 
all the ridable farm machinery. It was from this early vantage point 
that the work of plowing, harrowing, cultivating crops, and the mow
ing and stacking of hay became a part of the daily rhythm in her life. 
Bertha tagged along with her father to see and eventually imitate his 
sense of perfection in lining up the fence posts just right and tight
ening the barbed wire until it was properly taut.

The dilapidated, weathered boards gradually were transformed 
under Judd's skilled hands into a neatly painted farm house; the once 
neglected land began to show promise as did Bertha's health. The game 
of building good health and strength was rigorously played until the 
day before Bertha turned seven, when she was enrolled in the first 
grade of a one-room school. Shortly thereafter, she came down with 
pneumonia and remained out of school for the rest of the school term. 
For the first time in her life (and only time until shortly before his
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death in 1962) she saw her father incapacitated when he stepped upon 
a rusty nail while out feeding the hogs.

With that occurrence, her father temporarily rejected the hazards 
of farm life and moved to the county seat at Algona, where Bertha re
entered the first grade. Before the following school year, the family 
moved into another school ward. Since this ward did not offer second 
grade,' except on alternate years, Bertha again began the first grade. 
Finally, a conference between Bertha's mother and school officials 
elicited a plan by which her mother would teach Bertha the multipli
cation tables to enable her to advance to the third grade.

However, other changes awaited. By fall Judd, who had gone to 
work in a grocery store, became manager of a branch grocery store 
near Hobart (now Hobarton), Iowa. Bertha returned to a one-room 
school similar to the one in which she began first grade. In a short 
time Judd bought 80 acres of virgin timber three miles south of Algona 
along the Des Moines River. There Fannie and Judd built their dream 
house, and Judd returned to work in the Algona store.

Since the grocery store opened at 7:00 a.m. for the convenience 
of the customers, Bertha rode to town with her father in time for the 
store opening. By so doing, she was able to attend a city school 
again. It also meant a long wait, in the morning before school opened 
and after school was dismissed, until her father was ready to leave 
the store at 6:00 p.m. Consequently, Bertha learned to rely on her 
own initiative to pass the time.

When she reached the seventh grade, her father had taken a posi
tion with a wholesale oil firm in Omaha, Nebraska. In the eighth 
grade Bertha savored the first stimulus of competition when she learned 
the intricacies of diagraming a sentence while competing for grade 
scores with two lads. By going to summer school she would be eligible 
for high school in the fall. But summer school was a long, warm 
street car ride away from their newly acquired house. Any competitive 
atmosphere was soon smothered in the summer's heat.

If summer school was a let-down, Bertha's first year at Omaha 
Central High could only be described as something worse. The imposing
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stone exterior of the four-storied building contrasted with her expe
rience within its walls. After the first six weeks, Bertha realized 
Latin should be left by the wayside. She found herself struggling 
with math and barely making passing grades in other subjects. Mean
while, her father's work with the wholesale oil firm in Omaha had 
begun to wear thin. The allure of the land prevailed. He purchased 
a fine farm near Ottawa, Kansas. But occupancy was not possible 
until March 1, the traditional day farmers moved. Bertha lingered 
at Omaha Central High, staying with her Uncle Wesley Dutton, while 
her parents visited relatives in Iowa for the remainder of February. 
Soon Bertha successfully pleaded to join her parents; the prospects 
at Omaha High were anything but cheerful. While attending the Algona 
school as a visitor of her former classmates, her understanding of 
arithmetic blossomed briefly with the aid of a good mathematics 
teacher.

When her family finally moved to the farm near Ottawa, Kansas, 
they enjoyed the advantage of a university town and a high school 
blessed with several very good teachers to further Bertha's interests 
and broaden her horizons. Miss Nellie Chaffee could make Shakespeare's 
Merchant of Venice come to life and Scott's Ivanhoe emerge from the 
mists of time as something tangible, for Miss Chaffee had traveled 
both in London and the English countryside. The pages of assigned 
reading were to be embellished by Miss Chaffee's experiences and 
understanding.

Bertha's first English IV book report was due March 24, and the 
name of the book was to be designated by February 26, 1919. Miss 
Chaffee's warning that she would demand a five-minute extemporaneous 
speech from all her charges stimulated Bertha into the realization 
that by reading over any article several times she could remember 
much of it--and so was stocking away some of the best literature for 
that five minutes of pending ordeal.

Miss Carrie Burnes, teacher of ancient history, helped Bertha 
to walk in her imagination over the ruins of the Greek Parthenon. 
Homer's Odyssey, which Bertha first encountered in Miss Chaffee's
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English class, now was brought fully to life along with other 
aspects of the Mediterranean World. With Miss Burns she beheld 
the wonders of ancient Egypt for the first time.

Imaginative teaching stimulated Bertha's desire to learn. The 
sense of accomplishment she subsequently acquired from her effort 
helped dim some of the misery of the first year in Omaha. Bertha 
began to cock her head and believe that she was as smart as the 
next person at Ottawa High.

However, high school was not to be completed in Ottawa, Kansas. 
This time the farm her father had acquired was in excellent condi
tion; its beauty and improvements held great appeal to the owners 
of a large, shiny car that headed into their driveway one day. The 
car's occupants were undaunted by Judd Dutton's firm assertion that 
the farm was not for sale and urged him to make a price. Her father, 
knowing real estate, named a price double the true market value.
With a mixture of both disappointment and pleasure, he watched the 
owners of the big car accept his proposed price.

The unexpected sale of the farm allowed the Duttons to acquire 
land in the Nebraska sandhills, 15 miles north of Arnold. Those who 
had earlier homesteaded the sandhill country had been hard-pressed 
to make a living with only 160 acres per farm. The farms were sub
sequently purchased and consolidated into large ranches, one of 
which was acquired by Judd. In fact, several sod houses still stood 
on the Dutton ranch as tokens of the past.

One of the few social events for the Duttons came in the fall. 
The Marmaduke M. Forresters and the James Taylors regularly joined 
the Duttons for a picnic-style outing to hunt grouse and quail. For 
the young people who were nearly the same age (Karr Taylor, Jay W. 
Forrester, and Bertha), it was an event to anticipate. For the adult 
women, it was only the beginning of labor expended in canning fowl 
for the coming winter. The three families shared a higher level of 
education than most of their neighbors. Bertha still recalls with 
distinct pleasure the meetings with Karr and Jay while she was at 
Columbia University working on her doctorate. All three had come a
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long way from the Nebraska sandhills. Karr had studied law and was a 
member of a prominent New York firm. Jay followed engineering, which 
led him to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and projects of 
world-wide importance. He was awarded an honorary doctorate and was 
to become a professor of management at MIT.

When the Great Depression hit, the Duttons, like numerous other 
land owners, suffered heavy losses. The move to Broken Bow, Nebraska, 
symbolized in name what happened to many during that period. Judd 
Dutton became a partner of a stock farm owned by a kindly widower. 
Fannie Dutton helped by caring for the home and the widower's two 
young children. The partners successfully farmed and bought cattle 
to fatten; annually they would accompany loads of cattle traveling 
in freight cars to the Chicago stockyards for sale.

Since Judd was paid a portion of his income in livestock, the 
work generated by his holdings and his managerial job was more than 
a single person could handle. Consequently, Bertha devoted a year 
to being a farm hand and helper. Operating the corn binder, which 
always managed to tangle, was tricky. One had to control six horses 
and multiple sets of reins in such a way as to assure that the horses 
were fully stopped while the ungainly machinery was untangled. The 
mowing of hay, on the other hand, provided much pleasure. Bertha 
was doing all the work any farm hand would do, all except harness
ing the large draft horses which she drove.

Fortunately, the University of Nebraska at Lincoln maintained 
a School of Agriculture to provide education for rural youths during 
the slack agricultural period (October 1-April 1). For two six-month 
terms, Bertha benefited by the best efforts of university professors 
offering concentrated subject matter. The School of Agriculture 
capped her high school career with graduation in 1923.

Bertha's first paid employment was in Broken Bow, as a bank 
clerk. She spent two summers working for the Nebraska Credit Company 
in Lincoln where the man in charge recommended she obtain additional 
training at the Lincoln School of Commerce. So Bertha borrowed money 
from a cousin and also received last-minute, unanticipated help from
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her father. Upon registering at the school, Bertha was advised to 
interview for a cashier position at the YMCA, Upon being hired, she 
unexpectedly became self-sufficient.

Bertha benefited from several fine teachers at the Lincoln School 
of Commerce. Miss Gertrude Beers, who taught business shorthand, 
advised her never to litter her mind with details. Instead, the 
details were to be remembered with a dated memorandum; only the impor
tant things were to be kept in the head. Mr, D. B. Marti added to 
Bertha's verbal skill by a fine course in business English and punc
tuation. After six months, teachers assured her she was ready for a 
more rewarding job than the one she left at the Nebraska Credit 
Company.

Bertha was to discover that employment with the Board of Educa
tion, Lincoln Public Schools (Department of Census, Vocational 
Guidance and Welfare) was no ordinary secretarial job. She had 
fallen heir to a closely integrated plan of giving junior high school 
students a chance to visit selected business firms and to interview 
certain professionals (i.e., nurses, priests, salesmen). Each suc
cessive school grade progressed through a carefully graduated 
vocational learning schedule. For students finishing the program, 
opportunities in vocational counseling were arranged. First Bertha 
operated and then also organized a staggered series of visitations 
for classrooms throughout the Lincoln school system each semester.

Working within the framework of such a tightly knit organiza
tional plan and learning to handle every aspect of the arrangements 
proved an invaluable administrative experience for later years when 
Bertha was to handle the many projects overseen by Professor Edgar 
Lee Hewett and complicated schedules necessitated by the Senior Girl 
Scout Archaeological Mobile Camps. However, after three years, the 
job with the Lincoln Public Schools became all too predictable. Not 
only had she mastered the organizational operations, but she knew 
the schedule of salary raises, the opportunities for promotion, and 
eventual retirement. She realized that repeated tracking in her own 
footsteps possessed little appeal.
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All the while, Bertha had been taking required courses in even
ing or early morning classes at the University of Nebraska. There 
Mrs. Hupp introduced her to the techniques of library research, foot
notes, and bibliographic citation. At the start of her fourth year 
with the Board of Education she asked her superior for permission to 
go to the university half-time, assuring her and other officials 
that she was sufficiently familiar with her position to handle it 
on a part-time basis. The Board was so pleased with her ambition 
that they gave consent.

At the University of Nebraska she discovered world geography 
and exhausted the courses and insights that a very fine professor,
Dr. Bengtson, could provide. He in turn recommended that Bertha 
take a history course from Professor Fred Morrow Fling, who had a 
reputation of being a hard taskmaster. Bertha responded to Pro
fessor Fling's teaching by achieving grades in the 96 to 98 percent 
range--an accomplishment unheard of by her classmates. Through 
Dr. Fling, France and the history of the French Revolution reached 
a beckoning hand. But the French Revolution would have to wait.

Following work at the Lincoln Public Schools office on 
October 20, 1930, Bertha started to alight in a streetcar safety 
zone with briefcase full of books in one hand and a grocery sack 
in the other. She never was to know what happened to the items she 
carried. When she could understand the blur of voices around her, 
she learned that a drunken driver had failed to stop for the safety 
zone, had swept her off the car steps and thrown her into the gutter. 
She managed to murmur her address and some sturdy man carried her 
there. Another one chased the truck driver and caused his arrest.
A doctor was called, Bertha's mother was summoned from Broken Bow, 
and then the injured girl was transferred to a hospital. A period 
of convalescence followed, for Bertha found herself incapacitated 
by knee, back, and head injuries. When Christmas vacation at the 
University of Nebraska began, Miss Beers (who had taken Bertha 
home from the hospital) invited the invalid to her apartment for a 
change of pace. One evening Miss Beers learned of Bertha's interest
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in French history. Then she asked Bertha why she didn't go into 
archaeology. One of the Commercial Department students, Sarah 
Goddard, had gone to New Mexico where she had just received a 
Master's degree from the University of New Mexico. Her examina
tion was held in Chaco Canyon. Here was a chance to combine history, 
geography, and ancient history. A spark of an idea began to glow.

After vacation, Bertha gained strength to resume her office 
work. Then she added a single university course to her schedule, 
and then others. She also had written for college catalogs, and 
she was pressing for damages sustained in the accident. When the 
case was settled, she had funds to pay her indebtedness, to buy a 
Model A Ford, and attend university full time for a year.

Bertha had been out of high school for nearly ten years when 
she came to Albuquerque to register at the University of New Mexico 
in 1932. Her choice of New Mexico was largely due to the kindness 
and assistance of the Registrar, Alice Olson (now Mrs. Bright E. 
Greiner). The population of Albuquerque was near 35,000 and at
tendance at the University was approximately 1,100. Over half the 
students registered (600) were in anthropology with good reason.

The high enrollment in anthropology was largely the result of 
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of the School of American Research in 
Santa Fe, who organized and became the head of the Department of 
Archaeology at the University of New Mexico in 1927.

The staff and facilities of each institution contributed 
materially to the accomplishments of the other. Opportun
ities to attend summer field sessions and receive university 
credit attracted numerous students from all over the coun
try. Many who came. . . were drawn into the new department 
at the University; others came because of the outstanding 
classroom instruction, as well as the exceptional field 
schools, for as at Las Vegas (first a Normal School, now 
Highlands University), Professor Hewett's ambition was to 
gather the finest young minds about him, those representing
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advanced thinking in the various aspects of anthropology 
(Dutton, 1957> personal files).

Dr. Hewett had selected as a member of the new department Clyde 
Kluckhohn who had recently earned a diploma in anthropology from 
Oxford University and who had special knowledge of physical and 
cultural anthropology. Mamie R. Tanquist was teaching anthropology 
and sociology classes. Marjorie Ferguson (now Mrs. E. V. Lambert) 
instructed the archaeology classes. Others on the faculty included 
Paul A. F. Walter, Jr. and Lansing Bloom (history). In 1934, 
Florence Hawley (Ellis) joined the faculty. Complimentary courses 
at the field schools were given in biology by the late Dr. E. F. 
Castetter and geology by Stuart A. Northrup. The noted philosopher 
Hartley Burr Alexander from the University of Nebraska was an annual 
member of the field school at Jemez Canyon. Additional outstanding 
teachers and scientists came summer after summer, giving Bertha and 
other students superior training.

At the end of her first year at the University of New Mexico, 
Bertha learned of Dr. Hewett's need for a department secretary.
With educational funds exhausted, she applied for the position and 
was hired.

It took more than an ordinary person to be Dr. Hewett's secre
tary, for he could hardly be described as a hum-drum, lock-step 
administrator. Hewett had been instrumental in formulating and pro
moting passage of the Act for the Preservation of American Antiqui
ties in 1906. His report to the Smithsonian Institution on Mesa 
Verde resulted in its establishment as a National Park. Chaco 
Canyon and Bandelier National Monuments were founded because of his 
interests. The New Mexico Antiquities Act was passed in 1931, due 
to Hewett's support of the measure and arousal of citizen interest.

Hewett had the breadth of vision to realize the value of 
personal contacts and friendships on an international scale 
might further mutual understanding and good will between 
countries, especially because they came at a basic level.
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These larger goals would fit within the frame of anthro
pological research in Middle America. A student entering 
into his first field work, which was a chance to practice 
academic theories, was at the Jemez Field School for elemen
tary training. For his second season he could continue at 
Jemez and/or attend the advanced session at Chaco Canyon; 
and thereafter, he might participate in these or in a Middle 
American Session conducted successively in Mexico, Guatemala 
and South America (Dutton, 1957, personal files).

Bertha saw the vast horizons of anthropology from the classroom 
and from her position as secretary. She ushered numerous dignitaries 
in and out of Dr. Hewett' s office and saw many ideas grow into con
crete plans. It was easy for her professors to be her friends also, 
as little age difference existed between them. Her undergraduate 
degree was completed in 1935, with graduate work following immedi
ately. She took part in the Jemez Field School (1933) and again the 
following year along with the Chaco Field School. As Hewett's secre
tary she particpated in the "Middle American Field School" (1935) 
in Peru and Bolivia with a few days' stop in Ecuador. She spent 
six weeks in Cuzco where she made a special study of pre-Inca and 
Inca architecture. In 1936, a School of American Research Scholar
ship allowed her to attend the Mexican Field School.

The need to keep rein on Dr. Hewett's galloping projects was 
quite apparent. In 1936, Bertha Dutton joined the Museum of New 
Mexico staff in Santa Fe as the Director's Assistant. And who was 
the Director? Why, Dr. Hewett, of course! Despite her full-time 
job, she was awarded her Master's degree in 1937 and joined the 
Guatemalan Field School on an Alice C. Fletcher Traveling Fellow
ship. The next year, 1938, she undertook excavations jointly with 
Hulda Hobbs at Tajumulco, Guatemala. In 1938, the Museum of New 
Mexico created a Department of Ethnology and added the responsi
bility of Curator of Ethnology to the duties Bertha already carried 
as the Director's Assistant. Bertha designed the furniture, the
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modular cases, and exhibits. Thousands of specimens were catalogued, 
photographed, and storage space prepared for them in the "new build
ing" (formerly the Santa Fe Armory). The Hall of Ethnology was 
opened July 1, 1941.

During the 20-year period when Bertha was both Associate in 
Archaeology (S.A.R.) and Curator of Ethnology (1939-1959), her mu
seum responsibilities were especially full. The Museum of New 
Mexico, under the Branch Museum directorship of Albert G. Ely, 
stimulated the expansion of smaller museums by providing special 
lectures and Works Project Administration exhibits in Portales, 
Mountainair, Las Cruces, Carlsbad, Silver City, Farmington, Raton, 
and elsewhere. Frequently Bertha would be chosen for the lecture 
circuit to the many branch museums. While she often was designated 
because she was free to travel without family or children, Bertha 
acquired her own family of friends and admirers all over the South
west. She in turn shared her good will and fine understanding of 
the rich cultural heritage of New Mexico with its widely-spaced 
citizens.

For the academic year 1945-1946, Bertha was granted sabbatical 
leave. The Museum's half-pay wages served as token encouragement 
to live full-time at New York City prices while completing all 
requirements for her doctorate (except dissertation defense) at 
Columbia University. On December 31, 1946, Bertha's own tie of 
apprenticeship was cut by Edgar L. Hewett's death. All of New 
Mexico lost a good friend and mentor.

The same year (1946), the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. approached 
Bertha Dutton to organize a series of Archaeological Mobile Camps 
for Senior Girl Scouts. The trips were to be educational in nature 
with provisions to visit National Forests, National Monuments,
Indian pueblos, archaeological excavations, and museums to acquire 
a perspective of the long-time relationship between man and nature 
in the Southwest. Since World War II had been over but a short 
period, the dirt roads leading to some of the Southwest's monu
ments and ruin sites, which were never considered top priority for
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defense, were in questionable condition. A reconnaissance trip was 
needed to evaluate the roadbed as well as the educational potential 
of each site. So again, Bertha's family of relationships was en
larged to include, first, the Girl Scout staff, then National Park 
Service personnel, and eventually hundreds of girls from all over 
the nation who were eager to learn. Neither Bertha, who took a 
dubious glance at the leading car of teenagers ready to start their 
first trip, nor her charges, who were busy whispering, "Is that 
her?" and "Does she really have a doctorate?", realized the full 
portent of the initial caravan.

Starting with a two-week trip the first summer, it wasn't long 
before a total of six weeks and eventually eight weeks a summer were 
devoted to the campers. New loads of 16 girls (and then 24) arrived 
carrying duffle bags and tangled stories of their involved trips to 
Santa Fe. From 1947 through 1957 the Senior Girl Scouts came, 
learned, and remembered. The Girl Scout Thanks Badge was awarded 
in 1957 in recognition of Bertha's contribution. She became an 
advisor to Southwest Region IX Girl Scouts, an endeavor aborted by 
a shattered knee cap acquired in a car accident while driving to a 
session in Dallas.

Not only from the intelligent questions of the girls, but also 
from the ever-increasing stream of museum visitors, Bertha realized 
that an educated understanding of the Pueblo Indians, their history, 
and that of the Navajos and Apaches would foster much good will 
between citizens of New Mexico and the growing number of visitors. 
She took the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs 1941 publica
tion New Mexico Indians: a Pocket Handbook and edited it as the 
New Mexico Indians Pocket Handbook. The publication first appeared 
under this title in 1948, and was updated in 1951. In 1955, it 
became Pocket Handbook, New Mexico Indians and their Arizona 
Neighbors; it was reprinted thus in 1957. In the revised edition 
of 1958, the title was Indians of the Southwest: Pocket Handbook. 
This title was used for editions published in 1960, 1961, 1963, and 
1965 and was reprinted until her book Indians of the American South
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west was published in 1975. The expanded titles in the late revi
sions reflect the 1961 decision of the Association to change its 
name to the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs.

During Bertha's two decades in the Hall of Ethnology, her high 
standards for native craftsmanship were felt not only by those who 
read the tips for craft selection given in her many publications, 
but also by her annual critique of pottery and other crafts. She 
judged at the Association's annual Indian Market in Santa Fe, the 
Gallup Inter-tribal Indian Ceremonial, the New Mexico State Fair, 
the Arizona State Fair, and elsewhere.

Sandwiched between the everyday operations of the Hall of 
Ethnology and organization of Senior Girl Scout Mobile Camps were 
thick, meaty slices of archaeological research and excavation in 
the same 20-year period (1939-1959). In 1950, Bertha received a 
School of American Research Grant-in-Aid for studies in southern 
Mexico and Yucatan which were essential to her dissertation, a com
parative study of the Toltec Indian cultures at Tula, Hidalgo and 
Chichen Itza, Yucatan, Mexico. Her 1956 article concerning A Brief 
Discussion of Chichen Itza reflects the work in her dissertation, 
which was accepted in 1952. In the year following receipt of her 
doctorate, she became the Minnie Comnock Blodgett research and exca
vation Fellow, American Association of University Women, in Metapa, 
Mexico, and in Guatemala. Her research was published in 1955 as 
Tula of the Toltecs and in 1958 as Studies in Ancient Soconusco.
A salient feature of Bertha's archaeological efforts has been the 
publication of nearly all her research.

Her professional status is reflected in numerous listings in 
scientific and other directories. She is included in the following: 
American Men and Women of Science, National Register of Who's Who, 
National Register of Scientific and Technical Personnel, Who's Who 
of American Women, National Directory of Latin Americanists, Who's 
Who in the West, Royal Blue Book, National Register of Prominent 
Americans.
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Despite her overflowing load of professional responsibilities, 
she found time to support the Santa Fe Theater Company, the Community 
Concert Association, Altrusa, League of Women Voters, Old Santa Fe 
Association, and the American Association of University Women. Her 
concerns bonded with those of Santa Fe; she could scarcely walk a 
block from her office without being extended a greeting.

From 1959-1960, Bertha's title became Curator of Exhibits. At 
this time she entirely revamped the Hall of Ethnology with a nearly 
invisible budget. For the next three years, 1960-1963, her responsi
bilities rested under the title of Curator of the Division of 
Anthropology. In this period she secured a grant from the National 
Science Foundation and Wenner-Gren to work in Mexico (1962-1963) and 
for excavations at Las Madres (LA 25) in the Galisteo Basin (1963- 
1964). In the late 1950s and early 1960s she made a concerted 
effort to secure blocks of uninterrupted time to complete the manu
script concerning the kiva murals from Kuaua, Coronado State 
Monument; Sun Father's Way was published in 1963. In 1964, a grant 
from the Columbus Explorations and Travel Fund allowed her to present 
a paper at the World Congress of Anthropologists and Ethnologists in 
Russia; Germany, Sweden, France, and Spain were visited along the way. 
The last two years prior to her retirement from the Museum of New 
Mexico (1963-1965) her title became Curator of Research, a position 
in which she secured outside funding for the museum. A grateful 
Board of Regents passed a resolution of appreciation in her honor, 
in 1965, when she had spent over 35 years in behalf of the citizens 
of New Mexico. The Board appointed her a Research Associate of the 
Museum of New Mexico and has provided office space in the Laboratory 
of Anthropology since that date.

In 1966, Bertha began another career as Director of the Museum 
of Navaho Ceremonial Art, Incorporated. Until her resignation in 
1975, she strove to transform the museum from an inadequately lighted 
collection of specimens, library books, and manuscripts to one that 
effectively portrayed Navajo culture. An active publication and 
lecture program was developed and the physical plant updated.
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Volunteers, both professionals and laymen, rallied in support of the 
museum activities, including efforts to preserve the fast-dwindling 
body of knowledge concerning Navajo ceremonies and their accoutre
ment s.

In 1967, Bertha was awarded a Certificate of Appreciation by 
the Indian Arts and Crafts Board, U. S. Department of Interior, in 
recognition of the outstanding services in the preservation, en
couragement and development of the arts and crafts of the American 
Indian. On May 2, 1968, Lady Bird Johnson invited Bertha to par
ticipate in one of the "Women's Doers" luncheons at the White House 
given in recognition of the vital roles women were playing in soci
ety. In August of the same year, with the help of the Columbia 
Exploration Fund, Bertha traveled to Japan to the World Congress of 
Anthropologists and Ethnologists to represent the Museum of Navaho 
Ceremonial Art by giving a paper on Navajo cultural arts.

In 1971, Bertha was honored with the New Mexico Press Women's 
Award. Although for over 30 years Bertha had contributed to El 
Palacio, the Museum of New Mexico journal, and authored numerous 
other publications, pivotal in her award was her 1970 edition of 
Let's Explore Indian Villages— Past and Present, a tour guide of 
the Santa Fe area. The plain, simple language and clear organiza
tion harks back to Miss Chaffee's English class, where she first 
noted on the inside cover of Idylls of the Kings in 1918, "Be sure 
your topic sentence covers the material in your paragraph. . . try 
to describe one thing only." Two additional articles were published 
in 1970: her review of The Apache Frontier by Max L. Moorhead and
her paper, Cultural Arts of the Navajo Indians.

Although travel to meetings of the International Congress of 
Americanists actually began in 1939 (Mexico), it was during her 
final years with the Museum of New Mexico that she was able to 
attend meetings in Spain (1964) and Argentina (1966). While 
Director of the Museum of Navaho Ceremonial Art, she attended another 
congress in Italy (1972). As a member of the International Council 
of Museums, Bertha spent a memorable three weeks in France in 1971,
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visiting outstanding museums, castles, cathedrals in Paris, Dijon, 
Lyon, Grenoble, the Loire Valley; also Bordeaux and the Basque coun
try. At last she saw the cities, buildings, and countryside that 
formed the fabric of French history that so intrigued her in Pro
fessor Fling's classroom.

At the 80th Commencement exercises on May 12, 1973, at New 
Mexico State University, Bertha received an Honorary Doctor of Law 
degree. The citation recognizes her for "untiring devotion to the 
preservation and dissemination of the Indian culture of the South
west" and for "humanizing archaeology." In June of the same year, 
she was a speaker at the opening of the new Salmon Ruins Library and 
Archaeological Research Center near Farmington. In the preceding 
years she had given her support for its development both as an indi
vidual and as member of the building committee. That same year 
Bertha was appointed the New Mexico representative of the National 
Park Service Southwest Regional Advisory Committee--a position which 
she still fills. It appears that "resting upon one's laurels" is 
not quite the phrase to apply to Dr. Bertha Pauline Dutton. Many 
other honors have followed.

The Albuquerque branch of the American Association of University 
Women prepared an exhibit which was displayed by the Museum of 
Albuquerque from February 1 to June 6, 1976. It honored 13 women 
of great accomplishment and service to the State of New Mexico.
Bertha P. Dutton, scholar of southwestern ethnology and author, 
stands beside Natachee Scott Momaday, educator, author, and artist; 
Franc J. Newcomb, preserver of Navajo culture, author and artist; 
and Pablita Velarde, artist, author, and preserver of Pueblo cul
ture. Still another of the prominent 13, Laura Gilpin, photo- 
documentarian, has kindly furnished the portrait of Bertha appearing 
in this volume.

The Archaeological Society of New Mexico had its beginnings in 
1900 when a group of prominent New Mexicans met in Santa Fe and 
organized the Santa Fe Archaeological Society for the purpose of
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preserving the archaeological and ethnological heritage of New Mexico. 
In 1909, the organization legally became the Archaeological Society 
of New Mexico. The comprehensive purpose for which the Society was 
established doubtless stems from one of its initial founders, Edgar L. 
Hewett. Bertha P. Dutton's role in preserving both the archaeological 
and ethnological heritage of New Mexico was appropriately recognized 
on April 28, 1978, when she became an Honorary Life Member of the 
Archaeological Society of New Mexico.

Bertha characterized the life of the first president of the 
Archaeological Society of New Mexico, Edgar L. Hewett, as follows:

(He) wanted his associates and, especially, the students who 
would carry on, to travel, observe, record; to broaden their 
horizons, their thinking, and their understanding. He 
wanted the people of this country to know and appreciate 
the great Indian cultures, particularly those of the South
west where they were best preserved, and, knowing these, to 
avoid possible mistakes in coping with inevitable changes 
which were to come (and which are catapulting about us on 
all sides at the present time). Thus he taught about the 
Indians, lectured and wrote about the Indians, conducted 
field sessions along simple lines which would elicit the 
interest and aid of the general public in behalf of the 
Indians, and developed museums in such a way that they would 
exhibit the achievements of the Indians and interpret them 
in their true light (Dutton, 1957, personal files).

No less could be said of the author of these words, Bertha P. 
Dutton, to whom this volume is dedicated.

Eastern New Mexico University, 
Portales, New Mexico
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Witter Bynner. El Palacio, vol. 62, no. 3, pp. 68-73.

Tula of the Toltecs. El Palacio, vol. 62, nos. 7-8, 
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(Review) Tobacco Dictionary. El Palacio, vol. 62, no. 10, 
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Dendahl Collection. El Palacio, vol. 63, no. 1, pp. 22-23.
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El Palacio, vol. 63, no. 2, p. 52.
Harvey Fund Grant for Ethnological Research. El Palacio, 
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1957
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A Brief Discussion of Chichen Itza. El Palacio, vol. 63, 
nos. 7-8, pp. 203-232.

Old People of the New World. Indian Ceremonial Magazine 
and Official Program, pp- 11-20, Inter-Tribal Indian Cere
monial Assn., Gallup.
Indian artistry in wood and other media. El Palacio, 
vol. 64, nos. 1-2, pp. 3-28. Reprinted as Paper No. 47, 
School of American Research, Santa Fe.

Indian Art: Ceremonial to Commercial. Smoke Signals,

no. 22, pp. 4-7.
(Review) A History of the Ancient Southwest, by Harold 
Sterling Gladwin. New Mexico Quarterly, vol. 27, nos. 1-2, 
pp. 139-143.
Studies in Ancient Soconusco. Archaeology, vol. 11, no. 1, 
pp. 48-54.
(Review) Maya: The Riddle and Rediscovery of a Lost 
Civilization, by Charles Gallenkamp. El Palacio, vol. 66, 
no. 6, pp. 215-216.
(Review) McKay's Guide to Alaska, by Robert G. Hart.
Santa Fe New Mexican, Nov. 27.
(Review) Foote Canyon Pueblo, Eastern Arizona, by John B. 
Rinaldo. American Antiquity, vol. 25, no. 3, pp. 427-428.

(Editor) Indians of the Southwest (formerly New Mexico 
Indians). Pocket Handbook. Additional editions published 
in 1961, 1963, 1965, and later. Southwestern Association 
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(and Maggy Packard) The Changing Woman. Indian Life, 
vol. 39, no. 1, pp. 36-40.
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1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

Cultural Arts of the Navaho Indians. Proceedings,
) VIII International Congress of Anthropological and 
Ethnological Sciences, 1968, Tokyo and Kyoto, vol. 2, 
Ethnology, Science Council of Japan, pp. 327-329.

(Review) A Treasury of American Indian Herbs, by Virginia 
Scully. El Palacio, vol. 77, no. 2, p. 42.

(Review) Navajo Indian Sandpainting: The Construction of 
Symbols, by Caroline Bower Olin, Konsthistorisk Tidskrift, 
vol. 41, nos. 3-4, pp. 140-141, Stockholm.
The New Year of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico. El 
Palacio, vol. 78, no. 1, pp. 3-13.
Calendar of Christmas Events. El Palacio, vol. 79, no. 3, 
pp. 10-11.
A Primer of Navajo Weaving. El Palacio, vol. 80, no. 1, 
pp. 26-37.
Indians of the American Southwest. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs.
The Pueblos --Indians of the American Southwest. (Partial 
reprint of 1975 book). Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs.
Navahos and Apaches - The Athabascan Peoples, Indians of the 
American Southwest. (Partial reprint of 1975 book) . 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
The Rancheria, Vte, and Southern Paiute Peoples., Indians 
of the American Southwest. (Partial reprint of 1975 book). 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
A Brief Historical Note on Black Burnished and Matte 
Pottery, in The Living Tradition of Maria Martinez, 
by Susan Peterson, pp. 271-272, Kodansha International, 
Tokyo, New York, and San Francisco.
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A Primer of Navajo Textiles. In Navajo Weaving Handbook, 
a Museum of New Mexico Guidebook, pp. 33-40, Museum of New 
Mexico Press, Santa Fe.
(Review) Southwestern Weaving, by Marian E. Rodee. El 
Palacio, vol. 84, no. 2, p. 46.
(and Caroline B. Olin) Myths and Legends of the Indians of 
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Enterprises Educational Corp., Chicago, pp. 768-769.
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FOURTEENTH CENTURY GALISTEO BASIN TRADE NETWORKS 

AS VIEWED FROM LAS P1ADRES PUEBLO

CURTIS SCHAAFSMA

This paper summarizes results obtained in the analysis of 
glaze-decorated pottery from Las Madres Pueblo, a small village in 
the middle of the Galisteo Basin about 25 miles southeast of Santa Fe, 
New Mexico. The project was directed by Dr. Bertha Dutton, who 
excavated the site (Dutton, 1964). This analysis was done by the 
writer in 1965 and 1966 with the aid of IBM data processing equip
ment at the University of New Mexico. Temper and paste identifica
tions were checked by Helene Warren at the Museum of New Mexico.
These interpretations are the responsibility of the writer. The 
focus of this discussion is on the trade relations revealed by this 
analysis among the villages in the central Rio Grande during the 
Glaze I period of circa 1340-1415.

In a theoretical sense, the project closely follows methods 
first applied to pottery of the same types by Anna 0. Shepard in her 
1942 study of the Rio Grande glazes. It was she who applied the 
principle that the temper type ties pottery production to a definite 
locality from which the rock type was obtained. The assumption here 
is that potters made use of the rocks and clays near their villages. 
They thus accidentally "trademarked" their pottery, which serves to 
identify the provenience no matter how far it may have been carried 
or traded. At Kuaua, Shepard considered the possibility that temper 
might have been brought in. She reasoned that if this were so, the 
various temper classes would be combined with the other variables of 
the local ceramic technology in a random manner. On the other hand, 
she reasoned, if temper varieties correlated with other attributes in 
a patterned matter, one could infer that the subtypes were from 
separate localities and had been traded to Kuaua.

Following this approach, we did a multi-attribute correlation
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study on approximately 8,000 Glaze Red and Glaze Yellow sherds to 
determine the manner in which the various attributes were combined.
Any subtypes (attribute clusters) or varieties present would be 
readily discernible in such a large sample. Our finding is that most 
of the early glazes of the central Rio Grande Valley can be identi
fied as to provenience, either in terms of a local region or a 
particular village.

The attributes most likely to be significant in determining 
geographic provenience are temper and clay. Both of these relate to 
specific geologic conditions surrounding any village, and for the 
most part it is unlikely that these materials would be carried any 
distance by the potters. While temper alone may help locate a sherd's 
provenience, the conjunction of a distinct temper and a distinct clay 
almost definitely brands it as having emanated from a location where 
these materials occur.

Once these varieties have been identified, and their approximate 
provenience located, it follows that one can discuss the trade rela
tions and social conditions which moved the pottery from village to 
village. In addition to spatial trade variations, we were able to 
control the chronology at this site to approximately decade intervals 
so that temporal change in the trade patterns also is apparent.

Glaze I Red, or Agua Fria Glaze-on-red, is the dominant glaze 
type present and is the type with the greatest internal variation.
The primary attributes tested were temper, paste, and vessel form.
The clustering of these attributes in significant patterns allows us 
to confidently define eight varieties which in most cases can be 
related to definite locations within the central Rio Grande Valley.

Las Madres was first settled during the early 14th century.
About A.D. 1340, Glaze Reds appeared, tempered with ground potsherds. 
This pottery was largely made with red-burning clays and the preferred 
vessel form was bowls, with very few ollas present. It seems probable 
that this variety represents trade from the Albuquerque area (Stubbs 
and Stallings, 1953, p. 56). During the life span of the village, 
this variety declined greatly relative to the others.
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The manufacture of Glaze Red seems to have begun next in the 
Cochiti region, for between A.D. 1340 and 1350 a variety with vitro- 
phyric temper appears at Las Madres along with the sherd tempered 
variety. The vitrophyric variety was mainly fashioned with red- 
burning clays also. There was a preference for bowls with few ollas. 
Trade in this variety continued in small amounts throughout the life 
of Las Madres.

About A.D. 1350,Glaze Red apparently began to be made in the 
Galisteo Basin. The first local variety appearing at Las Madres 
was tempered with augite-latite tuff and the paste was a red-burning 
clay. Since this rock type and red-burning clays are common near 
San Marcos Pueblo, and these materials are dominant in the pottery of 
San Marcos Pueblo, it seems likely that this variety of Glaze Red 
was made at San Marcos Pueblo in the western Galisteo Basin. Ollas 
were the preferred vessel form in this variety and accounted for 50 
percent of the total. After its appearance about A.D. 1350, the San 
Marcos variety increased in importance until in the later years it 
made up 76 percent of the total Glaze Red present.

Also about A.D. 1350, there appeared two minor varieties of 
Glaze Red. A few bowl sherds with tuff temper and red-burning clay 
indicate a small amount of trade with the Espanola area. This trade 
terminated by A.D. 1380. In addition, a small site in the Galisteo 
Basin began producing and trading a form of Glaze Red with augite 
temper and black paste that strongly resembles Kendi Black-on-white, 
a variety of Galisteo Black-on-white (Honea, 1968, p. 137). Ollas 
are very rare in this variety, making up only 10 percent of the total.

The Pajarito Plateau became a center of glaze production and 
began trading with Las Madres about A.D. 1360. This pottery has 
perlite temper, red and buff-burning clays, and about 90 percent 
bowls and 10 percent ollas. The use of both red and buff-burning 
clays with perlite temper suggests that several sites were involved 
in making this variety.

Tunque Pueblo began trading Glaze Red to Las Madres about A.D. 
1370; inferentially, this may date the settlement of Tunque Pueblo,
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a large and important village. The pottery from this village contains 
hornblende-latite tuff temper in combination with buff-burning paste 
clay. These materials occur naturally near the village and predomi
nate in the pottery found at the site. This variety has a high 
proportion of ollas (47 percent) relative to bowls. While this is a 
distinctive variety, it never amounted to more than five percent of the 
Glaze Red pottery at Las Madres.

A final, minor variety was evidently a Galisteo Basin product.
It exhibits a gray paste that resembles that found in Galisteo Black- 
on-white and has 96 percent sherd temper. This distinctive variety 
appeared about A.D. 1370 and was still present at the time Las Madres 
was abandoned.

Overall, it can be seen that the Glaze Red vessels at Las Madres 
were produced at a number of locations from where these products were 
traded to this village. The early years apparently witnessed exclu
sive trade with the Albuquerque area, which was either the only area 
where this pottery was being produced or the area where it was pre
dominantly being manufactured. Then as the manufacture of Glaze Red 
was adopted in other areas, the products of these other areas began 
to appear at Las Madres. The pottery made in the Cochiti region was 
the first of these varieties to appear at Las Madres. Galisteo Basin 
became a center of glaze production after A.D. 1350 when the distinc
tive pottery from San Marcos Pueblo began to appear. At Las Madres, 
trade for this locally made pottery increased over the years, gradu
ally supplanting most of the earlier trade with the villages along 
the Rio Grande.

In spite of growing glaze production in the basin, several 
pottery producing areas on the Pajarito Plateau continued trading 
with Las Madres. A few sherds suggest trade with the Espanola area. 
After A.D. 1370, Tunque Pueblo pottery appears and continued to be 
imported until the site was abandoned. These routes of trade and 
social interaction seems to have laid the patterns of trade along 
which Glaze Yellow was to travel.
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Approximately by A.D. 1375, Glaze I Yellow, or Cieneguilla 
Glaze-on-yellow, began to be produced in western Galisteo Basin. 
Judging by the tempers and pastes present in Glaze Yellow, it was 
produced in the same villages that formerly had been making Glaze 
Red. Two villages supplied the bulk of the Glaze Yellow present at 
Las Madres -San Marcos and Tunque pueblos. As with Glaze Red, 
the San Marcos variety is tempered with augite-latite tuff and 
mainly has a paste of red-burning clays. The Tunque variety has 
hornblende-latite temper and exhibits 96 percent buff-burning paste 
clays. Ollas are rare in both varieties. These two appeared about 
A.D. 1375 and gradually increased in importance until the final years 
of the site. In the later years, the Tunque variety dominated all 
other varieties.

Minor temper and paste varieties show that Glaze Yellow was 
also being traded in from other villages. The Pajarito Plateau 
villages, with access to perlite temper, continued to trade with 
Las Madres after their potters shifted to Glaze Yellow production. 
This variety has about equal amounts of red and buff-burning paste 
clays, suggesting that there were several villages involved in the 
perlite source area--a situation previously observed in Glaze Red. 
Several pueblos in the Galisteo Basin made Glaze Yellow with sherd 
temper, but the specific sites of origin are not known. However, it 
is possible that Tunque and San Marcos pueblos had potters who used 
sherd instead of crushed rock temper occasionally. The sherd 
tempered variety was present through the Glaze Yellow period. A 
small amount of trade continued with the Expanola area as indicated 
by a number of Glaze Yellow bowl sherds with tuff temper. This 
trade was limited to the time around A.D. 1390.

The ceramic study at Las Madres demonstrates that multi-variate 
analyses, utilizing electronic data processing equipment, can be 
utilized to discriminate varieties which are based upon the non- 
random association of significant attributes. The correlation of 
the varieties with a geological materials analysis can lead to a 
determination of the geographical provenience of these varieties.
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A consideration of these varieties as they occur in a temporally 
controlled site such as Las Madres can, in turn, lead to a recon
struction of the prehistoric trade networks along which these 
ceramics flowed and to a determination of the changes in these 
networks through time.

School of American Research 
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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THE MORTANDAD STYLE OF ROCK ART, PAJARITO PLATEAU,

NEW MEXICO*
CHARLIE R. STEEN

Since 1950, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has undertaken 
archaeological surveys and made necessary excavations in advance of 
construction. From 1973 to 1975 an intensive survey was made of 
Laboratory lands; the results of the survey and of some excavations 
were published in Steen (1977). Other excavation reports are to be 
found in Worman (1959 and 1966) and in Worman and Steen (1978).

LASL is located on the Pajarito Plateau in north-central New 
Mexico. The plateau is a high mesa which lies between the Jemez 
Mountains and the Rio Grande. It is composed largely of tuff, a 
compacted volcanic ash which was the result of numerous eruptions 
from the large caldera now represented by the Jemez Mountains. The 
tuff is friable and easily cut and eroded. Numerous streams which 
head on the slopes of the Jemez have carved deep channels (canyons) 
into the tuff. A characteristic cross section of one of the canyons 
will show cliffs near the mesa rims, then long talus slopes which 
converge near the stream at the canyon bottom.

During the latter part of the 14th century (determined by pot
tery found at the sites), Indians began to use some of the natural 
advantages of these canyon locations. At the bases of the south
ward facing cliffs 2 and 3 storey house units were built with the 
sheer face of the tuff utilized for the back walls. The compara
tively soft tuff was then carved to create additional rooms. Some 
of the latter were small, no more than 1 - 1.5 m. deep, were irreg
ular in shape, and were not finished with a plastered surface or 
floor. These are generally conceded to have been storage rooms.

*This work was done under terms of the contract between the 
Department of Energy and the University of California. Contract 
No. W-7405-Eng-36
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More numerous than the storage rooms are others which are 2 to 
4 meters in diameter, are symmetrical, and have ceilings high enough 
so that most persons can stand erect in them with ease. These rooms 
have thick clay-plastered floors and a clay-plastered dado which 
usually extends about 0.5 m. above the floor. There is invariably a 
firepit near the entrance. Other features of these rooms are niches 
in walls (there is no uniformity of size, shape, or placement of the 
niches) and, occasionally, loom supports. When such a room was ex
cavated, but before floor and dado were plastered, a fire of 
resinous wood was lit in it and a layer of dense black soot was 
deposited on the walls. Then floor and dado were plastered. This 
type room is considered to be a kiva or ceremonial room. They were 
made at about the time that kivas similar to those of the San Juan 
Basin were being introduced to the upper Rio Grande valley, and I 
believe the term "kiva" is not quite correct when applied to them. 
They apparently served as religious or ceremonial rooms for basic 
families, and each was similar to a family chapel of the present day 
Cavate rooms of this nature are found from the Puye vicinity in the 
north to near the southern edge of the Pajarito Plateau.

Many of the cavate ceremonial rooms suffer from rapid exfolia
tion of ceilings and walls because of the soft nature of the tuff, 
but it appears that it was standard practice by Indians who built 
them to blacken the walls of the rooms. The practice of blackening 
the walls continued as long as the Indians lived on the Plateau; 
that is, until the middle of the 16th century. Of much shorter dura 
tion was the application of a distinctive style of rock art to the 
walls--the subject of this paper.

The style is termed Mortandad because the best preserved 
examples are in a cavate kiva, or ceremonial room, in Mortandad 
Canyon (LA 12609). The style (Figures 1-5) is found in a quite 
restricted area: from Bayo Canyon to Ancho Canyon. That is a north
south distance of about 10 km., and the east-west distance in which 
the style is found is nowhere more than 1.5 km.
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Abiquiu Black-on-gray and Bandelier Black-on-gray are the 
pottery types associated with the Mortandad style: pottery of the 
late 14th and early 15th centuries. This was also the time when 
plaza sites (Steen, 1977) were built on the plateau, and it is 
probably the time when kivas were first constructed here.

Although most of the cavate ceremonial rooms appear to have 
been used without further embellishment, the builders of others 
made drawings of zoomorphic and anthropomorphic figures on their 
walls. Probably by using a sharpened stake, they cut heavily into 
the blackened walls to create large, rather stiff figures which 
stood out, light colored, in sharp contrast to the black walls. 
Attempts to portray action were sometimes made, but most of the 
figures are static. The greatest number of figures, by far, are 
of life forms; only a few geometric or meaningless figures were 
made.

As a rule, only one or two figures were cut into a kiva wall. 
Big Bird, for instance (Figure Id), is the only pictograph in its 
room. Other men were more ambitious and drew several figures, and 
a few artists pulled all the stops and covered walls with figures 
of various kinds. The best preserved set of figures is in a room at 
site LA 12609 in Mortandad Canyon (Figure la-c).

Although the majority of the figures are static, motion was 
indicated--sometimes shown quite vividly. The arrow-swallowing 
Kokopelli (Figure lc), and the bear and the hunter (Figure 2a, c) 
are excellent examples of what the artists could do with materials 
which must have been difficult to handle.

What do the figures represent? The most frequent portrayal is 
Awanyu, the plumed or horned serpent and the northern cousin of the 
Mexican deity Quetzalcoatl. Awanyu is shown in most rooms with the 
Mortandad style of art--frequently more than once in a single room. 
Awanyus were portrayed either horizontally or vertically and seem 
to have no direct connection with other figures. Two exceptions 
to that statement are the "rainbow" Awanyu at LA 12609 which appears 
associated with the spotted quadrupeds (Figure la) and the vertical
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Figure 3. Rock art from various sites. LA site numbers are shown.
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snake with four Kokopellis at site T 265 (Figure 3).
Kokopelli, the hunch-backed flute player, is a frequently 

shown figure. With a single observed exception, he is shown in 
traditional poses, either upright or on his back, ithyphallic, 
and tootling away on a flute. The exception (Figure lc) shows 
Kokopelli in the act of swallowing an arrow. Stevenson (1904) 
described a "sword swallowing" rite of a curing society at Zuni, 
and this figure could well record a similar ceremony in the Rio 
Grande.

Numerous anthropomorphic figures appear to represent super
natural beings or masked dancers. A peculiarity about portrayals of 
apparent dancers is that in several instances a group is shown.
These apparently show dancers hand in hand, and in each instance 
these were cut into the dado at the base of the wall. The best 
preserved of these groups, at LA 13557, is shown in Figure 2a.

Birds and quadrupeds are frequently represented. These were 
frequently drawn in kissing position, bill to bill or snout to snout 
(Figure la, 5).

Outstanding among the figures in this art style is a probable 
representation of the Toltec sun god (Figure lb). This figure stands 
more than a meter high and has the principal attributes of the god: 
sun disc for body, cross on chest, snake in one hand and T-shaped 
club in the other (letter of C. C. Di Peso, quoted in Steen, 1977, 
pp. 23-24). There was probably a second similar figure in a room 
in Los Alamos Canyon, but it is so seriously eroded that one can
not be certain of an identification.

Of the spotted figures, one cannot be sure, but they may have 
represented jaguars--done by men who were unfamiliar with that 
beast.

This style of rock art lasted but a short time, possibly as 
little as fifty years. James Maxon, of the National Park Service, 
cleaned the floor of the kiva at LA 12609, the room with the wealth 
of pictographic art (Maxon, unpublished ms. at Bandelier National
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Monument, quoted in Steen,1977). Maxon found two sherds in the fire- 
pit but did not classify them. He also wrote that a surface 
collection of sherds at the site included Santa Fe B/W, Pajarito 
variant of Wiyo B/W, basket imprint (Santa Fe B/W?) and Wiyo B/W.
A large plaza site on the mesa top yields mostly Wiyo B/W and the 
Biscuit wares. At other clusters of cavate rooms I have found few 
painted sherds, and they have been almost entirely of the Biscuit 
wares. The trouble with trying to find sherds at these sites is 
that they are clearly visible and have been visited often, and the 
painted sherds have been carried away.

Only a few clusters of cavate rooms exist alone--almost all are 
associated with plaza sites or with the large late ruins like 
Tshirege and Tsankawi. Walls of the cavate rooms near the late 
sites are blackened but there are no instances of the Mortandad art 
style in them.

It seems that a short-lived art style was prevalent within a 
small area of the Pajarito Plateau, probably quite late in the 14th 
and early in the 15th centuries. The style shows a strong Mexican 
influence.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
Los Alamos, N. M.
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WHEN IS A RIO GRANDE KIVA?
STEWART PECKHAM

Visitors to almost any of the modern Rio Grande pueblos generally 
have no difficulty in recognizing the conspicuous round or rectangular, 
subterranean or seemingly above-ground buildings with ladder poles ex
tending high above their roofs as being something different. If one 
asks what the structures are, the answer, whether it comes from an 
anthropologist or an Anglo who gets inspiration from watching the out
door ceremonies of the Pueblos or even a Pueblo Indian, is almost 
certain to be that the structures are kivas, the principal ceremonial 
chambers of the Pueblos. More discerning individuals will notice that 
some of the structures from whence Pueblo dancers come and go do not 
conform to the somewhat stereotyped or obvious outward attributes of 
kivas. Hawley (1950, pp. 286-287) refers to such structures as 
"moiety houses," "clan houses," and "society houses," and makes the 
natural distinction between the two sizes of kivas--"big kivas" and 
"little kivas."

To be correct, the principal ceremonial chambers of the Rio 
Grande pueblos are not called "kivas" in the native languages of the 
Pueblo Indians of the region. However, the Rio Grande Pueblo people 
have adopted the term "kiva," at least when speaking to non-Indians 
who might be confused by the multiplicity of names for the structures 
in Keres, Tiwa, Tewa, and Towa languages or dialects. For they, as 
do anthropologists, make use of the term borrowed from the Hopis 
as the collective designation for all such structures.

Archaeologists, too, tend to identify as kivas prehistoric 
remains bearing close, or sometimes superficial, resemblance to modern 
kivas. They do this because they see today's kivas as the culmination 
of more than 1900 years of architectural, social, and religious evolu
tion during which the earliest dwellings (pit houses) of the Anasazi 
and Mogollon cultures assumed more specialized religious functions as 
surface architecture developed to serve as dwellings. However, the
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more the archaeologists dig, the more simplistic their earlier 
inferences appear. Regional architectural differences, whether 
resulting from isolation, periodic external stimuli, or other factors, 
tend to render definitions of "what--or when--is a kiva?" almost 
perpetually obsolete.

Still, definitions reflect varying degrees of the state of knowl
edge and are continually subjected to updating as new data are gathered. 
Probably the most succinct definition of a kiva comes from Watson 
Smith (1952, pp. 154-165) who concludes that kivas, as a class, are 
those structures that are similarly different from other structures 
on the same site. Equivocation it may be, but archaeologists have not 
been able to answer the question better. What they can do is compare 
those structures they are calling kivas, and do so on a region-by-region 
basis.

Although we can recognize kiva "types," we all know that archaeo
logical types are selected points along paths of constant change and 
variability and that no two kivas will be found to be alike in every 
respect. Even though kivas are the tangible evidence of the slowness 
of Pueblo Indian religion to change, they can also be seen as having 
provided opportunities for that religion to change, at least within 
prescribed limits of the times and the place. This change may be of 
negligible or major importance, but the archaeologist may be unable to 
recognize either when one considers how few kivas have been excavated 
and how those uncovered are viewed as adequate samples for any given 
region or period. However, it is still useful to examine kivas on 
regional and local bases in hopes that the data obtained will con
tribute to explanations of other observed cultural variability.

It is possible that the impact of non-Indian culture on the 
Pueblos has hastened changes which in centuries past might have taken 
generations to accomplish, but rates of change in the past may have 
been thought, by those experiencing the changes, to be as great as 
those which affect Pueblo Indian life today.

Consider kivas among the modern Rio Grande pueblos. Our point of
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reference is probably the most observed and measured kiva in the Rio 
Grande region--the "big kiva" at the Pueblo of Nambe. Today, its 
well-stuccoed exterior suggests that it has always been kept in good 
condition. Twenty years ago, however, it was largely unused, in a 
state of disrepair, and tourists were only moderately chastized for 
entering it. In the early 1930s, measured architectural drawings of 
the interior and exterior of the structure were prepared by the 
Historic American Buildings Survey (1934). The circular above-ground 
structure (Fig. 1) is entered by way of an exterior stairway allow
ing access to the interior by means of a ladder through a hatchway 
in the roof. Inside, a terraced hearth-altar complex is near the 
southeast side of the room close to a ground-level ventilator opening 
in the wall. A low bench encircles the room except for a meter or two 
on either side of the ventilator. A line drawn between the two primary 
roof posts would bisect the room, and a third post appears to be brac
ing a sagging roof where accumulating water necessitated the installa
tion of a stovepipe oanale to drain the roof outside. There are no 
loom sockets, no sipapu, no ash pit, no wall paintings or other 
features that might be recognized archaeologically, though current 
wall and floor finishes might conceal earlier ones. Of interest, 
however, are the above-floor portions of the primary roof posts which 
have been painted with barely visible remnants of horizontal black 
and white stripes, with at least one post having a face painted near 
the top, apparently representing a Koshare clown figure so prominent 
in Rio Grande Pueblo ceremonialism. At the time of the HABS inspec
tion, the posts were also equipped with small shelves on which candles 
could be placed. Twelve years earlier, Moorehead (Kidder, 1958, 
p. 266) recorded a far shorter bench and the presence of four wall 
pegs on which drums could be hung.

Thus, the Nambe kiva constitutes the sole standard against which 
preceding kivas may be compared. Isolated attributes of other Rio 
Grande kivas are too inconsistently documented to contribute much 
information, and, for the most part, they tend to show that, in spite
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of the slowness of Pueblo religion to change, there is a fair amount 
of architectural latitude allowed in the structures in which at least 
part of that religion is practiced.

Numerous Rio Grande pueblos have seen old kivas go and new ones 
replace them since the turn of the century. Hawley (1950, p. 290) 
reports that since 1905 a new kiva was built at Santa Clara. White 
(1962, pp. 50-53) says that in 1914 the only kiva at Sia was rectangu
lar; in 1917 the rectangular Turquoise kiva at Sia had no roof, and by 
1918 it had been demolished and was replaced with a round kiva; the 
rectangular Wren kiva was rebuilt as a round kiva in 1942 or 1943, 
and it was burned and rebuilt in 1946-47. Within the past five years, 
proposals were made to enlarge at least one of the Sia kivas. A 
large rectangular "practice kiva" was under construction at Tesuque in 
1949 or 1950 when an aerial photo of the pueblo was taken (Stubbs,
1950, p. 56), and a rectangular kiva which Stubbs shows as abandoned 
at that time was demolished in 1964. At San Ildefonso, the north side 
kiva, built within a house block, was destroyed as a result of a fac
tional dispute. The old round kiva at San Ildefonso still stands, 
but, since 1938, has been supplanted to a great extent by a large 
rectangular one nearby. Parsons (1929, p. 99) notes that the little 
kiva at San Juan Pueblo was destroyed when the Roman Catholic chapel 
was built at the west end of the main plaza. And, most recently, in 
1975-1976, both kivas at Cochiti Pueblo were razed, and in the same 
locations cinderblock and cement stucco reconstructions were built, 
reportedly by non-Indian contractors from Albuquerque.

Other similar occurrences can certainly be cited to show that 
Rio Grande kiva architecture is by no means static, and even to 
the outsider it can be seen to undergo frequent, sometimes substantial, 
change within the course of a generation or two. If the current Rio 
Grande patterns of having only one or two kivas (except for the 
northern Tiwa and Pecos pueblos) can be traced back into the past, 
it becomes more understandable that the numerous kivas associated 
with late prehistoric Anasazi sites were not likely to have all been
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in use at one time, but represent varying stages of construction, use, 
modification, decay, collapse, and demolition.

PREHISTORIC RIO GRANDE KIVAS
In the Rio Grande Anasazi region, the development of the kiva 

does not exactly follow the same trends that one finds in the Western 
Anasazi regions. Local development was, at times, punctuated by exter
nal stimuli, sometimes from the west and sometimes from the Mogollon 
area to the south. Although different approaches have been used to 
order the cultural sequence in the Rio Grande, probably the most simple 
and useful one is that proposed by Wendorf and Reed (1955) which views 
the Anasazi centuries in terms of three periods (Developmental--A.D. 
600-1200; Coalition— A.D. 1200-1325; and Classic--A.D. 1325-1600). 
Current research suggests that the beginning of the Developmental 
Period might be set back a century or two, though in the Albuquerque 
district, the earliest sedentary farming may have been of the Mogollon 
Culture rather than Anasazi. The Coalition Period, too, appears to 
have its principal attributes occurring early in the 1100s in some 
localities. However, these details do not invalidate the general 
trends of the Wendorf and Reed sequence.

As a starting point in defining Rio Grande kivas, we can draw 
upon the essence of Watson Smith's definition of a kiva as a structure 
which in form and feature differs from other structures on a site. 
However, this demands that there be other structures on a site that 
are not kivas, and we must consider the possibility that some structures 
functioned as kivas even when there were no other structures in the 
vicinity. This would seem to be the case during the early Develop
mental Period when pit houses were all the Indians had. Even later 
Developmental sites seem to have had associated surface structures, 
but their functions as dwellings is not always clear.

Thus far, the earliest pit houses in the Rio Grande region do not 
seem to have been equipped with any feature implying ritual function, 
but relatively early in the Developmental Period a kiva function for
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dwellings is implied by the addition of the sipapu, generally west 
of the hearth, in a west-to-east alignment with the hearth, "ash 
pit, ladder rest, and ventilator. As a symbolic representation of 
the place of emergence referred to in Pueblo origin legends, the 
sipapu is almost certain to have been introduced into the Rio Grande 
region from western Anasazi regions and occurs with considerable 
consistency in Developmental Period subterranean structures.

Ellis and Hammack (1968) feel that the sipapu, and the religious 
concepts accompanying it, may have been introduced to the Southwest 
from Mexico, possibly having very ancient beginnings, far earlier than 
pit houses, since caves, springs, crevices, and small lakes appear to 
reach down into the underworld from whence the first people emerged. 
Since caves are not always located in convenient places, except per
haps for semi-nomadic hunters and gatherers, communicating with 
deities might not always be possible once the early Indians became 
sedentary, and a suitable alternative for the cave sipapu might very 
well be adopted as the religion of the Developmental farmers needed 
more frequent contact with beneficent deities in the underworld who 
could bring them rain, crops in abundance, good health, and a success
ful hunt. Thus, the sipapu in the floors of early Rio Grande pit 
houses might have been thought to be vitally important.

Although few early Developmental pit houses have been excavated, 
those that have, such as the one at the St. Joseph Site (Schorsch, 
1962), at Albuquerque, seem to lack the sipapu (Fig. 2a), possibly 
implying that the advent of the surrogate place of emergence post
dated the establishment of permanent settlements. However, by the 
7th or 8th century A.D., Rio Grande pit houses were commonly equipped 
with the sipapu, and it would seem that with the adoption of this 
feature, the pit house became a kiva per se, and the later development 
of surface dwellings did not constitute the point in time when pit 
houses ceased being dwellings and became kivas.

Ibroughout the Developmental Period, the population of the Rio 
Grande region appears to have been too small and architectural
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development too slow to have brought about the embellishment and refine
ment that often characterize kivas in the western Anasazi regions. 
Instead, form and function in the Rio Grande pit house and kiva 
remained relatively static, except for one kiva form to be discussed 
later. In many respects, the attributes of the typical Rio Grande pit 
house of the Developmental Period persist in subsequent Coalition 
Period kivas, and sometimes Classic kivas as well, and one might refer 
to them collectively as "pit house/kivas." There are not really many 
integral features to be considered: (a) subterranean, usually 1-2 
meters deep, though some are deeper in the Taos district; (b) circular, 
oval, or rounded rectangular in plan, with some more closely rectangu
lar in the Taos district; (c) four-post roof support system; and 
west-to-east alignment of sipapu, hearth, ash pit, ladder rest, and 
ventilator (Fig. 2b-d). Walls are commonly of plastered native soil 
though walls of pit houses and kivas dug into unstable terrace gravels 
may be reinforced with vertical poles or laths plastered with adobe.
Late Developmental pit house/kivas may have walls of coursed adobe 
or cobble masonry. More stable masonry walls occur later when 
Coalition and Classic settlements were established in areas having 
more workable tabular sandstone or tuff.

Almost invariably lacking in Rio Grande pit houses are benches, 
deflectors, partition walls, and floor ridges. The deflector is 
sometimes replaced by a shaped stone damper slab covering the inner 
end of the ventilator, but rudimentary deflectors occur in late 
Developmental and Coalition kivas, and well-defined ones are primarily 
Classic Period manifestations. Benches, pilasters, and bench or wall 
recesses are absent or uncommon. The only reported example of a kiva 
having these features is at the Algodones Kiva Site, LA 13668, a late 
Developmental site north of Bernalillo (Marshall, n.d.; Personal 
Communication).

Examples of the Rio Grande pit house can be found at almost any 
Developmental Period site from Albuquerque (Allen, 1970; Allen and 
McNutt, 1955; Frisbie, 1967; Peckham, 1954; 1957; Skinner, 1965; 1968;
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Vivian and Clendenen, 1965; and Vytlacil and Brody, 1958) to Cochiti 
(Bussey, 1968a; 1968b; Hammack, 1971; and Snow, 1971), to the 
Tesuque Valley (McNutt, 1969; and Stubbs, 1954), and northward to 
Taos (Bluinenschein, 1956; 1958; Leubben, 1968; Peckham and Reed,
1963; and Wolfman, Wolfman, and Dick, n.d.).

Though not actually included within the Rio Grande region, pit 
house development in the general Laguna-Acoma-Rio San Jose region, 
west of Albuquerque, closely parallels that summarized above, and 
one would expect the same would be true for the Rio Puerco region 
northwest of Albuquerque. However, sites in the former region have 
kivas more closely approximating those of the Chaco-Puerco region 
after about A .D. 1000.

Round subterranean kivas of the Coalition Period generally con
form in size and features to earlier pit house/kivas but are less well 
known. With one exception, LA 10794, in Tijeras Canyon, east of 
Albuquerque (Museum of New Mexico Archeological Site Files, LA 10794) , 
those previously investigated are in the northern half of the Rio 
Grande region (Bussey, 1968b; Dick, 1965; Hibben, 1937; Kidder, 1958; 
McNutt, 1969; Peckham, 1959; 1974; Snow, 1971; Stubbs and Stallings, 
1953; and Wetherington, 1968) (Fig. 3).

Two new architectural features make their appearances in Coali
tion Period little kivas: floor drums (Stubbs and Stallings, 1953, 
p. 40; Wetherington, 1968, p. 44; and Museum of New Mexico Archeolog
ical Site Files, LA 3333), and "ash-grinding stones" set in the floor 
on the south side of the hearth. Floor drums are almost certainly 
introductions from the general Chacoan area. "Ash-grinding stones" 
seem to have no immediate ancestry in the Rio Grande or adjacent 
regions, but may be related to veneration of "Ash Boy" or "Ash Youth" 
(Ortiz, 1969, p. 54) and possibly also to the ash piles found around 
the perimeters of a number of modern Rio Grande pueblos.

With the advent of the Classic Period, round little kivas appear 
equipped with massive U-shaped, and sometimes terraced, deflectors 
between the hearth and ventilator (Fig. 4). Often plastered, some
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Figure 3. Coalition Period round little kivas
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Figure 4 Classic Period round little kivas



of them also have multi-colored painted decoration. With these 
features may occur a shelf or narrow platform above the hearth, and 
the combination of these several attributes, plus ethnographic accounts, 
suggests that these deflectors also served as altars. Possibly related 
to this function are ceremonial caches found in pits beneath the hearth 
or, in some instances, beneath the floor between the deflector and the 
ventilator.

Perhaps the most frequently occurring floor features making their 
appearance during the Classic Period are loom holes, usually align
ments of six or more circular plugs of compacted ash or clay which 
formerly held twig or cord loops anchoring the lower end of vertical 
looms suspended from the kiva ceiling. Although often occurring as 
single alignments, pairs of loom hole alignments may be on either side 
of the hearth, paralleling the east-west axis of the kiva, or at 
more acute angles to this axis, or close to and roughly parallel to 
the kiva wall on either side of the ventilator opening. Multiple sets 
of loom holes frequently occur in the same general locations, indicat
ing that they occasionally had to be replaced (Kidder, 1958, p. 179,
Fig. 50). Presumably, the appearance of these features marks the intro
duction of cotton weaving to the Rio Grande region or perhaps the 
relegation of cotton weaving to kivas and the male occupants of the 
kivas.

Although better known in rectangular Rio Grande kivas, painted 
murals are present in some Classic Period round kivas (Dutton, 1963; 
Schaafsma, 1977); however, they appear far less complex, and not as 
well preserved as those found in rectangular kivas.

How recently into the Historic Period round little kivas persisted 
is not all that clear. Some survived at Pecos until its final abandon
ment in 1838. Taos (Kidder, 1958, p. 321) and Picuris (Ibid.; Dick, 
1965) are the only modern pueblos where round little kivas have not 
been replaced by round or rectangular big kivas--or smallish rectangular 
kivas in house blocks functioning as big kivas.

Rectangular little kivas have a different history than round ones,
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possibly arising from both local and external stimuli. As early as 
the Middle Developmental Period, Anasazi sites in the Tesuque Valley, 
such as LA 835 (Stubbs, 1954) and LA 742 (Museum of New Mexico Archeo
logical Site Files, LA 742) had rectangular surface rooms within 
linear house blocks in which the basic little kiva features, includ
ing the sipapu, occurred (Fig. 5). It is uncertain, though likely, 
that little pit house/kivas co-existed with these rectangular and 
round surface kivas at some sites. At present, the occurrence of 
such surface kivas seems to be limited largely to the northern half of 
the Rio Grande region, though one possible example was found at LA 
3638, a site contemporary with the Middle Developmental Period, on 
Interstate 40, about 10 miles east of Laguna Pueblo (Schaafsma, 1964).

Although round little kivas continued to be built during the 
Coalition Period, the in-the-room-block surface kivas gained favor, 
even to the point of abandoning apparently serviceable subterranean 
little kivas, such as at the Tesuque By-Pass Site, LA 3294 (McNutt, 
1969). At that site, the east wall of a surface room was removed, and 
the room was extended eastward to enlarge the room and accommodate the 
apparent kiva function.

Similar rectangular surface kivas, or specialized rooms, were 
noted at Pindi, LA 1 (Stubbs and Stallings, 1953, pp. 31-32; Figs. 
24-28), and others occur in the Pajarito Plateau, near Los Alamos 
(Maxon, 1969; Steen, 1977; and Worman, 1967), the latter generally to 
the exclusion of any round subterranean little kivas. None of these 
structures has been reported in the Taos or general Albuquerque dis
tricts. Later Coalition Period versions of these structures appear 
as D-shaped corner kivas, with standard kiva interior features, and 
constructed at ground level adjacent to small plazas at such sites as 
Pindi (Stubbs and Stallings, 1953, pp. 39, 44) and Forked Lightning 
Ruin (Kidder, 1958, pp. 29-42), or as roundish surface kivas appended 
to linear room blocks, as at Pueblo Alamo, LA 8, just south of 
Santa Fe (Allen, 1973). The latter site also had two single, rectangu
lar, kiva-like rooms forming parts of the front tier of a linear room
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block, with both rooms having alignments of hearth, ash pit, and 
ventilator.

The rectangular room-kiva at Las Madres (Dutton, 1964), a late 
Coalition-early Classic Period site in the Galisteo Basin, is the 
latest known occurrence of this kind of kiva in the northern half 
of the Rio Grande region. It had a hearth-deflector/altar-ventilator 
alignment, associated with a pair of Corn Mother fetishes, and appears 
to have been the only ceremonial structure on the site. Still to be 
determined is the relationship between the Coalition Period room- 
kivas of the northern Rio Grande region and the Classic Period room- 
kivas of the Tiguex Province.

Closely similar, but not identical, structures were found at Pecos, 
and, because of their strategic locations at passage entryways to the 
pueblo plaza, were called "guardhouse kivas" (Kidder, 1958, pp. 219- 
226). However, Kidder dates all but one of these structures in the 
post-A.D. 1600 period and was unable to relate them to Classic Period 
antecedents in the area. These structures had hearth-deflector- 
ventilator alignments but no other identifiable kiva features.

Both surface and subterranean rectangular kivas occur in the Rio 
Grande Valley southwest of Santa Fe, but their origins seem more likely 
to have been outside the region, perhaps to the west or south, or both. 
The Rio Grande region, from Cochiti southward was the recipient in the 
14th century, of glaze-decorated pottery technology from the general 
Zuni-Acoma region to the west. Whether introduced by trade or by arriv
ing migrants, it is possible that rectangular kivas from the Western 
Pueblo area were introduced at the same time. However, the Little 
Colorado style of kiva in the west bears only superficial resemblance 
to the Classic Period rectangular kivas in the general Albuquerque 
district. The low, broad bench spanning the narrow end of Little 
Colorado kivas above their ventilators is absent in the Rio Grande. 
Narrower benches may occur on the long side of kivas at Pottery Mound 
(Hibben, 1975, p. 18), but are far more common, on more sides, in 
Little Colorado kivas.
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Fitted sandstone slab floors, with loom holes and sipapus, occur 
in both areas, but the massive U-shaped deflector/altar of the Rio 
Grande region is totally absent in the west. The hearth-ventilator 
orientation of Little Colorado kivas more or less consistently 
parallels the long axis of the kiva, whereas in the Rio Grande region, 
there is less consistency but a tendency for the hearth-ventilator 
axis to be at right angles to the long axis of the room. "Ash-grinding 
slabs" are absent in the west.

These discrepancies may be reduced with further archaeological 
study, particularly in the Acoma area, but one gets the impression 
that kivas in the Rio Grande region were not all that susceptible to 
external influence from the Western Pueblo area (Fig. 6).

To the south and southeast, the area of the Jornada Branch of the 
Mogollon Culture (Lehmer, 1948) was being abandoned during the early 
Rio Grande Classic, and ties between the large Jornada villages in the 
Tularosa Basin and the Salinas Province, near Mountainair, New Mexico, 
seem to have been fairly close, as indicated by ceramic trade. Contact 
may have been strengthened by the apparent introduction, from Mexico, 
of the Kachina Cult (Schaafsma and Schaafsma, 1974) and transmitted 
via the Jornada Branch of the Mogollon to the Rio Grande Anasazi and 
then westward. Although rectangular kivas of the Jornada region lack 
ventilators, they bear some resemblance to rectangular kivas in the Rio 
Grande region, and it is possible that southern kiva forms and features 
were transmitted either as part of the Kachina complex or as Jornada 
migrants moved northward to join Rio Grande Anasazi (Southern Tiwa) 
whose villages followed the eastern foothills of the Manzano Mountains 
to as far south as the pueblo of Quarai. It should be noted also that 
the distribution of Classic Period rectangular kivas in the Rio Grande 
region generally matches that of the Tiwa-speaking pueblos along the 
Rio Grande Valley and on the east side of the central mountain chain: 
Kuaua (Dutton, 1963; Tichy, 1938; Museum of New Mexico Archeological 
Site Files, LA 187); Paa-ko (Lambert, 1954; Tichy, 1938); Pottery 
Mound (Hibben, 1966; 1975); Tijeras Pueblo (Museum of New Mexico
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A rectangnIar, subterranean room with a hearth-ash p it -de f lector -  

venti lator  alignment, as well as loom holes, at Pueblo del Encierro

fLA 703’ near Cochiti (Pcckham, 1966), appears as a definitely special 
lzed ceremonial structure, though apparently associated with a kiva
and thus may mark the adoption of separate facilities for religious 
societies during the early Classic Period.

Not included as kivas or other ceremonial structures are so-called 
"Class C Rooms" at Unshagi and other Jemez area sites (Reiter, 1938, 
pp. 67-70) which, with hearth-deflector-ventilator-storage bin config
urations, may have been special storage facilities, dwellings, or 
society houses. Likewise considered as dwellings are contiguous, 
rectangular subterranean rooms at Cochiti area sites, such as LA 6455 
(Bussey, 1968b). Both the Jemez and Cochiti examples may be unique to 
the areas in which they are found, but they occur in such abundance
that they do not conform to initial precepts as to when and what is a 
kiva.

If the advent of the Kachina Cult followed the route and the tim
ing hypothesized by the Schaafsmas, it is possible that it contributed 
to the period of unrest and resettlement that characterized the Coali
tion and early Classic periods. Arrival of an "alien" religious concept 
could have further encouraged the breakdown of some of the older bases 
of Anasazi religion resulting in fragmentation of the Anasazi social 
and religious order. Although Rio Grande oral histories do not seem 

describe a conflict between old and new religious practices, the 
proclivity of the Pueblos to engage in factional disputes involving 
religion is well-known, and the introduction of the Kachina Cult may 
very well have touched off inter- and intra-village disputes, the likes 
of which may be alluded to in the battle between the Kachinas and the
people of Acoma in the periodic re-enactment described by White (1932, 
pp. 88-94).

Coincidental with the introduction of the Kachina Cult, perhaps



in the late 13th or early 14th century, the Rio Grande Anasazi did 
witness the apparent formalization of warfare as indicated in the 
shield- and weapon-bearing figures depicted in Pottery Mound kiva 
murals (Hibben, 1975, pp. 130-133) and rock art panels throughout 
the region (Schaafsma, 1972, pp. 148-149). Whether responding to 
internal population pressures, newly introduced religious practices, 
or encroaching nomadic Indians from the east, or all of these, the 
Rio Grande Anasazi kivas seem to reflect the emotions of the times 
and the consolidation of the populace and their territorial limits.

This was also the period of the rise of the "big kiva" as an 
integrating factor among the Rio Grande pueblos. Unlike the develop
ment of the Great Kiva of the San Juan Basin, which can be traced 
from at least as early as the late 6th century A.D. at Shabik'eschchee 
Village (Roberts, 1929, pp. 73-81; Robinson, Harrill, and Warren,
1974, p. 39), and possibly Basketmaker II "ring structures" in the 
Upper San Juan region (Eddy, 1961, pp. 18, 41), no such early community- 
oriented structures are known to exist at Anasazi sites in the Rio 
Grande region possibly because there were no communities large enough 
to warrant and construct them.

Whereas the Western Anasazi Great Kiva tradition culminates in 
the Pueblo III structures ranging in size from 10.2 meters (Chetro 
Ketl III) to 24.7 meters (Ackmen II) (Vivian and Reiter, 1960, p. 84), 
the Rio Grande region seems to have experienced only an abbreviated 
period of experimentation with Great Kivas during the late Develop
mental Period, giving them up by the 11th century.

Stubbs (1954) describes an architecturally simple, and unfortunately 
eroded, Great Kiva at LA 835, the Pojoaque Grant Site. Measuring 15.8 
meters in diameter, the structure yielded tree-ring dates from 773vv 
to 905vv (Robinson, Hannah, and Harrill, 1972, p. 49). However, 
these dates may be misleading (possibly reused timbers), since the 
associated ceramics (Kwahe'e Black-on-white) and the use of cobble 
masonry suggest a 10th, 11th, or even 12th century date for the struc
ture (Fig. 7a). Even so, this Great Kiva, and an unexcavated, possibly
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contemporary one north of Taos, are the only known Developmental 
community religious structures recorded in the entire Rio Grande
region.

Thus, it appears that the 10th and 11th century introduction 
of Great Kivas during the establishment of Chaco outliers in the 
northern Rio Grande region did not carry with it the strength of the 
Chacoan religious complex even though LA 835 and other sites along 
the Rio Tesuque and Rio Nambe show a strong Chacoan presence 
ceramically.

Continuity may yet be found between the two Developmental Period 
Great Kivas and the "big kivas" of succeeding periods, but archaeolog
ical survey data at the Museum of New Mexico show no evidence of it.
At Pot Creek Ruin (Wetherington, 1968, pp. 40-42), south of Taos, 
the late Coalition Period (Talpa Phase) Kiva 1 (11.6 meters in diameter) 
may, in this peripheral locality, be a survival of the earlier Great 
Kiva tradition. If not that, then the Great Kiva at Pot Creek is 
certainly the earliest excavated example of the "big kiva" and suggests 
that others of the same period may exist--perhaps on the Pajarito 
Plateau where sizable 12th century Coalition Period sites exist.

Archaeological survey records suggest that "big kivas" occur at 
virtually every major Classic period site, though only a few of these 
structures have been excavated. Fortunately, their locations through
out the region offer a fairly good cross-section of what may be found 
with future excavations (Fig. 7b-d).

Aside from size, the most conspicuous feature of Classic Period 
"big kivas" is the western entryway. Usually appearing as an above 
floor level ramp projecting outward from the west wall in an align
ment with the hearth and ventilator, this feature has been found 
associated with almost all "big kivas," as at Tyuonyi (Hendron, 1940, 
pp. 79-80); Te'ewi (Wendorf, 1953, p. 49); Pecos (Kidder, 1958, p. 217); 
Puaray (Museum of New Mexico Archeological Site Files, LA 326); Tichy, 
1938); and Pueblo del Encierro (Peckham, 1966, pp. 4-5). Whether or 
not this feature was a true entry or a feature comparable to the wall
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niche (shipap) of smaller Classic Period kivas is uncertain. Of 
interest, but of unknown relationship, are similar features in Pit 
House 4, at Artificial Leg Site XI, a Basketmaker III site (Frisbie, 
1967, p. 68), and in Feature 7 at the Taylor Draw Site in south- 
central New Mexico (Peckham, 1977, p. 41).

Several Rio Grande "big kivas" have one or more floor drums.
That at Pueblo del Encierro, near Cochiti Pueblo, had five, including 
a pair on either side of the hearth very much like those in Great Kivas 
in the Chaco region. Because of this similarity, it is possible that 
Rio Grande "big kivas" somehow are derived from earlier western Great 
Kivas, perhaps as introduced by occupants of late Pueblo III villages 
in the Zuni area.

One of the floor drums at Pueblo del Encierro lay between the 
hearth and the western entry and contained what appears to be the 
remains of a painted hide shield or shield cover. Inasmuch as Hawley 
considers the "big kiva" to function prominently in matters of warfare 
(Hawley, 1950, pp. 294-295), this association may be significant.

Sipapus are not common features in Rio Grande "big kivas," though, 
as Smith (1972, p. 121) mentions, "a sipapu must be present only in a 
kiva that is used for ceremonies in which a sipapu is necessary." This 
would also account for the occasional absence of sipapus in little 
kivas, as well. Additionally, floor drums and other sub-floor features 
containing ceremonial caches may be comparable to sipapus.

Again, coincident with the prehistoric territorial extent of the 
Southern Tiwa, rectangular "big kivas" are known to occur at only two 
sites, Kuaua (Museum of New Mexico Archeological Site Files, LA 187) 
and Pottery Mound (Hibben, 1966; 1975). At the former site, the rec
tangular "big kiva: was nested within the walls of an earlier one. 
Although the smaller of the two had an entryway near the southwest 
corner, neither one had a western entry comparable to that found in 
round prehistoric "big kivas."

With almost every Rio Grande kiva showing slightly different 
features, forms, and contents, it is impossible to do justice to each
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one in a summary such as this. What may have begun as a simple--or 
not so simple--sipapu in the floor of an early pit house could hardly 
remain simple in an area such as the Southwest. Even though not every 
kiva contains an identifiable sipapu, other features of kivas verify 
the religious function by their repeated association with sipapus in 
structures that are unquestionably kivas. Even the subterranean kivas 
themselves may be viewed sipapus of a sort, since they also reach 
downward toward the underworld.

Museum of New Mexico 
Santa Fe, N.M.
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FUR TEXTILES OF THE SOUTHWEST
NANCY FOX

The weaving of fur cordage into textiles, used variously as 
shoulder blankets or robes, as sleeping blankets, and as burial wrap
pings, represents a very ancient craft, in the Southwest and also in 
the Plateau region to the north. Its origins remain shrouded, but 
most probably lie within the Archaic Period, which ended around the 
first to second century A.D. Examples exist from sites of the suc
ceeding Basket Maker Period in the Anasazi region of New Mexico, 
Colorado, Arizona, and Utah. They are also found in caves which 
were inhabited by the Archaic Cochise and their descendants--in 
early Mogollon levels in southern New Mexico, as well as later 
examples associated with the Hohokam culture of southern Arizona.

Because of the perishable nature of such remains, finds are 
generally restricted to dry caves and therefore much of what was 
produced has been lost. And yet, sufficient material survives to 
afford a tantalizing glimpse of the craft as it once existed.

Perhaps the earliest technique by which fur was fashioned into 
cordage was by cutting narrow strips of skin--fur adhering--and then 
twisting one strip upon itself, or entwining more than one together. 
But early sites also provide examples of more complex methods involv
ing the combination of fur strips with yarns made from vegetal 
fibers, yucca being the most widely utilized.

In general, vegetal cordage was manufactured by rolling two 
parallel lengths of fiber along the right thigh beneath the right 
palm, in a downward or upward motion, thereby twisting both into 
tightly spun threads; the motion was then reversed, and the two were 
combined by means of a twist opposite to the one that formed the 
individual plies.

When the motion of the hand was downward, toward the knee, 
the result was a strand displaying an "S"-twist. "Z"-twisted 
strands occurred when the movement was upward, toward the body.
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S-twisted is the terra applied to a yarn in which the spiral (result
ing from twisting) trends in the same direction as the diagonal center 
line of the letter S, when held in an upright position. In a Z- 
twisted yarn, the spiral trends in the same direction as the diagonal 
center line of the letter Z (see Figure 3, top). Most Anasazi yucca 
fiber cordage was two-ply, made by first rolling it in the direction 
of the knee, then reversing the motion, resulting in a yarn that was 
S-spun, Z-twisted (Kent, 1957, p. 478).

Fiber cordage was, in itself, an extremely important adjunct of 
Southwestern cultures. And in the manufacture of fur textiles, 
various kinds were employed, both single and multiple-ply: a single 
element might be wrapped--spirally--with single strips of fur, or a 
cord containing two or more plies could be wound with single or 
multiple fur bands. Alternatively a two-ply fiber cord might have 
each element wrapped individually with fur before they were twisted 
together. Or finally, instead of winding fur strips, tufts of fur 
were sometimes incorporated into multiple-ply fiber cordage. The 
type which consisted of strips of fur wound in an S-twist around a 
vegetal fiber cord appears to have predominated within the South
west (Martin et al., 1952, p. 212). The cord, on the contrary, would 
normally display a Z-twist.

Basket Maker caves of the Durango, Colorado area have yielded 
fur-on-fiber examples (Morris and Burgh, 1954). Additionally,
Basket Maker sites of northeastern .Arizona (Guernsey and Kidder,
1921) contain many examples of skin strips twisted upon themselves, 
both single and multiple-ply, sometimes with light and dark fur 
wound together for contrast; here too, however, fur-wrapped yucca 
cordage is more common. Also, there exist a number of specimens 
wherein tufts of fur--especially thick clumps from rabbits' feet, or 
sometimes dog or buffalo hair--have been inserted between the strands 
of two-ply cords.

Sites containing later materials exhibit similar types of 
cordage. For example, Turkey Cave, in Kiet Siel Canyon, Arizona 
(Breternitz, 1969), had levels apparently dating from Basket Maker II
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or III to late Pueblo III. Scattered throughout were a number of 
specimens of fur cordage, mostly rabbit skin wrapped about two-ply 
Z-twisted yucca cords; in addition, there was one example of a two- 
ply, Z-twisted rabbit fur thread (derived from a PI level).

Fur used to make cordage was obtained from a variety of small 
mammals, most frequently rabbit. Occasionally mountain sheep skin 
was utilized, in which case the hide was tanned; in most other 
instances, it was left raw (Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, p. 175).

Mogollon examples from dry caves in the Reserve area of New 
Mexico date as early as (or earlier than) existing Anasazi specimens, 
and demonstrate similar techniques. Fur strips, wrapped around 
single or multiple-ply fiber cordage, constituted the prevalent type, 
here as at Cordova and Tularosa Caves in the Pine Lawn Valley. In 
addition, the Reserve area yielded cordage wrapped with double strips 
of fur, and two-ply fiber cordage, each ply individually fur-wrapped 
(Martin et al., 1954, pp. 163-164).

Bat Cave, also in Catron County, New Mexico, contained 40 
examples made by twisting a single strand of fur around a two-ply 
fiber cord; noteworthy in respect to these was the unusual predom
inance of Z-twisted hide (Dick, 1965, p. 70).

Single-ply twisted fur strips were fairly common at Bat Cave 
(Ibid., p. 71). And single or two-ply fur strips together comprised 
the second most common variety of fur cordage recovered from Tularosa 
and Cordova Caves (Martin et al., 1952, pp. 211-212).

The use of fur garments must obviously have been related to 
conditions of climate. A two-ply fur strip from a Mogollon level 
was the only such specimen retrieved during excavations at Pinnacle 
Cave in the southern locale of Hidalgo County, on the New Mexico- 
Chihuahua border. It was speculated, therefore, that the cave had 
been utilized only during warm seasons (Lambert and Ambler, 1961, 
p. 48).

On the other hand, prehistoric sites from the Guadalupe Mountains 
of southern New Mexico have produced an assortment of fur cordage 
types. One and two-ply fur strips, twisted upon themselves, as well
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as fur-wrapped, two-ply fiber cordage, were recovered at Hermit's 
Cave (Ferdon, 1946). Other specimens, deriving from various locales 
within the Guadalupes, were noted by Mera (1938), although his report 
contained little detail. These are housed at the Museum of New 
Mexico and have been examined by the author. Goat Cave contained a 
two-ply, S-twisted rabbit skin band which may once have been wound 
about a fiber cord. Fragments of a rabbit fur robe, including two- 
and three-ply, S-twisted fur cords were obtained from Last Chance 
Cave. From Cave #2, Little Pine Canyon, came other rabbit fur robe 
fragments; these included two-ply, S-twisted fur strips; two-ply, 
Z-twisted fiber cordage; a cord composed of three S-twisted fiber 
strands combined in a Z-twist; and a red-stained, two-ply, S-twisted, 
very pliable fiber string; there was also an example of fur-wrapped 
two-ply fiber cordage--again, the cordage was Z-twisted, and the strip 
of fur had been wrapped about it in an S-twist.

Cosgrove (1947) , who compared San Juan Basket Maker sites with 
sites in both the Hueco and Upper Gila districts, as well as with 
Pecos-Big Bend Basket Maker, noted fur blanket remains from all of 
them. Caves of the Upper Gila and Hueco areas contained examples of 
two-ply rabbit fur cordage, and also of fiber cordage wound with 
strips of rabbit skin; in all instances but one (a four-ply specimen) 
the fiber cordage employed was two-ply yucca. In the Upper Gila, the 
latter variety predominated; in the Hueco area, this type occurred, 
but most samples consisted of two-ply strips of hide. Some cordage 
was stained red through use of an oxide of iron pigment. But, at 
least in the case of fragments from Chavez Cave in the Hueco district, 
it was suggested that these pieces, instead of being woven into the 
textile itself, may have served as waist cords or perhaps as 
adornment (Ibid., p. 66).

Hohokam examples are extremely rare, due not only to considera
tions of climate but to the practice of cremation. However, Ventana 
Cave, on the Papago Reservation southwest of Tucson, yielded a variety 
of fur cordage samples illustrating types that have also been 
described for the Anasazi and the Mogollon. And although the lowest
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levels were too damp for the preservation of any textile remains which 
might have been present, the upper zones demonstrated that from about 
A.D. 1000 to 1400, fur was the standard material used to manufacture 
cordage for robes (Haury, 1950, p. 432).

Again, most of the fur was rabbit. Strips were twisted upon 
themselves or wrapped around fiber cordage; some examples were found 
in which yards of a two-ply cord were individually fur-wrapped; fin
ally, some cordage contained fur tufts. One example alone differed 
significantly: a single milk weed cord had been wrapped with a smaller 
cord, dyed red, containing downy parts of feathers. Its similarity to 
Anasazi specimens used for trim suggests that it may have been 
employed in a like manner. This was the only instance in which 
feather was substituted for fur at Ventana Cave (Ibid., p. 428).
Even into historic times the Pimans and Yumans maintained a pref
erence for fur and continued to wear rabbit skin robes, of which 
those from Ventana Cave had been direct forerunners (Ibid., pp. 431- 
432) .

Thus, a cultural difference may be discerned between peoples of 
this area and the Anasazi and Mogoilon.

In the Anasazi region, fur textiles were an important feature of 
Basket Maker culture. Basket Maker sites of the Four Corners area 
contain an abundance of fur cordage. But during the final stage of 
this period, feather cordage began to replace fur, and by Puebloan 
times it became predominant--a development closely related to the 
domestication of the turkey. At Rio Grande Pueblo sites, it is 
feather cordage, not fur, which prevails.

During the Basket Maker era, strips of skin from small birds had 
been twisted to make cordage used to trim fur robes--as edgings or 
tassels or ties. But then feather cordage came to form the body of 
the fabric, and turkey feathers replaced the plumage of smaller birds 
as the favored ingredient. Quills from large wing and tail feathers 
were split, leaving the downy portions just above the base, and were 
twisted around fiber cordage. Earliest, rare, examples date from 
BM II, but this type of cordage, like the strings made from strips of
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bird skin at that time, may well have been employed solely as decora
tion (Morris and Burgh, 1954, p. 66).

As among the Anasazi during Pueblo periods, feather cloth 
supplanted fur among the Mogollon (Martin et al., 1952, p. 248).

But whether fur or feather cordage was employed, the technique by 
which each was woven into fabric appears to have been fundamentally 
the same. With minor variations, a fur textile was constructed in 
the following manner.

Two (single or double) lengths of fur cordage were strung, a 
blanket-width apart, to form two ends of a frame; alternatively, a 
frame could be constructed of slender poles. Its position could be 
either horizontal or upright--horizontal frames were probably lashed 
to anchor pegs; the upright variety was tied to (or consisted of) 
poles which were attached to floor and ceiling or were fastened 
between two vertical posts (as illustrated in Figure 1). In any 
case, between the framing cords or poles, a long strand of fur cord
age was looped back and forth in parallel rows, forming the body of 
the textile. Crossing this warp at 2-3" intervals, pairs of fiber 
weft strands were twined, each laced alternately over then under one 
or more warp cords (Figure 2).

Edges were often finished in such a way as to provide greater 
strength, using a variety of methods: an extra weft strand, for 
instance, might be wrapped in a series of loops all around the outer 
borders (Guernsey, 1931, Plate 54,a).

Robes were enhanced in appearance by blending different shades 
of fur into a single fabric. Sometimes, too, they were decorated by 
the addition of edgings or tassels made from feather string, or cords 
ornamented with tufts of red-dyed rabbit fur (Guernsey and Kidder,
1921, p. 75).

Anasazi, Mogollon, and Hohokam fur robes all shared a basic 
similarity. However, one Mogollon specimen from the Georgetown 
level of Tularosa Cave merits special mention because it appears to 
be a unique example in which fur cord warp was combined with feather 
cord weft (Martin et al., 1952, pp. 247-248).
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Among Puebloan peoples, men have traditionally been the weavers. 
Thus, it may be assumed that the manufacture of Anasazi fur textiles 
was once a masculine activity. Modern times, though, have brought 
many changes, among them the important contribution of women to the 
survival of Pueblo weaving, including the weaving of fur textiles.

Although, in Puebloan culture, fur blankets were gradually super
seded first by the shift to feather cordage, then by loom woven cotton 
and, historically, wool, they did not disappear completely. Frag
ments of rabbit fur cordage, for example, were discovered at P IV 
Awatovi in the Hopi country (Kent, 1957, p. 650); and well into 
historic times the craft continued to be practiced to some degree by 
various Southwestern people, notably the Hopis and the Paiutes (in 
addition to the forementioned Pimans and Yumans). Although feather 
robes predominated over fur among the Rio Grande Anasazi, some 
rabbit skin blankets were still being made at San Juan Pueblo as 
late as about 1900 (Ramona Sakiestewa, personal communication, 1978).

A rabbit fur blanket of Southern Paiute origin, obtained in 1932, 
is preserved in the School of American Research Collections housed 
at the Museum of New Mexico. A very long twisted strip of fur has 
been wound back and forth in parallel rows, and the rows fastened 
together at intervals by strips of buckskin (replacing the fiber 
cordage weft just described for prehistoric specimens). The finished 
textile is 3'7" by 2'8".

A Hopi example (Figure 3, bottom), also from the School of 
American Research Collections, was purchased at Hano in 1910 from 
an old woman who had made it and was still using it as a bed cover
ing. It demonstrates more vividly still the manner in which old 
methods and materials came to be combined with new. It is a blanket 
5'6" by 4'10", the body composed of two-ply handspun wool cords 
(one brown strand twisted with one white), wrapped with strips of 
mottled brown rabbit fur. Weft cords also consist of two-ply brown 
and white wool handspun (these cords are laid side by side, over-two, 
under-two, rather than spaced at intervals in twined pairs).
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A second example from the same collection, obtained at Bacavi 
in 1922, is a robe 4'8" by 4'4%". It is fashioned in almost identi
cal manner, combining two-ply white and brown wool handspun weft with 
a warp of the same material, wrapped with strips of rabbit fur.

Recently Taos Pueblo, in the northern Rio Grande Valley, became 
the locale of an attempted revival of the craft. Especially involved 
were Josephine Reyna and Thelma Lujan, whose efforts were encouraged 
by the Northern Pueblo Indian Artisans' Guild, located at San Juan, 
and by its then-director, Michael Hamilton.

The Taos fur blanket or rug, made for sale, displays a still 
greater divergence from ancient technology. An example (Figure 4) 
made by Josephine Reyna, purchased by the Museum of New Mexico in 
1975, illustrates the difference from earlier prototypes. Woven on 
a horizontal loom, it is 4'8%" by 2'7%" and contains a warp of four- 
ply commercial wool yarn, gathered into warp fringe. The weft 
consists of gray wool yarn laid between strips of rabbit fur in 
varigated colors--dark brown through reddish-brown to cream. Only 
the fur is visible on the finished product. i

This Taos revival enjoyed considerable commercial success 
although plagued from the beginning by serious problems. Chief of 
these was the initial expense involved in procurement of materials, 
especially the cost of quality rabbit skins (Michael Hamilton, 
personal communication, 1976). By 1977, the project had come to a 
temporary halt, due to the lack not only of funding but of suitable 
quarters. However, it is hoped that both difficulties can be 
resolved and that the program will soon regain momentum.

Meanwhile, a project funded by the Monuments Division of the 
Museum of New Mexico has undertaken to teach women at Jemez Pueblo 
the weaving of fur and feather blankets in a manner resembling as 
closely as possible that of the ancient Anasazi. Supervised by 
LoRheda Fry, Assistant Division Director, it incorporates the results 
of her experiments in adapting available materials to traditional 
technology. Both types are made in much the same way; fur textiles
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3Ve constructed as described below.
Commercially purchased rabbit skins are cut into strips, dampened, 

and then twisted onto jute cordage (the type closest to yucca proved 
too brittle, and so it was decided to select a form of hemp). Twist
ing is accomplished in one of two ways. An individual cord may be 
wrapped with strips of fur while one end is tied to a post; or one 
woman may wrap, assisted by another who holds the cord taut. (Spier, 
1933, p. 96, describing the manner in which Yumans had managed the 
same process, states that the weaver, usually an old woman, wound 
strips of rabbit skin around a cord, one end of which was tied to 
her toe and the other about her waist.)

The Jemez twining frame consists of sapl ings--t.wo cross-pieces 
lashed to two uprights. After a sufficiently long strip of fur 
cordage has been manufactured, it is looped over the cross-pieces 
in parallel rows. These are secured at intervals by means of a two- 
ply cotton weft cord which is doubled to be twined over-one, under- 
one, back and forth across the warp. On reaching the bottom of the 
fabric, this double cord is carried around all edges, interlaced 
about the outermost warps and twined through top and bottom loops of 
fur cordage to replace the framing poles.

Jemez blankets, like the Taos variety, are intended for sale, 
and it is hoped that their manufacture will provide a new source of 
income for the pueblo. Nevertheless, they represent a modern affirm
ation of the durabil ity--and the adaptabi1ity--of an essentially 
timeless craft. '

Laboratory of Anthropology 

Museum of New Mexico 

Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Figure 1. Depiction of one type of prehistoric twining frame. 
(Based on Underhill, 1944, Plate Ill-l) Drawing by Betsy 
James.
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Figure 2. Diagrams illustrating two methods of constructxng 

prehistoric fur blankets: A Fur body cords (fur greatly
compressed for clarity); B Twined weft, each row consist
ing of two vegetal fiber cords (one depicted in black).
Drawings by Betsy James.



Figure 3. TOP Illustration of S-twist and Z-twist cordage.

BOTTOM Diagram showing detail of a Hopi rabbit fur blanket 
(MNM catalog number 36868/12): A Fur wrapped 2-ply wool
handspun cord; B_ Single 2-ply wool cord; £ Selvage con
sisting of two 2-ply wool cords, side by side. (Warp and 
weft cords are widely spaced for clarity.) drawings by 
Betsy James.



Figure 4. Modern Taos rabbit fur blanket, made by Josephine 
Reyna, 1975, (MNM catalog number 47654/12). Photograph 
by Art Taylor.
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EARLY 18TH CENTURY SPANISH-APACHEAN RELATIONS
DAVID M. BRUGGE

The Apachean tribes, including the Apaches de Nabajo”, aided the 
Pueblos in their revolt against Spanish rule in 1680 and received 
some captives as a result. At least two Spanish women, captured as 
children, grew up as Navajos and founded new Navajo clans (Reeve,
1959, p. 17, n. 17; Brugge, 1966, p. 9). When the Spaniards returned 
in the 1690s, Apacheans again joined in Pueblo resistance, but Vargas, 
by fostering divisions among the various pueblos, accomplished the 
reconquest. Although the reconquest is usually considered to have 
been complete in 1696 when the revolt of that year was put down, the 
action that ultimately established the limits of Spanish rule in 
New Mexico was the destruction of Awatovi in 1700 by the other Hopi 
villages. During the reconquest, frequent mention was made of 
Apaches of various tribes and bands who sided with the pueblos, and 
Pueblo people fled to live as refugees among their allies. The 
Spaniards were too busy to give much attention to matters beyond the 
pueblos, however, and it was not until after 1700 that there is any 
detailed documentation of the Apachean tribes.

The early years of the 18th century, when many refugees were 
among the Apachean tribes, are of particular importance for an 
understanding of their cultural development. The Pueblo people 
brought with them many new ideas and skills, some of Indian origin 
and others of European derivation.

The historic record for these early years is far from satis
factory as a source on the cultural changes that took place, but it 
does supply us with considerable data of value when we try to 
interpret the archaeological remains of the era. The following 
summary does not attempt a complete historical coverage, but 
emphasizes the events which may have influenced the cultural 
history of the Apache tribes.
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Not all refugees who fled to Apaches remained long among them.
In 1704, the governor of Santa Clara told of Tewas having been taken 
far away by Apaches during the revolt of 1696 and suffering because 
they had to work very hard to obtain herbs for sustenance (Testimony 
of Thomas Xiron, Dec. 27, 1704, SANM, no. 104). On the other hand, 
some northern Tiwas of Picuris did not return from among Plains 
Apaches until 1706 (Gunnerson, 1974, p. 170). Significant numbers 
from various Pueblos remained among Navajos, intermarrying and found
ing several clans (Brugge, 1968, p. 43).

The Spaniards did not feel that they had Pueblo affairs suffi
ciently under control to turn their attention to the Apaches until 
1702 when Governor Pedro Rodriguez Cubero planned to campaign against 
them. He first proposed attacking Navajos, but the visit of a Navajo 
headman to Taos seeking peace led him to accept the offer and to 
determine on an expedition against the Faraones. Before he could 
carry out this plan, he was relieved by Vargas in 1703 (Reeve, 1958, 
p. 214).

The refugees living among Apaches must have felt little desire 
for their hosts to establish close relations with the Spaniards, but 
the degree to which they were able to actively foment war is uncer
tain. By the fall of 1703, Jicarillas were reported to be receiving 
visitors from the colony to whom they traded captive children for 
horses. The Spaniards gave two or three horses for each child taken 
in war with more distant tribes (Gunnerson, 1974, p. 168).

Vargas followed up the projected campaign against Faraones in 
March 1704, but died at Bernalillo before it was well under way. He 
was succeeded by Juan P£ez Hurtado as acting governor (Bancroft, 1962, 
p. 227).

Navajos had been reported to be helping the more restless among 
the Pueblos, particularly at distant villages such as Zuni and Laguna. 
Even before Vargas' death there was a report that they had hosted a 
meeting of Hopis and Tewas at Piedra Alumbre in the valley above 
Abiquiu on the Chama (Reeve, 1958, p. 215). Toward the end of the year,
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Navajos were involved in more active opposition to the Spaniards 
and had formed a rather tentative alliance with Utes. The first 
report indicated that the Apacheans were to move their women to 
safety, after which the Utes would drive off the Spaniards' horses 
(Roque Madrid to -?-, Dec. 18, 1704, SANM, no. 104).

This alliance was made at San Juan Pueblo through the aid of a 
Tano intermediary, Joseph Tomnu, and the governor of the pueblo, 
Bentura. The Navajos involved were camped in the Sierra de Santa 
Clara. After talking with the Utes by means of interpretation by 
a Ute woman in Tomnu's house, the village governor sent Tomnu and 
a nephew to propose peace between the two tribes. The Navajos came 
to San Juan and arranged a peace with the Utes. There was also, 
probably following this initial contact, a meeting of Utes with the 
Navajo war chiefs at Piedra Lumbre (Roque Madrid to -?-, Dec. 22, 
1704, Ibid.; Statement of Joseph Tomnu, Dec. 24, 1704, Ibid.
Hurtado, Auto, Dec. 23, 1704, Ibid.).

Rumors of an impending war spread among the Spaniards. The 
governor of Santa Clara Pueblo, loyal to the whites, reported that 
meetings held at San Juan had been attended by Jicarillas, Jemez and 
other tribes as well as Utes and Navajos. He asserted the faith
fulness of his own pueblo, saying that he never let any Apache 
visitors sleep in his house but always sent them out to sleep in the 
kiva (Statement of Thomas Xiron, Dec. 24, 1704, Ibid.). Hurtado 
immediately sent a captain with 15 soldiers to San Juan (Hurtado to 
Medina, Dec. 27, 1704, Ibid.).

That some of the Pueblo plotters reported at this time were 
refugees rather than residents of mission towns is likely, but no 
statement to this effect appears. The disclosure of the Indians' 
plans, however, seems to have thwarted them in their objectives. 
Succeeding events suggest that the plan was still far from well 
organized and that the Spaniards' prompt action prevented them from 
carrying it out.

On December 30, a Tewa of Santa Clara, Roque Axie, was gather
ing firewood when some Navajo Apaches accosted him, taking his
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horse and ax and wounding him with two arrows. Axie fled to the 
pueblo. The Santa Clara men, accompanied by the alcalde and five 
soldiers, and Axie himself in spite of his wounds, set out at once. 
They found the Navajo camp deserted, but followed the trail, over
taking the Navajos after pursuing them for about a league. The 
Spaniards offered peace, but the Navajos, according to Axie, "began 
to sing the song of war and to shoot arrows." The Spaniards killed 
one Apache and recovered a horse, but suffered two soldiers and a 
horse wounded (Diego de Medina to Hurtado, Dec. 30, 1704, Ibid.; 
Report of Romero, Dec. 31, 1704, Ibid.; Garcia to Hurtado, Dec. 31, 
1704, Ibid.; Declaration of Axie, Jan. 5, 1705, Ibid.).

The governor of Tesuque, hearing of the incident and knowing 
that Navajos had been at San Ildefonso, set out to apprehend them.
He found four Apaches on some crags near Pojoaque whom he took 
prisoner. In his report he noted that it was said at San Ildefonso 
that various Apaches, including Navajos, Jicarillas, Achos, 
Trementinas, Limitas, and Gilas, had made peace with Utes, counted 
the number of Christians in the various settlements and pueblos, and 
planned to strike each simultaneously (Romero to Hurtado, Dec. 31, 
1704, Ibid.).

Hurtado began an investigation, questioning the Apache captives 
from Pojoaque. The first stated, through two interpreters, one who 
spoke Spanish and Tewa, the other Tewa and Apache, that he was an 
Apache de Navajo, that his nation had summoned those of la Jicarilla, 
Trementina, Acho, and the Faraones and Gilas to set the moon on which 
they would attack the Christians. They had tried to enlist Utes in 
the plan, but had not been successful. They had scouted the Spanish 
towns and believed that if they could prevent the Spaniards from 
mounting their horses, they would be easy to defeat. They would rely 
on the food in the settlements to supply the warriors on their cam
paign. Behind the Navajo initiative was a Hopi offer that if they 
would bring the scalps of Domingo Romero of Tesuque and of the 
lieutenant of San Ildefonso and of all the Tiwas, they would be
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friends. Having failed to kill Romero and the lieutenant under 
various pretexts, they had planned the war which broke out with the 
shooting at Santa Clara. The reconnoitering and organizing had been 
underway since October (Interrogation of an Apache prisoner, Dec. 31, 
1704, Ibid.).

The second prisoner turned out to be a man named Antonio who 
claimed to have been a captive of Navajos. He confirmed in general 
terms the statements of the first, as well as Romero's report, and 
said that the reason for the war was that Utes had been selling 
children to the Spaniards at Santa Fe (Interrogation of the second 
prisoner, Dec. 31, 1704, Ibid.). The implication that Utes were 
engaged in trading Apache children to the whites is strong. Bap
tismal records note the baptism of Apache servants as early as 1700, 
but no tribal identification appears until 1704 when Jicarillas are 
noted (Brugge, 1968, pp. 18, 21). It may be presumed that both they 
and Navajos had suffered raids by Utes seeking captives to sell.
This might also explain the very generous terms offered the Utes by 
the allies, whereby the Utes were to get first chance at the Span
iards' horse herds, as well as the ultimate failure of the attempt 
to enlist the Utes in their cause. This was a concession that the 
Puebloans often made to the Apacheans in such alliances, and the 
present instance suggests refugee influence in Apachean decision 
making.

The third prisoner was made of sterner stuff. Even when tor
tured, he merely threatened to get the one who tortured him and 
boasted that he had killed many Christians, including a Spaniard 
and three Christian Indians in Jemez (Interrogation of the third 
prisoner, Dec. 31, 1704, SANM, no. 104). The last of these cap
tives added little to what the others had said beyond blaming the 
war on the Apaches of the "Rio Grande," probably a reference to the 
present-day San Juan (Interrogation of the fourth prisoner, Dec- 3, 
1704, Ibid.).

As a result of the hostilities, two Navajos found at Cochiti
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were also arrested. They seem to have been from a different band and 
knew nothing of the war. Both claimed that they were merely hungry 
and had come to the pueblo looking for something to eat [Interroga
tion of the fifth prisoner and Interrogation of the sixth prisoner, 
Dec. 31, 1704, Ibid.).

Hurtado released the last two, sending them with a cross and 
presents to offer peace to Navajo headmen if they would release their 
Christian captives (Hurtado, T>LX-igeno'ia3 Dec. 31, 1704, Ibid.).

The emissaries left Santa Fe on January 2. On the 9th, a 
Navajo messenger arrived at Santa Clara with a cross made of sticks

who said he came sent by and in the name of all his headmen 
to say to all the Spaniards that they should not worry that 
he had not come quickly. . . it was because they had not met 
together, but now that they had met his headmen would come 
to see me. . . and . . . Captain Diego de Medina told said 
Apache to go quickly and tell his headmen that they should 
come quickly with the Christians that they had there and 
that then we would return to them all the prisoners that were 
of his nation, because if they should not come soon he would 
have to go with all the arms that are in La Canada and all 
the Christian Indians to make war upon them. . . (Hurtado,
Jan. 11, 1705, Ibid.).

Navajo reaction to this threat is not known. The opinions of 
refugees may have been a deciding factor, however. By February 28, 
Hurtado still was waiting and sent another of the prisoners with a 
cross and two manojos of tobacco (Hurtado, Feb. 28, 1704, Ibid.).
Still there was no reply.

On March 10, Francisco Cuervo y Valdez assumed office as governor 
(Cuervo y Valdez, Mar. 10, 1705, Ibid.). He had learned something of 
the Apache reputation as warriors and seems to have come north 
determined to defeat them in battle. He took time on his way to 
Santa Fe to campaign against Apache bands in the El Paso area
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(Bancroft, 1962, p. 227). Shortly after taking over the government 
of New Mexico he wrote of "apostates outside their pueblos, lands 
and families, living in the mountains, forests,and rocks, causing 
raids, deaths and robberies" (Cuervo y Valdez to Duque de Alburquerque, 
May 7, 1705, Archivo General de la Nacion, Mexico, Provincias 
Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 5). The oabildo of Santa Fe made its major 
complaint against Navajos (Cabildo de Santa Fe, May 8, 1705, Ibid.).
The governor's first actions seem to have been the posting of gar
risons at exposed settlements and sending a request to Mexico for an 
additional 30 soldiers (Bancroft, 1962, p. 227; Cuervo y Valdez,
May 13, 1705, Archivo General de la Nacion, Mexico, Provincias 
Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 5).

In response to a Navajo attack at San Ildefonso, Santa Clara, 
and San Juan shortly after his arrival, he sent a corporal and 25 
soldiers in pursuit. The small force, perhaps with civilian 
auxiliaries, followed the trail for several days. The Spanish 
horses were in such poor condition that at first only defensive 
measures could be taken effectively. However, there were good 
rains in 1705, and the colonists were able to ready their animals 
for coming campaigns (Cabildo to the King, Oct. 13, 1705, Archivo 
General de la Nacidn, Mdxico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 5, 
Indian leaders to the King, June 6, 1706, Ibid.).

By June, all was ready for the first campaign which was directed 
against the Gilas and Chilmos. The Spaniards claimed success in kill
ing some warriors and capturing some of their families, causing 
the Apaches to flee into the mountains (Ibid.; Statement of Fray 
Juan de Tagle, Oct. 17, 1705, Ibid.).

Cuervo y Valdez then gave his forces a brief rest, perhaps to 
permit them to give some attention to their crops which gave 
promise of a good harvest. In August he mounted an expedition into 
Navajo country. The invaders are said to have penetrated to the 
center of their rough country, killing, taking captives,and destroy
ing cornfields (Ibid.). A second campaign against the same tribe
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was sent out in September which wrought even greater destruction, 
again killing and capturing many, burning corn and homes, and bring
ing back as loot horses, sheep, goats, buckskins, baskets, and 
other items. Resistance to the invasion of their lands was said 
to have been spirited, perhaps in part because a portion of the 
defending forces was made up of fugitives from the missions who had 
even more to lose in defeat than their hosts. Among the captives 
taken were many apostate Jemez and Tano people who were returned to 
their original pueblos (Cabildo to the King, Oct. 13, 1705, Ibid.; 
Statement of Fray Juan de Tagle, Oct. 17, 1705, Ibid.).

As active in making peace as war, Cuervo y Valdez received a 
large delegation of Navajo headmen who came in to end the fighting.
The headmen brought with them some large white buckskins painted with 
the cross and the heads of their leaders, the principal chief, Perlaja, 
being shown in the center. This gift the governor reciprocated with a 
cross of his own. They also brought buckskins, baskets, and other 
items with which to ransom the captives taken by the Spanish forces. 
Cuervo y Valdez was generous in dealing with this matter, allowing 
not only the women and children captured during the war to be returned, 
but all the other Navajos, including men, who were being held in the 
province. He expansively outdid the headmen in gifts as well, present
ing them with many varas of cloth, including some bayeta, knives, 
tobacco, ribbons, beads, the thick and thin needles used to sew 
moccasins, bison hides, hats, and other things. In order to maintain 
the peace, a delegation was sent monthly by the Navajos thereafter, 
each time bringing a buckskin painted with the design used by the 
first emissaries (Cabildo to the King, Oct. 13, 1705, Ibid.; Cuervo 
y Valdez, Apr. 26, 1706, Ibid.).

The identity of the Navajo head chief is a matter worthy of 
further attention. The name Perlaja contains an "r," a sound not 
found in the Navajo language, but seems otherwise to fit phonologi- 
cally the Navajo sound system. The name is probably Navajo, the 
Spanish transcription being an attempt to render in Spanish ortho
graphy sounds unfamiliar to the writers.
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One faction of the Zunis had been living on the Penol de Caquima 
since their revolt of 1702 and in frequent communication with the 
Hopis. In the midst of the war with the Navajos, Cuervo y Valdez 
sent a squad of soldiers to Zuni and persuaded the some 300 people 
on the penol to submit, the cacique and other Zuni leaders coming to 
Santa Fe and being received with gifts and pardons for past sins 
(Cuervo y Valdez to Duque de Alburquerque, Oct. 23, 1705, Ibid.).
This action may well have been a factor in the Navajo decision to 
make peace. Following this in September, an army sent to invade Hopi 
country was obliged to retire in the face of a superior force. An 
unfortunate side effect of this campaign was reported by the priest 
at Zuni who noted that Captain Juan Roque's men made an unprovoked 
attack on some Apaches to capture children rather than proceeding 
against the Hopis (Bancroft, 1962, p. 229; Fray Juan de Garaycoechea 
to Cuervo y Valdez, June 28, 1706, Archivo General de la Nacion, 
Mexico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 4).

Word of the success of the Navajos and Zunis in making peace 
soon spread. The first to follow their lead were the Faraones.
Their headmen arrived at Pecos, also with a painted buckskin. Again 
the major symbol was a cross, in this case flanked by a Spaniard 
and an Apache, each with one hand on the cross. They also were well 
received and "other nations" soon sent in similar delegations 
(Cabildo of Santa Fe, Feb. 23, 1706, Archivo General de la Nacion, 
Mexico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 4).

All of the military activity had not been without cost to the 
Spaniards. As early as April, before the real campaigns were under 
way, the soldiers were complaining of the attrition on their horse 
herds. Munitions were also in short supply (Presidio of Santa Fe 
to Excellency, April 1706, Ibid., Exp. 5; Reeve, 1958, p. 222).
Had not a new development taken place among the Apaches, continued 
warfare might have been disastrous for the still precariously 
resettled colony.

Among the Faraones there was a visionary experience, reportedly 
shared by many of the tribe simultaneously. In the Sandia Mountains
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there appeared to them an Apache supported in the air on a bison skin 
who spoke to them in the usual manner of headmen addressing their 
people. As translated later at Albuquerque from Apache to Tiwa to 
Spanish, his words were:

you know the bad life that you lead, the many labors that 
you endure, hunger and lack of clothing, living in the 
mountains like animals, suffering cold, heat, and many 
calamities. . . should you consider it and take notice, the 
truth is that it is you yourselves who are the cause of this 
harm born of not following the good and the true that is the 
true law and the certain road, for if you follow and know 
it, you will live with the convenience, quiet and tran
quility in which the Spaniards live, they are those who 
follow and know the truth and the true God.

A delegation of Faraones quickly visited Albuquerque where the 
alcalde mayov could do little but give them "good counsel" and report 
the event to the governor (Certification of Capt. Martin Urtado, 
Alcalde Mayor, June 19, 1706, Archivo General de la Nacidn, Mdxico, 
Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 5).

News of this vision seems to have traveled rapidly. Within a few 
days the Navajos were proposing that they settle in towns, giving 
obedience to the King and receiving baptism. They had for some time 
been making inquiries relative to the governor's treatment of the 
Pueblo people (Cuervo y Valdez to Duque de Alburquerque, June 23, 1706, 
Ibid.). The coincidence in time, however, appears too close to have 
been fortuitous, and it seems a safe assumption that this supernatural 
sanction was the deciding factor. No immediate action was taken on 
this new interest among the Apacheans except to continue to encourage 
them in their peaceful inclinations.

At almost the same time, about 100 Picuris refugees who were 
living among the Plains Apaches requested help in moving back to their 
pueblo. Cuervo y Valdez sent Captain Juan de Ulibarri' to Cuartelejo
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to escort them home in July. He met Apaches of various tribes and 
bands on his journey, including Conejeros, Achos, Rio Colorados, 
Jicarillas, Flechas de Palos, Carlanas, Sierra Blancas, and Penxayes. 
He found at least some of these people cultivating crops of corn, 
beans, and pumpkins. The various Apache groups were all friendly, 
and the Spaniards gave them small gifts to encourage them as allies, 
even entrusting some tired horses to their care on the outward trip. 
Ulibarri heard repeated accounts of attacks by Utes and Comanches 
on these Apaches (Gunnerson, 1974, pp. 170-77).

At the beginning of 1707, a meeting held by the cabildo with 
the officials of all the subject pueblos revealed that there were 
still numerous apostates among the Navajos as well as at Zuni and 
Hopi (Report of Rael de Aguilar and the Cabildo, Jan. 6, 1707,
Archivo General de la Nacion, Mexico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, 
Exp. 1). It was rumored that Hopis had sent a cross to Zuni, asking 
for peace with the whites. This was later learned to be in error.
A delegation of Navajos had visited Zuni carrying a cross. The 
Navajos stated that on the trail to Hopi they had seen a painted 
cross and that perhaps the Hopis wished to make peace also (Cuervo 
y Valdez to Duque de Alburquerque, June 30, 1707, Ibid., Exp. 2;
Fray Antonio de Miranda to Marques de la Penuela, Nov. 25, 1707,
Ibid.).

If the Hopis were on the verge of suing for peace, their initi
ative never got any further than the erection of the one cross. The 
new governor, Jose Chacon Medina y Villasenor, Marques de la Penuela, 
arrived in Santa Fe on August 1 (Bancroft, 1962, p. 229). He found 
the province suffering from drought and most of the crop already 
lost (Marques de la Penuela to Duque de Alburquerque, Aug. 16, 1707, 
Archivo General de la Nacion, Mexico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, 
Exp. 2). The drought may well have undermined the Indians' new 
found faith in Spanish power. There are also indications that the 
policies of the new governor were not as liberal as those of his 
predecessor. In any case, a reversal of the state of affairs took 
place within a few short months.
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Unrest in the pueblos again was a precipitating factor. During 
the summer there was evidence that only the stationing of soldiers at 
Laguna at the right time had prevented an uprising in concert with 
Zuni warriors, both having been encouraged by the Hopis (Statement 
of Juan Roque Gutierrez, Mar. 18, 1708, Ibid.). Pueblo patriots, 
still hoping that the Spaniards might be overcome, had resorted to 
an attempt to outdo the Spanish governor and made gifts of cotton 
blankets to Navajos, Faraones, Gilas, and other Apaches in order to 
cement a new alliance. The Navajos soon made good on their promises, 
running off two herds of Spanish horses, one from near Cochiti 
Pueblo (Hurtado to Governor, Oct. 4, 1707, Ibid.). The Pueblos 
involved included some under Spanish rule and others at Hopi where 
"the roots of Evil" were said to exist (Antonio de Valverde Cossio 
to Governor, Oct. 6, 1707, and Juan de Ulibarri to Governor, Oct. 6, 
1707, Ibid.). That environmental stress and Pueblo longings for 
freedom were not the only causes of the lowering of Spanish prestige 
may be seen in petitions prepared by the caciques and governors of 
various mission pueblos with the aid of their Franciscan priests. 
These accuse the Marques de la Penuela of foregoing the generosity 
of his predecessor, of forcing the Indians to work and otherwise 
treating them badly. Specific complaints from Santa Maria de 
Galisteo, where Tanos had been resettled, describe misconduct of 
major proportions by soldiers, including taking food and women and 
killing one man. The governor took no action to remedy the situa
tion and the Indians wanted the viceroy to do something about it 
(Petitions of Governors and Caciques of the Pueblos, Nov. 3, 1707, 
and Petition of Francisco Pablo de la Cruz and Juan Nicolas to the 
Viceroy, May 9, 1708, Ibid.).

In the midst of this confused state, the failure of the Span
iards to retaliate for Navajo raids may be understandable. The 
marques was cynical about Cuervo y Valdez' policy of gift giving, 
writing in November that delegations came from the gentile nations 
merely to receive presents, but that it was necessary to give them
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in order not to make more enemies. About this time there were reports 
of Navajo raids in the El Paso area, there being hints that the Hopis 
were behind even these distant attacks (Marque's de la Pehuela, Nov. 20, 
1707, Ibid.). The earlier Hopi offer to the Navajos to exchange 
friendship for Tiwa scalps suggests that the loyalists of the southern 
pueblos who had gone south in 1680 may have been the intended targets.

By December, despite these reports of raids, the governor had 
received Navajo delegations three times and given them presents, 
including even horses among the gifts on the third visit (Marques de 
la Penuela to Duque de Alburquerque, Dec. 2, 1707, Ibid.). It would 
appear that both the Christians and the followers of the Pueblo reli
gions were trying to outbid each other for Apachean alliances.
Early in 1708, the marques had apparently concluded that buying 
peace with the Apacheans by making more generous gifts than the 
people at Hopi was not the best approach, and he tried to go directly 
to the source of the trouble. He sent a message to Hopi by Zuni 
couriers who on their return reported signals indicating prepara
tions for war at Hopi. This was quickly followed by a damaging raid 
on Zuni by Tewas from the Hopi area. The Zunis requested that 
troops be sent to help defend their pueblo (Fray Francisco de 
Yrazabal to Marques de la Penuela, Mar. 6, 1708, Ibid.). A general 
meeting was held in Santa Fe. An early conclusion of this body was 
that gifts of horses and other things to gentile delegations were 
necessary but not fully appreciated (Junta General to Duque de 
Alburquerque, Mar. 13, 1708, Ibid.). Next, a number of individuals 
having knowledge of Zuni gave their opinions as to the advisability 
of sending a detachment to guard that pueblo. Opinion was divided 
on the issue (Statements of Juan Roque Gutie"rrez, Mar. 18, 1708, and 
Thomas Olguin, Mar. 22, 1708, Juan Paez Hurtado to Governor,
Mar. 26, 1708; Juan de Ulibarri^ to Governor, Mar. 19, 1708; Joseph 
Dominguez to Governor, Mar. 19, 1708, Ibid.). Most were against 
sending troops, and it is unlikely that any more was done at this 
time.
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On April 1, four Navajo emissaries arrived via Santa Clara to 
renew their requests for peace and to report that a large party of 
Hopis had recently visited Zuni with woolen and cotton blankets for 
trade. The governor welcomed their message and again provided them 
with gifts (Marques de la Penuela, Apr. 6, 1708, Ibid.). Toward the 
end of the month a Jemez woman fled captivity among Navajos, bringing 
to her home pueblo an unbaptized daughter (Brugge, 1968, p. 40).
There follows a gap of over a year in the documentary record during 
which the trends set in motion seem to have continued, for when we 
again pick up the story, Apachean relations were on the brink of open 
war.

Again the impetus may well have come from among the Pueblos, 
with those living under mission supervision being prime candidates, 
for a program to suppress native religious practices was underway. 
Advice given by Juan de Ulibarri' to the Acomas shortly after the 
war broke out suggests what had been attempted. After telling the 
Indians to be good Christians in general terms, he made very specific 
injunctions:

do not practise or permit idolatries. . . nor consult stones 
and aahues or oayes azules, sacrificing cunque [sacred corn- 
meal], feathers, cotton or other things as did your 
ancestors barbarously, nor heed the predictions of dreams, 
nor dance dances and performances. . . nor sing the abomin
able songs of the Kachinas nor make scandalous and ugly 
demonstrations at the time of dances nor do the superstitious 
things on going to war. . . and do not practice or countenance 
sorcery or witchcraft and if you suspect some one of doing so 
you are obliged to accuse them. . . and use your own arms 
which are war clubs, bows with at least 15 arrows, and don't 
use Spanish arms that are prohibited, horses, guns, swords 
and lances, without special license or permission (as for 
singular service to the Crown). . .  do not trade with the 
infidels. . . and since the custom of building separate
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subterranean estufas [kivas] has remained where bad things 
are done and meetings held to plot revolts and other 
diabolical superstitions and the scalp dance is still danced 
with scalps that with cruelty are taken with the bone of the 
head and skull of your enemies when you kill them. . . the 
estufas should be done away with and where they were a holy 
cross be erected. . . (UlibarriT to the Indians of Acoma,
June 11, 1709, Archivo General de la Nacion, Mexico,
Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 3).

This drive for religious reform in the missions coincided with 
a smallpox epidemic which the Apaches attributed to Spanish malevolence, 
doubtless suspecting witchcraft on the part of the Christians (Marques 
de la Penuela to Duque de Alburquerque, June 25, 1710, Ibid.). The 
epidemic appears to have been the spark that set off hostilities and 
the lines were drawn on religious grounds.

Early in the war, a Pojoaque woman was brought from Navajo with 
her three unbaptized children (Brugge, 1968, p. 40) along with other 
women originally from the same pueblo. This was a result of the second 
Spanish campaign of the war which returned early in June. From these 
women the Spaniards learned of a meeting held on June 3, at which 
"different nations" were represented and where attacks were planned 
on Santa Clara, Cochiti, and Jemez. The marques decided to send 
Hurtado to reconnoiter the rancheria at which the meeting had been 
held. The advance guard of Hurtado's command reached Jemez on June 8, 
at the same time as the Indian forces struck. The allies were able to 
take the aasas reales and the church and hold these positions long 
enough to destroy an ivory crucifix, an image of the Christ child, 
various santos, and two books, as well as taking some of the vessels 
and vestments and linen used in religious services. A sharp fight 
took place here and at least one Spanish soldier was wounded and 
lost "all that he had," presumably his mount and weapons, in a 
skirmish beside the convento where he killed two Apaches. The 
attackers withdrew, having killed one Spaniard, a Jemez couple, and
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four children, and having wounded several soldiers. A party from Zia 
came to join in the pursuit. The wounded whites probably were treated 
by the barber-surgeon who had accompanied the troops for that purpose. 
Even though some 24 to 30 of the attackers had died and their rear
guard had been captured, they were able to strike again at outlying 
fields later in the day, and the Spanish claim to victoriously repel
ling the enemy fails to be entirely convincing (Reeve, 1958, p. 225; 
Hurtado to Marque’s de la Penuela, June 10, 1709; Marque’s de la Penuela 
to Duque de Alburquerque, June 25, 1709; and Special Order, Marque's 
de la Penuela and Ulibarri', Sep. 6, 1709, Archivo General de la 
Nacion, Mexico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 3).

Word of the engagement was sent promptly to Acoma where Juan de 
Ulibarri" set out at once for Zuni. On the way, at a water hole called 
Nacimiento, he found tracks of Apaches which he followed to a Navajo 
camp in the Sierra de Acoma. There were women and children in the 
camp. The warriors laid down their arms, saying that they were 
friends and did not want to fight. Ulibarri sent them under escort 
to Laguna and later determined that they had not participated in the 
attack on Jemez, but had sent a warning to Zia beforehand. Because 
they were living so close to Acoma, it was judged important that 
peace be maintained with the band (Ulibarri" to Marques de la Penuela, 
June 22, 1709, Archivo General de la Nacion, Mexico, Provincias 
Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 3).

By early September, six campaigns had been made into Navajo 
country, but the war went on. While the sixth expedition was in the 
field, Navajos and their allies were able to raid, taking horse herds 
and other stock, and, at Santa Cruz and Punta del Rio above San Juan, 
killing two servants. Roque de Madrid was sent out on a seventh 
campaign to scout Piedra Lumbre, Chama, and Abiquiu with orders to 
pursue the Navajos into their province and mountains (Special Order, 
Marques de la Penuela and Ulibarri”, Sep. 7, 1709, Ibid.).

Even this did not end the war. In December, Roque de Madrid 
led a mixed force of soldiers and Indians into the mountains above 
Santa Clara. An advance party of spies captured five women and
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children and killed two. He then engaged about 50 Apaches in a hard 
fought battle. On the Spanish side, seven men and six horses were 
wounded and two horses killed, but 15 of the Apaches died and several 
were wounded. From the battle ground the Christians descended to 
the Chama River. Learning of a small pehol where there might be other 
Apaches, they went there. A Jemez woman met them with a cross and 
requested peace. Roque de Madrid urged her to stay with the Christians, 
but she said that she would return later with her four children who 
were on the penol. Once safely back on the rock she did not come 
down again. During the night, another 80 Apaches arrived from Los 
Penoles who joined the local people in asking for peace, blaming the 
war on the bands on the Rio Grande, again doubtless a reference to 
the San Juan of today. After one Apache woman voluntarily asked to 
go to live among the Spaniards, the army returned to La Canada (Roque 
de Madrid to Marques de la Pehuela, Dec. 22, 1709, Ibid.).

As a result of the war, some Pueblo Indians returned to Spanish 
rule. Three half Keres-half Navajo captives were baptized at Zia 
(Brugge, 1968, p. 40). Several Tiwas who had been living among the 
Navajos, reportedly as captives, along with others who had been 
scattered at various mission pueblos, were united to refound the 
mission of Isleta. The mission was on the frontier at that time and 
was expected to help ward off attacks by the Chilmos, Gilas, and 
Faraones (Testimony of Roque de Madrid, Jan. 8, 1710, Archivo General 
de la Nacioh, Mexico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 3; Bancroft, 
1962, p. 230). The Navajo war had so depleted the horse herd that no 
campaigns against the other tribes were possible (Marques de la 
Pehuela to Duque de Alburquerque, Jan. 25, 1710, Archivo General de 
la Nacion, Mexico, Provincias Internas, Vol. 36, Exp. 3). There 
does seem to have been some sort of an expedition to Hopi in 1710, 
for a Tompiro Indian was captured there in that year. Refugees among 
the Hopis were reported to include 46 houses of Jemez people and the 
Tanos (Testimony before Juan Ignacio Flores Mogollon, Jan. 18-27,
1713, Ibid.).
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Data on Puebloan involvement in Apachean wars declined as time 
passed. Refugees as such were seldom identified except among the 
Hopis where each Pueblo group seems to have maintained a separate 
identity. Returnees from Apachean refuge consistently maintained 
that they had been held captive, which may have been true in some 
cases, but refugee participation in warfare shows that some were 
living voluntarily as expatriates. That an entire group such as 
that formed by the Picuris at Cuartalejo could have maintained their 
identity in captive status also seems rather unlikely, but the claim 
would certainly have made pardon by the Spaniards easier.

Such Pueblo peoples as remained among the Apacheans intermarried 
and their children were usually considered Apaches by the Spaniards. 
Suggestions of the presence of these descendants among Navajos 
appear occasionally (Brugge, 1968, p. 42-43), and some of the 
refugees at Hopi may have joined Navajos in later years. The 40 
families who left Hopi in 1780 shortly before Juan Bautista de Anza 
arrived to take them to New Mexico (Reeve, 1960, p. 216) were more 
likely descended from refugees than Hopis themselves. Some of the 
best evidence that considerable numbers of the refugees did not return 
is found today in the origin traditions of many Navajo clans.

The effects of the refugees on the cultures of their hosts varied 
from tribe to tribe. For the Navajos the changes were profound. 
Definite but less obvious Pueblo influence is present in the tradi
tional cultures of most Apache tribes. How much may be attributed to 
immigrant Pueblos remains to be determined, but in addition to the 
Navajos, the Western Apaches and the Jicarillas present possibilities 
worth consideration.

Other significant cultural influences doubtless resulted from 
the Ute-Comanche drive to expand their territorial domains and the 
religious movement that briefly took hold during the short period 
of peace under Cuervo y Valdez' rule. Spanish military success, which 
seems to have stimulated this development, was not lasting, and 
strain on the colony's resources was sufficiently great that Spanish 
prestige could not be kept at the high level it held for more than a
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short time. Just as the Pueblo patriots strove to outbid the 
Spaniards in gifts to attract Apachean alliance when Cuervo y 
Valdez' generosity posed a threat to their cause, they may have 
competed with the Christians for spiritual leadership when religious 
change seemed likely to undermine their position. Certainly the 
coincidence of a smallpox epidemic with Spanish efforts to eradicate 
Indian religion gave them a potential rallying point. Puebloan 
elements appear in most Apachean religions, again strongest among 
the Navajos and the Jicarillas. There are various ways in which 
these might have been introduced, none of which should be discounted 
until more is known about both the historical background and the 
ethnographic relations.

This paper was read at the 1976 meetings of the Arizona Historical 
Society in Flagstaff, Arizona. Thanks are due Eleanor Adams for a 
critical reading. Any errors are my own.

National Park Service
Santa Fe, N. M.
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A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF 

CROW AND LARGO CANYONS
HARRY L. HADLOCK

INTRODUCTION
The Four Comers region is now in the midst of considerable 

industrial development, and it would appear that the vast wealth of 
historical and archaeological resources found in this area are in 
jeopardy. This need not be the case if better coordination can be 
established between industry and conservationists. To preserve this 
heritage, we must take inventory of what we have in order to present 
the salient facts to the proper authorities and to the general 
publie.

This was the incentive in making a start on the seemingly 
impossible task of surveying and recording, through the Archeolog
ical Society of New Mexico survey programs, at least a small portion 
of the untold number of sites found along the Largo Canyon and its 
tributaries.

Some 80 canyons feed the Largo from its head near Cuba, New 
Mexico, to its termination in the San Juan River. Man has occupied 
most if not all of these canyons for centuries. He has left signs 
of his passing in the blackened earth of his early camps, the circu
lar depressions of his pit house villages, in the rubble fill of the 
canyons' rock shelters, and in the tumbled masonry of his pueblos.
The walls of almost all of the canyons also show signs of his occupa
tion in the form of rock art, much of which relates to the Navajos.

The Navajos refer to this wild canyon country of New Mexico as 
Dinetah, "the land of the People." It is the homeland of the Navajos. 
Gobernador Knob is considered to be the heart of Dinetah. It is holy 
ground to Navajos for this is the birthplace of Changing Woman, the 
mother of the Holy Twins. Huerfano Mountain is the area where the
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first people lived after arriving from the underworld. These were 
the Yei or the Holy People, those who wear the masks and colorful 
costumes seen in the sandpaintings and at the "sings" still performed 
on the reservation today. Perhaps the painted and pecked figures and 
designs found scattered along the canyon walls depict the earlier 
form of the figures found in sandpaintings (Fig. 1).

According to Navajo traditions, these masked spirits of long ago 
placed two travelers carrying bright shields in the sky--the Sun and 
the Moon. Many shield motifs found in Gobernador, Carrizo, and Largo 
Canyons are pecked into the desert varnished sandstone face of the 
canyon wall or are painted in dry rock shelters where the elements 
cannot erode them. Perhaps some of these shields may represent the 
shields of these travelers.

One of the most interesting legends of the Navajos is the story 
of the Holy Twins. When this new land prepared by the Holy People 
was almost ready for human occupation, disaster struck. Monsters 
arrived on the scene, destroying the work done by the Holy People and 
killing them one by one. Protection from these evils came through 
the birth of a baby girl found at Gobernador Knob who was called 
Changing Woman, which is synonymous with the changing seasons of the 
year. This holy girl was taken to Huerfano Mountain, for protection 
from the evils found in Dinetah, where she was united with the Sun 
and Water Spirit and gave birth to twin boys, Monster Slayer and 
Child-of-the-Water, sometimes called Born-for-Water. When they were 
grown, the Sun gave the Holy Twins powerful weapons, swords of 
straight and jagged lightning, and armor of flint to rid the land of 
evil. With the assistance of Sun, Gopher, Big Fly, Spider Woman, 
and Bat Woman, all of the monsters were conquered, except old age, 
hunger, poverty, and death, who are always present. One of the 
symbols for Monster Slayer is the recurved bow (Fig. 2) and for 
Born-for-Water, the hour glass figure or scalp knot, found in num
erous rock art panels in Largo Canyon.

Of the many very interesting canyons of the Largo, Crow Canyon
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Figure 1. Gobernador 
Phase Navajo petro- 
glyph found in Crow 
Canyon that possibly 
depicts the legend of 
the Coyote stealing 
the fire from Black 
God. The general 
arrangement of figures 
in the sandpainting of 
this myth compares 
favorably.

Figure 2. Petroglyph found in Crow Canyon possibly symbolizing the 
Holy Twins.



was chosen for more extensive investigation--not because it was the 
largest or had the greater population in former times, but because it 
exhibited a much better cross-section of all the cultural groups that 
occupied the Largo drainage area, and also included a variety of rock 
art.

CROW CANYON
The survey and recording of Crow Canyon began in the spring of 

1971. This area was first called Cuervo by the Spaniards. With the 
development of the gas field, it was referred to as Johnson Canyon.
The more recent U.S.G.S. maps record it as Crow Canyon. It is located 
approximately 21 miles southeast of Blanco, in Rio Arriba County, 
Township 27 North, Range 7 West, sections 19 through 30, one ruin of 
the survey being in section 25 of San Juan County. Crow Canyon, one 
of the major tributaries of Largo Canyon, extends about four miles 
northeast from its confluence .with the Largo. Two feeder washers run 
into the canyon at a point about three quarters of its length up
stream, the total configuration resembling a crow's foot on the map.

The valley floor is 6100 feet above sea level and rises in a 
series of five terraces to an elevation of 6800 feet. Erosion has 
cut many small, deep arroyos in the steep walls, making exploration 
and survey difficult. The normally dry arroyos in this region carry 
a heavy runoff during thunderstorms, making them treacherous during 
the summer months. However, it is very dry most of the year and 
water is scarce. There is some evidence that flowing springs for
merly existed in the canyon, but today they are dry. Water can be 
found by digging in the sands of the wash bed.

Because of the thin soil and limited rainfall, vegetation on 
the canyon floor is sparse and dominated by shrubs found in the semi- 
desert areas. Pinon, juniper, and sage are found in the higher 
elevations, along with yucca. Some edible plants still occur in 
the canyon, such as Indian rice and dropseed grass. Mormon tea is 
found occasionally along with several species of cactus. Chamisa is 
abundant in lower elevations along with four-winged salt bush,
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beeweed, desert four o'clock, and wild aster.
The fauna of the canyon is diverse. Mammals commonly found 

today include mule deer, bobcat, cottontail, jackrabbit, fox, 
skunk, and several species of small rodents. Mountain sheep, elk, 
and antelope no longer are present. Reptiles are represented by 
many species of lizards and snakes. An occasional covey of quail 
is to be seen as well as various birds common to the Southwestern 
environment, such as mourning dove, crow, blue jay, sparrow, and 
several species of hawk. The Mexican eagle is occasional in the 
area and turkey buzzards are common. Petroglyphs suggest that 
wild turkey may have been fairly common at one time.

The survey concentrated on the petroglyphs along the cliff 
face in the lower portions of the canyon. These are primarily 
related to the Navajo occupation of the early to middle 1700s. A 
few Pueblo panels recorded appear to date between A.D. 600 and A.D. 
900. Artifacts and potsherds indicate that the area had been 
occupied over a period of some 3,000 years, the sites in the canyon 
representing archaic period camp sites, pit houses, and both early 
(Dinetah) and late (Gobernador Phase) hogan clusters. Only the 
areas immediately adjoining petroglyph sites were surveyed. Time 
and finances prohibited a complete survey of the entire Crow Canyon 
area.
LARGO CANYON

A part of the ancient history of the Southwest could well be 
written on the patinated sandstone faces of the sheer cliffs and 
terraces along the Canyon Largo (Fig. 3).

The big game hunter of some 100 centuries ago must surely have 
made his way through the canyon and along its tributaries on his 
quest for game. Though no camp site of these rugged people has 
been recorded to date, evidence of his passing is to be found in 
the form of stone projectile points and tools associated with the 
big game hunting cultures. Little is known of these early hunters 
in the Largo area due to the fact that no archeological study has
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been made here. At present, it does not appear that these people 
were responsible for any of the pecked and engraved designs and 
figures found in the region.

From about 7,000 to 2,000 years ago, the canyon was occasionally 
occupied by a group of people who depended largely on wild food 
crops that grew along the valley floor of the washes which evidently 
flowed at least parts of the year during that period.

Although these people were gatherers of wild food crops, some 
hunting was done. Remains of long abandoned camp sites of these 
nomadic food gatherers are found along the ridges overlooking the 
canyon floor and on the mesa tops of the region. Associated are 
chipped stone projectile points and implements. None of the petro- 
glyphs in the canyon can be directly attributed to these wanderers, 
but further study may indicate that some of the unidentified 
figures may have been fashioned by these ancient gatherers.

The early Basketmakers who followed found the Largo and its 
tributaries desirable, and they established pit house villages along 
the playas at the base of the pinon and juniper benches that rim the 
winding wash. These ancient farmers cultivated their crops of corn 
and beans along the floodplains of the erratic feeder washes of the 
canyon some 13 centuries ago.

On canyon walls they depicted their figures and designs, using 
implements of stone to fashion their art on the sandstone walls. 
Perhaps some of their activities are recorded in the simply pecked 
human and animal figures, reenacting a hunting scene or an important 
event in their history. Others may have been motivated by an artis
tic bent alone. Man throughout the world has had this artistic 
urge, painting and pecking figures on the stone walls of caves and 
other rock surfaces, for at least 30,000 years.

These simple farmers represent the base out of which the Pueblo 
culture developed in northern New Mexico in the years between A.D.
700 and A.D. 1300. Small houses and large pueblos of these people 
are to be found throughout the major drainage systems of the Four
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Corners region. The great, sophisticated apartment houses of Chaco 
Canyon, Mesa Verde, Aztec, Salmon, and many other locales give evi
dence that these Pueblo people were second to none in the Southwest. 
However, none of the imposing structures is to be found in the lower 
portions of the Largo, primarily due to the fact that there is not 
enough tillable land in the area to sustain a large concentrated 
population. This part of the canyon was known to these people, how
ever, and evidence of their use of the area for hunting as well as 
for trade routes to their cousins along the Rio Grande and the 
Chama has been recorded in the exploration and studies conducted 
along the drainage system.

The Largo widens toward its head, and large pueblo ruins are to 
be found in the Lindrith-Cuba area where extensive farming could be 
undertaken. There also appears to have been a comparable concentra
tion of population during the Pueblo Period in the area to the east, 
in the Gallina-Chama drainage.

These people also left a record written in stone as they passed 
through the canyon. Perhaps some of the events in their passing is 
recorded in the petroglyphs found along their trade routes and near 
their hunting camps. Further study and survey of the area will 
reveal to what extent the lower Largo was used by Pueblo hunters 
and travelers until they withdrew from northwestern New Mexico about 
A.D. 1300.

Not until the 1500s was the Largo reoccupied, and then by a 
new group. Navajos entering the Southwest at that time found the 
beauty and solitude of this expanse of canyon land and mesas to their 
liking. Extensive study by the Museum of New Mexico was accomplished 
in the Navajo Dam area, adjacent to the Largo, during the archaeo
logical salvage conducted prior to the dam's construction. Much of 
whac has been learned of the Navajo occupation of the Gobernador 
and Largo areas was brought to light during these excavations and 
surveys. Two phases of occupation along the upper San Juan drain
age have been recognized. The Dinetah phase, dating from about
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A.D. 1500, is the first recognizable phase of the Navajo culture. 
During this period, the Navajos lived in small clusters along the 
San Juan River and its tributaries.

In Largo Canyon, they built their forked stick hogans on the 
ridges overlooking the canyons. Occasionally these huts of timbers, 
brush, and mud were situated on the very sites of the long abandoned 
homes of the Basketmakers. The Navajos tilled small fields in the 
flood watered valleys that were long ago farmed by the earlier 
inhabitants. They hunted the rims and along the valley floor for 
deer, wild turkey, elk, and many of the smaller game animals just 
as did those who had passed this way in the distant past. No great 
villages or pueblos were constructed by these people. They lived in 
small groups scattered along the lower portions of the Largo. Very 
likely a few clans of the Navajos were all that occupied these home- 
sites. Possibly they had some contact with the Pueblos of the 
surrounding areas prior to the Gobernador Phase. Legends and stories 
told by Navajos indicate that the cultural and religious activities 
of the Pueblo people were known to them. Other Pueblo traits that 
appear in Navajo culture of this period could have been acquired 
through contact in trade, raiding, and the capture of slaves. Slave 
raiding was very prevalent during that time.

The second phase of Navajo culture dates from the Pueblo Revolt 
of 1680, at which time the Pueblos of the Rio Grande banded together 
to drive out the Spaniards who had settled among them almost a 
century earlier, in 1598. This Pueblo Revolt was successful for a 
short time only, the Spaniards having returned in 1692. Another, 
but unsuccessful, Pueblo Revolt in 1696 caused some of the Pueblo 
people to abandon their homes along the Rio Grande. They took 
refuge in the San Juan drainage to be free of Spanish rule, and 
some began to mix with the Navajos of the Dinetah region. As a 
result of this association, Navajos adopted many Pueblo cultural 
traits which brought about changes in the Navajos' culture pattern. 
The use of stone masonry, the art of weaving, the manufacture of
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polychrome pottery, and the addition of many religious rites and 
ceremonies represent some of the changes in the Navajo way of life 
due to this contact.

The Gobernador Phase is the name assigned to this period in 
Dinetah. The petroglyphs and pictographs of the Largo underwent a 
spectacular change during this period. The quality of the workman
ship on the petroglyphs and pictographs was greatly improved and the 
depiction of religious figures took on Puebloan characteristics.
Many of the patterns and figures of the historic Navajo sandpaint- 
ings are due to this acculturation. This period was short-lived, 
the land of the Largo only being occupied for some 50 to 60 years. 
Drouth and raids by neighboring Utes forced the abandonment of the 
Dinetah country by the middle 1700s. The Navajos, seeking better 
living conditions, moved farther west, more or less settling in what 
is now the Navajo Reservation.
POST-INDIAN USE

After the exodus, the Largo trails were traveled only by an 
occasional Spanish exploring party, followed by Spanish sheepmen 
who ranged their herds over the lands. These historic herdsmen 
surely read the strange inscriptions left on the cliff faces by those 
who had resided in the canyon at an earlier time, sometimes adding 
their names and dates among the figures placed there by some early 
artists. Cattlemen also found the valleys of the Largo suitable 
for their herds. Ranches and corrals were scattered along the 
playas where the deer and elk found refuge from the Pueblo hunter's 
bow. Some of the names and brands of these pioneers of the San Juan 
area are recorded alongside the religious figures and geometric 
designs of the Indians of another age.

Modern man also has left his mark on this area of rugged desert 
mesa land. Roads have been cut, and areas have been leveled for rigs 
to drill for natural gas found under the pinon-juniper mantle of the 
Largo. Gas wells now produce the commodities necessary in our
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modern way of life. These wells stand as neighbors to the pit houses 
of the "Ancient Ones," depicting man's evolution from early primitive 
beginnings to the modern, complicated, sophisticated way of life.

This is a fertile area in which to compare the manner in which 
each of these different cultural groups adapted their way of life 
to the rugged environment of the Largo drainage.

It is hoped that the results of this survey, data from which are 
on file at the Museum of New Mexico, can be used in some way to pro
tect an area of scenic beauty as well as some of the most outstanding 
examples of Navajo art to be found anywhere in the Four Corners area. 
The simple beauty found in the petroglyphs is being defaced by hunters 
practicing their markmanship on the figures in the panels. Modern 
names and initials appear among the art designs of inspired artists 
of some 300 years ago. If some effort is not made in the near future 
to protect these remains of great value to us and our descendants, 
they will be destroyed forever. They cannot be replaced.

Although rock art defacement and pot hunting still continue to 
some extent and there are many more sites to be surveyed, there has 
been a great improvement in the preservation of archaeological sites 
of the Largo as well as northwestern New Mexico. This improvement 
comes mainly through the enforcement of the State and Federal preser
vation laws and the new requirements to have archaeological clearance 
before any new construction work can begin. Much also has come 
through the efforts of many concerned parties and institutions who 
have made contributions since the first surveys in 1959.

Archaeological Society of New Mexico 
Fruitland, N. M.
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FRINGED MOUTH, NAVAJO Y E ' l I
CAROLINE B. OLIN

This paper relates to an ongoing effort (EXXON USA PROJECT: 
Rescuing Indian Records on Rock) to preserve and interpret Navajo 
culture history as depicted on the cliff walls of canyons in Old 
Navajoland--the petroglyphs and pictographs of Dinetah. The field
work and research were aided initially by funding from EXXON USA, 
followed by other contributors. Insofar as possible, the figures and 
symbols pecked, engraved, and painted by Indians of the 18th century 
are being identified, with assistance from Navajo "medicine men." The 
heretofore relatively scant data assembled on Fringed Mouth, one of 
the major Navajo deities (Ye'ii), are augmented in this article.

In 1855, Jona. Letherman, Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army, wrote 
an annual report for the Smithsonian Institution in which he stated:

Of their religion little or nothing is known, as, indeed, all 
inquiries tend to show that they have none. . . We have not 
been able to learn that any observances of a religious charac
ter exist among them; and the general impression of those who 
have had means of knowing them is, that, in this respect, they 
are steeped in the deepest degradation. . . Their singing is 
but a succession of grunts, and is anything but agreeable. . . 
Almost all the arts they possess, and they are very few, may 
be accounted for by the occupation of New Mexico by the 
Spaniards. . . The so-called hieroglyphics are equally unsat
isfactory. Many of the pictures (which are very rude) were 
evidently drawn for mere pastime, and with reference to past, 
present, or future events, have no significance whatever. . . 
Those sketched upon rocks are of a similar character (Letherman, 
1856, pp. 294-297).

Thirty years later, Washington Matthews, who eventually wrote the
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most generally accepted and accurate account of a Navajo ceremonial,
THE NIGHT CHANT (Matthews, 1902), described the Navajo Indians as 
"a people who make no graven images of their gods, who do not decorate 
skins or robes, who place no symbols on their rude and rarely-made 
pottery, and may be said to have no rock inscriptions" (Matthews,
1885, p. 931). A few years later he added, "Their petroglyphs are 
rare and crude; the best rock inscriptions, which abound in the south
west, are believed to be the work of Cliff Dwellers and Pueblo Indians, 
or their ancestors. Seeing no evidence of symbolic art among them, 
one might readily suppose they had none. . ." (Matthews, 1902, p. 35).

However, after living two years among Navajos, his mind was 
changed completely when he learned of their complex ceremonial system 
of chantways and elaborate symbolic sandpaintings. In 1896, he wrote 
"that these ceremonials could compare favorably in allegory, symbolism 
and intricacy of ritual with the ceremonies of any people, ancient or 
modern . . . "  and that they possessed "a pantheon as well stocked with 
gods and heroes as that of the ancient Greeks" (Matthews, 1896, p. 197). 
Matthews' insight began when he was led to discover Navajo sandpaint
ings in 1880. His guide, a Mexican captive, Jesus Arviso, who was 
reared among Navajos, happened to drop the hint that "the Indians 
make figures of all their devils" (meaning their deities) (Matthews, 
1897, p. 39; Brugge, 1968, p. 160).

Since these first investigations, much has been learned. Today, 
though the superior quality of both sacred and secular Indian art is 
widely acknowledged, other concerns are gathering momentum and demand
ing attention. The necessity to preserve and protect America's 
heritage from vandalism and the ravages of time and weather, as well 
as from industrial inroads, is sharply apparent. As recently as mid- 
August 1978, a petroglyph panel in Jesus Canyon was destroyed by 
hacking around the whole design, and then completely removing the 
central figure.

Moreover, a recently published account typifies and accentuates 
this urgency. Fred Kabotie, Hopi Indian artist, related in his auto
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biography that he had brought home one of his paintings inspired by 
two large masks at the Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe to show his 
grandfather and uncle. His grandfather explained that this ceremony 
had not been performed for at least 75 years. The Franciscan Fathers 
(1968, p. 393) state that this dance is said to have originated 
around 1840. The terrible drought, famine, and many deaths of the 
early 1860s had required years to reassemble some of the ceremonies.
On the other hand, they felt the Shalako should be revived. Although 
his grandfather remembered many details and songs, and his uncle 
wished to sponsor the dance, after Kabotie's painting was sold, no 
one could remember the masks exactly. Then someone recalled a picto- 
graph of the Shalako on a cliff under a mesa. The details there gave 
them sufficient help to reestablish the ceremony (Kabotie and Belknap, 
1977, pp. 65-66).

Aboriginal rock art has become increasingly important as documents 
of culture history and the time remaining for efforts to record and 
save them increasingly short. Our initial project has been to photo
graph them in color and attempt to interpret them with the assistance 
of certain Navajo informants of repute and respected medicine men who 
realize the importance of rescuing these depictions. Not all of the 
sages are willing to share their knowledge, even for the oncoming 
generations of Navajos. While archaeologists and others concerned 
with salvaging these old portrayals have made similar recordings and 
surveys, and excavations have provided invaluable data for research, 
much remains to be revealed.

Thus a special task has fallen to researchers of our day: to
locate, record, and preserve the now available data and original 
sources. In most cases, information on prehistoric and aboriginal 
cultures is a closed affair, with no one to explain the significance 
of such depictions. It is nearly impossible today to understand 
aboriginal thinking, categories, and symbols of the past.

Basic symbols in Navajo sandpaintings have continued and remained 
strikingly unchanged--the same as when created. When the Holy People
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instructed their heroes of the myths in ritualistic procedure and 
symbolic sandpaintings, they forbade reproduction of the depictions 
in permanent form. Traditionally, after the heroes taught the rituals 
and sandpaintings to their people on earth, the medicine men had only 
their memories to guide them in retaining the ceremonies in years to 
come (Olin, 1972, pp. 46-51).

We are singularly fortunate in our unique opportunity of being 
able to communicate through capable interpreters with Navajo medicine 
men who have been trained to carry entire ceremonies--exactly word for 
word, song by song, symbol by symbol in chain memory--inherited through 
the ages from one chantway "singer," or medicine man, to another since 
aboriginal times when most of these rituals were created. For instance, 
we know that Nah-oloie3 "Laughing Chanter," who worked with Matthews 
and helped him gather data for the Night Chant, and Hathile Nezzi3 
"Tall Chanter," were two of Matthews' informants. Hosteen Klah, who 
gave much of his knowledge to the Museum of Navaho Ceremonial Art,
Inc., learned from both of these medicine men. In the 1880s, Matthews 
recorded Night Chant Y&ibichai paintings. Newcomb says these paint
ings are identical, "every line and dot," with the paintings made by 
Hosteen Klah fifty years later. She confirms that certain paintings 
which are used by medicine men are remembered in the same exact forms, 
but the paintings that belong to rare and unusual ceremonies are 
rapidly being lost (Newcomb, n. d., p. 4). Therefore, the idea of 
directly inherited information molds the foundation of our research; 
from this first-hand source of knowledge we hope to gain insight into 
the significance of the symbols to the Navajos, as well as to our own 
understanding of Navajo Indians. Such data can also support compara
tive current research of Navajo culture and permit further study of 
the rock records to add more information as well as to establish 
records of today.

As a whole, this project encompasses rock carvings and paintings 
in the Largo, Carrizo, and Blanco canyons and their tributaries, Crow, 
Cibolo, and Delgadito in northwestern New Mexico. This paper concen
trates on the pictographs in Delgadito Canyon (Fig. 1), a side
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canyon of Carrizo, and on a single figure type found there, Fringed 
Mouth. Research concerning this deity will be added later to studies 
of other figures from these canyons and synthesized.

The name Fringed Mouth refers to the mask worn by this deity; its 
mouth is fringed with fur. According to Haile (1947, p. 65), Fringed 
Mouth is written zaxado-Izaha and zaxado- Izaht (from za, "mouth;" 
xa> "up and out;" and do'Zzah, "which has been curved by somebody;" 
and either -ha or -ktt "one who"). Other deities have fringed mouth
pieces surrounded by fur, but only Fringed Mouth is so designated. 
Matthews' spelling of this name is Dsahadoldzhd (1902, p. 11). Yt'ii 
is the Navajo pronunciation of the Zuni word for spirits, deities 
called Yeyi (Underhill, 1965, p. 226; Matthews, 1902, p. 8). Yeibichai, 
generally used today to refer to the Night Chant ceremonial, relates 
to bb, "his," and tohai or tsai, and sometimes ’acfteff, "maternal 
grandfather or uncle" = Grandfather of the Gods. Fringed Mouth is 
thought of as a single deity but actually represents many in a group 
of twelve different Ye’ii, immortal Holy People who are impersonated 
in some of the chantway ceremonies. These supernaturals are said to 
live in human form in the rocks, holy canyons, caves, and mountains 
(Haile, 1947, p. 91). In a Beadway myth, Fringed Mouth is said to 
live at Red Rock (Reichard, 1939, p. 29). The Ye’ii, as a group in 
the Night Chant, appeared after The Emergence of the Navajos from 
the underworlds. They are the "Failed-to-speak-ones," but each Ye’i 
has its own call (Olin, 1972, pp. 25-29).

Fringed Mouths were created, according to myth, by First Man.
They are supposed to be married and have families. Fringed Mouth 
is active in the myths of Nightway, Big Godway, Plumeway, Coyoteway, 
Beadway, Waterway, and perhaps others. Evidence by identification 
of ceremonial items found by archaeologists in the Gobemador area 
indicate that the Night Chant, Witch Chant, Mountain Chant, Enemyway, 
and Antelope Corralway ("chant" or "way" are used interchangeably) 
can be assigned to the 18th century (Hester, 1962, p. 60).

Data concerning representations of Fringed Mouth are here
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presented from eight different media, and these are related to 
pertinent literature. Much of the material is based on Navajo myths, 
the key to Navajo symbolic ceremonialism. In these myths lie precise, 
minute, explicit explanations, descriptions, and directions for knowl
edge of the deities and ritual procedure. Ninety depictions of 
Fringed Mouth were found; they form the basis of this study. These 
consist of photographs and drawings of 5 pictographs, 6 masks, 41 water- 
color sandpainting reproductions on paper, 18 sandpainting reproduc
tions in crushed sandstones and other materials,. 3 tapestries, 1 
painting on skin, 3 modern non-traditional paintings, and 13 kachinas 
showing derivative influences on Fringed Mouth.

Fringed Mouths are pictured in sandpaintings of Nightway and 
Plumeway. The presence of sandpainting materials found by Keur 
(1941, pp. 62, 64, 70) at Big Bead Mesa point to a pre-1800 date.
Several Navajo deities also identified at this time suggest a date 
in the 1700s. One of the earliest dates so far suggested for sand
painting is recorded in the Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides 
(1630), in which he reported that a Navajo Apache captain spoke of 
holding a great fair that would last three days. The Navajos were 
to bring their women and children and large quantities of dressed 
buckskin and minerals of colored rock. No pictographs from the 
Dinetah Phase (A.D. 1550-1700) have been confirmed as yet. Fringed 
Mouth in Delgadito Canyon appears to be from the Gobernador Phase 
(ca. A.D. 1700-1775; Farmer, 1942, 1947; Dittert et al., 1961, 
pp. 245-246; Eddy, 1966, pp. 505-506).

The complete reproduction of Fringed Mouth is based on events 
in legends of the Night Chant (Stevenson, 1891; Matthews, 1897, 1902; 
Curtis, 1907; Wheelwright, 1938; Sapir and Hoijer, 1942; Spencer,
1957). In fact, Haile (1947, p. 72) states that the masks of the 
deities Fringed Mouth and Ganaskiddi are responsible for the very 
existence of the Nightway ceremonial. Two types of Fringed Mouths 
are recognized: Fringed Mouths of the Land, or Rocks, who live at
Ts"& nitsihogan, "Rock-red-in-the-middle-house,n a large cliff ruin
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in a canyon north of the San Juan River, and Fringed Mouths of the 
Water (Matthews, 1902, p. 132). The latter are sometimes referred to 
as Water Gods (Coolidge and Coolidge, 1930, p. 187), and a lake near 
the San Juan is said to be their home. Stevenson says they are called 
the Zenichi People of the white rock with a red streak through it and 
that their homes are high in the canyon wall (Stevenson, 1891, p. 265). 
These deities are also known to have special manifestations in certain 
canyons, lakes, and mountains.

In appearance, Fringed Mouth's body is divided into two vertical 
stripes: red/black for Fringed Mouth of the Land and yellow/blue for 
Fringed Mouth of the Water. Navajo categories of duality, pairing, 
balance, and contrast are apparent, but particular reason for this 
division is not given, though red/black does carry association with 
the warrior deity, Monster Slayer, and is emphasized by the black bow 
"of darkness" (similar to that of Monster Slayer) which Fringed Mouth 
holds in his left hand. The red stripe denotes corn and the black 
denotes black clouds, while the blue denotes vegetation in general 
and the yellow signifies pollen of all vegetation (Stevenson, 1891, 
p. 265). White zigzag lines on the body symbolize lightning. Formed 
into two bows, this pattern is the symbol of Monster Slayer on the body 
of the impersonator in the ceremonies, but it is more elaborate in 
the sandpaintings. These lines also represent ropes of lightning 
which Fringed Mouth used to help the hero in the Plumeway myth to 
lift the logs and keep them floating down the San Juan River. This 
scene is realistically illustrated in a Plumeway sandpainting.
Fringed Mouth is portrayed identically the same in the sandpaintings 
of both Nightway and Plumeway.

Also divided in two colors, the buckskin mask is usually painted 
red/blue for both types of Fringed Mouth, but a few medicine men 
prefer yellow/blue for Fringed Mouth of the Water (Haile, 1947, p. 66). 
Separating the two halves of the face is a black center line with 
three white horizontal lines at four points. The black triangular 
eyes are fringed with white "rain" lines in the sandpaintings, fur
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on the masks. A special symbol for Fringed Mouth is his right eye 
which curves upward at the outer edge. His round, protruding mouth 
of tubular leather or gourd also curves upward but this is hidden 
by the circle of fox or coyote fur on the real masks. In the sand- 
painrings the gourd tube and fur are obscured by white lines radiat
ing from the mouth. A band of yellow across the chin, crossed by 
black lines of rain, denotes yellow evening light. Two ears, blue 
on the left side and red (or yellow) on the right side, with blue 
turquoise pendants are attached (Fig. 2a).

The mask is supported by a strong, flexible basket from which 
the bottom has been cut out. A design of zigzag chain lightning 
encircles the underside of the black-painted brim, signifying a 
storm cloud. Ten red-tail, flicker, red-tailed woodpecker, or turkey 
feathers extend upward from the brim; in the sandpaintings and the 
pictographs five extend outward on each side. On a base of fine red 
wool or horsehair a triangular cone-shaped tripod of aromatic sumac 
twigs painted white forms the crown of the headdress. Three white 
downy feathers tip each stick, secured with white cotton cord, and 
one other feather droops toward the left. The impersonator wears a 
collar of fox fur around his neck, but the sandpaintings, tapestries, 
and skin painting show four horizontal "life" lines across the neck. 
Fringed Mouth's mask was a beautiful, wonderful sight to behold, "they 
say" (Sapir and Hoijer, 1942, p. 157).

The bow in his left hand is black/red for Fringed Mouth of the 
Land and yellow/blue for Fringed Mouth of the Water, to match body 
colors. It is decorated with white lightning symbols, three eagle 
plumes, and a circle of turkey feathers at each end. In his right 
hand he holds a gourd rattle painted with white clay and ornamented 
with two whorls of turkey feathers. White paint or clay covers his 
hands.

When referred to or named in the Nightway group of supernaturals, 
Fringed Mouth is third in order. The participants are spoken of as: 
Talking God, Calling God, Fringed Mouth, Male God, Female God,
Tonenili, et al. Fringed Mouth rarely dances with the other deities
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in the performances, although in one instance in a Coyote myth he has 
been known to do so, carrying a live kit-fox in his hands (Franciscan 
Fathers, 1968, p. 392).

Including Fringed Mouth, a large number of ceremonial figures, 
attributes, and symbols have been identified by our informants. Several 
medicine men have corroborated the presence of deities used ceremoni
ally in the rock art of the canyons and the fact that they are 
illustrations which occur in the myths and legends. Connections 
with authentic sandpainting symbols were acknowledged. Perhaps one 
of the purposes of the rock art was to form an aid in remembering the 
myths, symbols, and ceremonies. One of the medicine men said that 
some of the designs were put there to teach the young people their 
cultural heritage.

It may be possible that the simply designed pictographs and 
petroglyphs are the prototypes of the more elaborate sandpaintings, 
tapestries, etc. But this difference in design may be attributed to 
some degree to the hard nature of the rock in contrast to the flowing 
sands, the flexible threads, or the fluid oil and watercolor paints 
on skin or paper. It is noteworthy to observe that the deities 
painted and pecked on the rock are meant to be permanent. The sand- 
paintings, destroyed immediately after use, are impermanent, partly 
due to Navajo belief that the sands absorb evil and sickness.

Strikingly few and minute variations occur in the portrayal of 
Fringed Mouth in all samples examined. Ritual stipulation may account 
for a few exceptions. The four possible representations of Fringed 
Mouth we have located in Delgadito Canyon are in agreement insofar as 
partial deterioration permits visibility of details. As for sand- 
paintings, in two separate reproductions Fringed Mouth holds a plain 
white gourd rattle without encircling feathers. Otherwise all exam
ples hold a rattle with two circles of feathers (compare the Fringed 
Mouth painting at Etnografiska Museet, Stockholm, Sweden, with 
Matthews painting, 1902, PI. VIII). In most cases Fringed Mouth's 
face mask is divided red/blue for Fringed Mouth of the Land or yellow/ 
blue for Fringed Mouth of the Water, and one Night Chant sandpainting
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uses both types. Occasionally Fringed Mouth's face in a sandpainting 
is red/black, and in one instance all four Fringed Mouths are yellow/ 
blue. In Plumeway sandpaintings, Fringed Mouth is depicted exactly 
the same as in the Nightway paintings. The lightning design on the 
body of the impersonator in the ceremonies is simpler than that in 
the sandpaintings. A ritualistic difference in the quantity of figures 
may be seen in sandpaintings (the more figures the more power), but 
the figures themselves are the same. In some cases a fox skin or a 
collar of spruce is portrayed around the neck instead of red horizon
tal "life" lines. And on some faces or masks both eyes have the 
same triangular shape, while with others the right eye turns upward 
at the outer side. Study of the myths in which Fringed Mouth par
ticipates reveals that his element was of the air as well as of the 
land and water. When Bead Boy had difficulties in ascending to the 
sky, Fringed Mouth came to his assistance by placing his pointed 
headdress upon him, thereby enabling his flight (Reichard, 1939, 
p. 29). Fringed Mouths move in the air like birds (Stevenson, 1891, 
p. 265).

An overview investigation of Old Navajoland shows an intricate 
blend of several Indian cultures, the prehistoric and historic Pueblo 
peoples, Navajos and Apaches, as well as influence from Utes and 
Comanches. To separate the Navajo depictions from the often under
lying Pueblo ones, for example, is indeed challenging. One of the 
ways we are attempting to deal with this problem is to trace the 
symbols and manifestations of Navajo deities to a particular source 
of their inspiration, the Pueblo kachinas.

Comparison of Fringed Mouth with kachinas indicates that the 
Navajos absorbed kachina designs and the Pueblo Indians borrowed 
elements of characteristic Navajo deities in their dances. The 
figure of Fringed Mouth (Fig. 2b) has a close parallel in the Hopi 
kachinas--Tacab (Naactadji) Kachina (Fewkes, 1903, p. 97, PI. XXXV); 
Tasaf Kachina (Colton, 1970, p. 73); arid Tasap Kachina (Wright,
1973, p. 151). Even more noticeably related is the Hopi Marao
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Kachina (Wright, 1977, C170, the Goldwater Collection; 1975, p. 24; 
1973, p. 190; Colton, 1970, p. 60; Field Museum--an old kachina doll, 
the Qotca, found in 1850 near Oraibi--Horner, 1931, p. 149). Several 
Jemez kachina masks resemble Fringed Mouth, likewise the Zuni 
He'mishiikwe Kachina (Stevenson, 1904, p. 275, PI. LXXIV).

The long, narrow figure of Fringed Mouth, represented in various 
media but especially in the sandpaintings of Hosteen Klah, was perhaps 
inspired by the vertical slat altars of the Pueblos; for example, a 
Zia (Sia) altar and a Zia striped divided figure belonging to a two- 
part order, the body half yellow and half white (Stevenson, 1894,
Pis. XIV and X, Fig. B). But unlike the Pueblos, Navajo categories 
of proportion imply that the taller the figure, the more the power.

Regarding style and technique, Willey considers styles "to be the 
greatest single potential resource for the archaeologist--potentially 
more significant in what they may reveal to us about departed people 
than technology or settlement patterns. Their value as chronological 
indicators is but one narrow aspect of their potentiality" (Willey, 
1963, p. 703). Kubler says that certain developments in the history 
of art need about 60 years for their formulation plus another 60 years 
for the first systematic application and extension (Kubler, 1973, 
pp. 102-105). For Navajo pictographs, a span of approximately 120 
years might possibly cover the greatest period of Pueblo influence, 
say 1650-1700. Archaeological evidence confirms that Pueblo influence 
strongly affected the Navajos during the Pueblo Rebellions of 1680- 
1696 when a few of the Pueblos sought refuge among the Navajos. Some 
Pueblo styles of religious paraphernalia, myth and ritual, archi
tecture, and other customs were adopted. Schaafsma (1963, p. 59) 
traces style developments from Pueblo IV murals ca. 1400-1600, to 
18th century Navajo pictographs 1698-1775, to Navajo sandpaintings 
ca. 1800 to the present. Such observations are valuable, but our 
current research points less to style as an indicator of predecessors, 
than to the importance of a range of succession, a linked chain of 
repeated pictographs and petroglyphs.
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Fringed Mouth's function, the most significant category to the 
Navajos, was formerly somewhat unclear, his character less distinctly 
marked compared with that of many other Navajo deities. Our research 
shows that he is essentially a benevolent, versatile, helpful deity, 
a public benefactor. He belongs to the group of persuadable deities, 
in contrast to unpersuadable supernaturals, because his motives are 
good (Reichard, 1963, p. 63). He appears in acts of succor in myths 
and rituals; he rescues a hero from drowning; he guides another hero's 
floating logs to safety along the San Juan River; he helps lift Bead 
Boy to the sky and gives him a crystal light to aid him in the dark; 
and he acts as public administrator when at a meeting he decided how 
Two-faced Woman and her evil, trouble-making companions should be 
punished (Wyman, 1970, p. 41). The 12 Songs of Fringed Mouth are said 
to cure headache, sore eyes, and contractions of leg tendons (Reichard, 
1963, p. 93) . Yet Fringed Mouth was not always perfect; his furry 
mouth signifies a time when he told lies. His relationship as a counter
part of Monster Slayer shows another aspect of his character. In one 
event in the myths, he also takes over the duties of Talking God, 
leader of the Ye3ii. In another instance, he transforms himself and 
unites with fellow bighorn sheep deities to see that animals should 
be hunted in the proper way. In performance, Fringed Mouth forms 
combinations in order to eliminate every cause of indisposition and 
to restore harmony (Haile, 1947, p. 93). If a Navajo is in harmony 
with the terms of the Ye'ii, he is at one with nature. Fringed 
Mouth's image is a force for the good and stable in sacred values.
He is man's friendly guide and comforter. Navajos, seeking to iden
tify themselves with their gods, project both their physical and 
spiritual ideas and transcend themselves in the mirror image of their 
deity, thus forming an inherently dualistic unity in Fringed Mouth.

In establishing the identity of Fringed Mouth in the reviewed 
pictographic media and myths, as compared with the pictographs in 
Delgadito Canyon, a fairly stabilized religious tradition and art 
emerges, both in style and in character. Previously we believed rock 
art of the Gobernador Phase to represent a beginning time of creation
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and forging. Instead we now see by the character of Fringed Mouth in 
the rock art of this period that the image already was fully formed.
The sandpaintings prove an excellent state of traditional continuity 
with artistic symbolic transformations from one media to another.
Unless our future research with other Navajo deities proves other
wise, it would appear that the pictographs and petroglyphs developed 
in close relationship in time and style.

Portrayals of Fringed Mouth indicate, confirm, and strengthen 
these conceptions reflecting the intrinsic collective thinking and 
ideas of the Navajos. Thus, gathering together the preliminary data 
from our research so far, it seems that the depictions on the rock 
cliffs are essentially already well developed in basic conception.
The technique of portrayal in various media or material constitutes 
a difference in presentation. While Fringed Mouth may have origi
nated during the beginning stages of this period (Gobernador Phase), 
we must look for even earlier work to discover the real origins of 
Navajo rock art.

As to why Navajos stopped making deities of this type on 
permanent rock, several of our informants admit the probability of 
harassment from the Spaniards and other whites. Also to be con
sidered, they said, are the increasingly hubristic designs of the 
Anasazi resulting in retribution, and the accordingly related Navajo 
inspirations. Wide boundaries for representing their deities were 
frowned upon. As the Navajos moved westward toward Canyon de Chelly, 
their rock depictions became less ceremonial in nature and less 
numerous (Grant, 1978, pp. 232-233).

The remarkable continuity and similarity in the portrayal of 
Fringed Mouth in sandpaintings drawn from a collection of 59 paintings 
are manifest in the following reproduction series of the confirmed iden
tically like painting in minute detail of "Fringed Mouth and Corn" (Fig. 3). 
This sandpainting, said to have originated at Mount Taylor (Sapir and 
Hoijer, 1942, p. 510), is usually given on the eighth day of the Night 
Chant. Among those who have witnessed and recorded it in later years are:
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1. Washington Matthews ca. 1880 (1902, PI. VIII) about 100 
miles west of Chaco Canyon

2. James Stevenson ca. 1890 (1891, PI. CXXIII)
3. Alfred Tozzer ca. 1901 (1909, PI. IV and p. 328) near 

Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon
4. John F. Lime (1894-1904) photograph of actual sandpaint

ing inside a Navajo hogan (Smithsonian Institution)
5. Edward S. Curtis (1907, opp. p. 123)
6. Louisa Wetherill ca. 1910-1918 (Wetherill Collection, 

Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff)
7. Laura Adams (Armer) 1928 (Arizona State Museum, Tucson) 

at Black Mountain
8. Franc Johnson Newcomb 1930s, paintings made by Hosteen 

Klah (Newcomb, n.d.)
9. In 1975 the writer and Bertha Dutton were permitted to 

witness an actual construction of this painting in a 
Yeibichai ceremonial hogan.

Lastly, we have been invited by a Navajo medicine man to attend 
his performance of the Night Chant, a Yeibichai ceremony in which it 
is anticipated still another Fringed Mouth sandpainting will be made, 
in October 1978. This should constitute a record of almost a hundred 
years. In other words, Fringed Mouth in essence was as well conceived 
and developed in the 1880s, and on the canyon walls in the 1700s, as 
he is today.

Santa Fe, N. M.
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Figure 4. Sketch of Fringed Mouth skin painting in Arizona State Museum, 
Tucson. Illustration drawn by Caroline Olin.



ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE REMAKING RITES 
OF THE NAVAJOS

RICHARD W. LANG

INTRODUCTION

Of the numerous short ceremonies of the Navajo ceremonial system, 
none has received as much attention from such varied quarters as has 
the ’analneeh or "remaking" rites, in which a common characteristic 
is the making of small figurines (Cassidy, 1956; Franciscan Brothers, 
1910; Gill, 1974; Gumerman, 1970; Greminger, 1962; Haile, 1947;
Haury, 1945; James and Bradford, 1974; Kelly, 1972; Kidder and 
Guernsey, 1919; Lang and Walters, 1972; Ward, 1970). It is pre
cisely due to the figurines themselves, and to the common deposition 
of certain of them on or near archaeological sites, that the remak
ing rites have attracted such great interest. Most of the names 
cited above are of archaeologists, most of whom had encountered 
wooden figures while inspecting Anasazi archaeological sites in areas 
of northwestern New Mexico and northern Arizona presently occupied 
by the Navajos. The figurines encountered have consistently been 
of the anthropomorphic type traditionally associated with the rite 
known as the Remaking of the Baby Figurine, and possibly with the 
less well understood Remaking of the Baby Figurine of the Enemy's 
Terrors (Haile, 1947; Kelly, 1972; Lang and Walters, 1972).

These crude and sometimes disturbingly contorted images of the 
human form have sparked the imaginations of both Navajos, uninformed 
of the figures' true functions and raised in a cultural environment 
which has sometimes proclaimed the reality of witches, and equally 
uninformed outsiders familiar with the trappings of voodoo and its 
most publicized usage. Neither interpretation has any real bearing 
upon the functions and more general associations of these figurines, 
at least within the context of their intended use. Even in the 
face of the long-time existence of Berard Haile's (1947) excellent
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descriptive work on the remaking ceremonies, exotic explanations 
and ideas on the subject continued in common circulation. It was 
hoped that most of these would be put to rest with the publication in 
1972 of two papers on the subject. Roger Kelly's (1972) "Navaho 
Ritual Human Figures: Form and Function," dealt primarily with the 
formal attributes of accessible anthropomorphic figurines, their 
depositional contexts, and their known historic and geographic 
distribution. An accompanying paper by Harry Walters and myself 
discussed the apparent historic origins, mythic and conceptual 
associations, taboos, and etiologies of illness associated with the 
two rites of the remaking complex in which human figurines are used. 
Both articles were edited under the direction of Bertha P. Dutton 
with an eye toward public as well as specialist audiences to clarify 
the confusion that has often surrounded the figurines.

Interest in the figurines and the remaking rites has continued, 
as witness James' and Bradford's (1974) work on the occurrence of 
ceremonial "baby figurines" or "dolls" in the western portion of 
the Navajo reservation where they had not previously been reported. 
Another example is Gill's (1974) commentary on the hypothetical 
relationships between the dolls and remaking rites associated with 
animals and his reinterpretation of other aspects of the remaking 
complex. In addition to offering some interesting observations on 
the broader connections of the remaking ceremonies with other areas 
of Navajo ritual practice and mythology, Gill's article also raises 
a few questions deserving of response and clarification. The 
development of this dedicatory volume in honor of Bertha P. Dutton 
offers an appropriate opportunity for such response and evaluation.

THE REMAKING RITES: SOME BACKGROUND MATERIAL
The primary reference on the remaking rites is Haile's (1947) 

paper, in which is described a multitude of short curative cere
monies divisible into three primary groups, the Travelers on the 
Earth Surface, the Travelers on Water, and the Big God divisions.
All are governed by the ritual formulas classed as forming the
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Holyway side (as opposed to the Evilway side) of Navajo ceremonial 
procedure. [See Reichard (1963) and Wyman and Kluckhohn (1938) for 
definitions of some of the more esoteric ceremonial and supernatural 
designations found here.] In the Earth Surface division, Haile 
records 14 ceremonies in detail, mentioning a total of 15; in the 
Water division, 9 ceremonies are described; and in the Big God 
group, 7 are discussed. In the Earth Surface group, at least 14 
distinct figurines made in these ceremonies are described and illus
trated, in addition to their accompanying prayer sticks. Associated 
prayer sticks and figurines are also defined for the Water group, 
as are those of the Big God group. In addition, Haile describes 
ceremonies which apparently are not covered by these divisions, in 
one of which a bear figurine is made and in another figurines of dogs 
and coyotes.

Put very simply, the remaking rites are called upon to effect 
the cure of individuals suffering some illness related to certain 
transgressions. These include breach of taboos attached to repre
sentations of the human form, avoidance and appropriate treatment 
of ceremonial figurines produced in the remaking rites; "mistreat
ment" of animals or the remains of animals, sometimes extending to 
simple contact of some kind or "offensive" ridicule of the animal 
or its parts; and the breaking of taboos on direct or indirect con
tact with representations or personations of alien supernaturals-- 
principally, if not wholly, Puebloan (Haile, 1947; Lang and Walters, 
1972).

If it has been deduced that the sick person owes his suffering 
to an infraction of the sort just described, it may be determined 
that one of the remaking rites, which are relatively inexpensive 
and may be engaged in without excessive preparation or waiting time, 
would offer a reasonable potential for relief. The ceremony is quite 
brief, even the most elaborate taking not much more than two hours 
if the singer is assisted and if both men work fairly rapidly.
After the completion of the ceremony, the figurine and prayer sticks
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made during it are deposited in a location that is ritually prescribed, 
and thereby given over to the supernatural toward whom the ceremonial 
efforts had been directed.

Important observations previously reported by Haile, Kelly, or 
Lang and Walters, and largely based on direct observation or inform
ants' comments, include the following.

1. Infection of the sick person is transmitted through the 
"inner form" (life essence, soul, spirit, and so forth) of the entity 
connected with the particular taboo violation; or as one of our 
informants put it, "the supernatural within whom and under whose 
direction the doll or animal exists" (Lang and Walters, 1972, pp. 54,
68). This informant could also have included here, along with doll 
and animal, animal parts, ceremonial figurines, and Puebloan super
natural personators, as noted by other informants.

2. It is "this indestructible life principle in the violated ob
ject [which] maintains a 'hold' on the infected person and can be 
placated or exorcised. . . through appropriate ritual procedure with 
the aid of the Holy People, who constitute a separate and often 
sympathetic body within the supernatural world" (Lang and Walters,
1972, p. 68) .

3. The remaking rites are of extensive content and, as noted 
above, include numerous animal remaking ceremonies as well as those 
utilizing human figurines (Haile, 1947) .

4. Extensive internal variation exists in the attributes of the 
anthropomorphic "baby figurines" and in the presence or absence of 
their accoutrements (Kelly, 1972). This variation has been attributed 
to the existence of branch ceremonial relationships within the indi
vidual remaking rite (Lang and Walters, 1972, p. 71). In the terminology 
applied to Navajo religion and its ceremonial structure, a "branch" is 
essentially a variation of a ceremony or larger and more complex cere
monial, e.g., the Male and Female branches, or forms, of the Shootingway 
ceremonial.

5. Probably every ceremonial act and concept in Navajo religion
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has its mythic precedent. In the case of the Remaking of the Baby 
Figurine, the archetype is indicated to be the creation of the ances
tors of the first Navajo clan, who, like the figurines generally, were 
animated with precious "hard offerings" (Lang and Walters, 1972, p. 69).

6. Evidence on the age of recorded anthropomorphic figurines of 
the general type made during the Remaking of the Baby Figurine suggests 
that the use of such figurines dates back to at least 1877 (Kelly, 1972, 
p. 21). Navajo informants associate the development of the Remaking 
of the Baby Figurine with Navajo contact with baby dolls of foreign 
source or inspiration and the need for a ceremony dealing specifically 
with infection associated with the inner form of this doll type. They 
place this development after the Navajos' return from Fort Sumner,
New Mexico, where they had been held between the years 1863-1868--a 
placement that agrees substantially with Kelly's 1877 date. In tra
ditional Navajo practice, the making of play dolls appears to have
been prohibited by taboos on depiction of the human form (see Lang and 
Walters, 1972, pp. 50, 69).

RECENT HYPOTHESES ON THE REMAKING RITES

All of the preceding points are of special significance to any 
consideration of Gill's (1974) paper on the remaking rites, in which 
he has suggested the following.

1. Although animal remaking ceremonies exist, animal figurines 
cere not made in them. Rather, the anthropomorphic figurine described 
by Kelly and Haile, and associated by these writers and Lang and 
Walters exclusively with the Remaking of the Baby Figurine and, in a 
more general way, with the Remaking of the Baby Figurine of the Enemy's 
Terrors, is the only type of figurine made in the remaking ceremonies. 
(The qualification here reflects the fact that while anthropomorphic 
figurines are indicated by informants to be used in the Enemy's Terrors 
form, no recovered figurines described by Kelly have been attributed to 
this form.)

2. The numerous formal variations in the anthropomorphic 
figurines and their accoutrements are explicable as being associated
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with variations of the remaking rite, essentially corresponding with 
the various doll and animal expressions of the rite described by Haile.

3. Prior studies of the remaking rites have seen the figurine 
as symbolic of, and functioning for, restoration of the patient to 
his previous state of health (Lang and Walters, 1972, p. 62) and 
have not connected the figurine with restoration of the inner form 
of the violated object.

4. There is "no known conclusive evidence for Pueblo origin or 
even strong Pueblo influence" in the remaking complex, while "there 
is some evidence to indicate a strong alliance with traditional 
Navajo religious thought and with the hunter tradition which 
characterizes and distinguishes the older pre-Southwestern Navajo 
tradition" (Ibid.).

Each of these areas will be dealt with systematically in the 
following sections.
ANIMAL REMAKING RITES AND THE ABSENCE OF REPORTED ANIMAL FIGURINES

Gill's belief that zoomorphic figurines are not made in the 
remaking rites fundamentally stems from three observations. Animal 
figurines have not been described in the literature outside of 
Haile's 1947 work, and none have been reported by archaeologists or 
were dealt with in Kelly's review of the anthropomorphic figurines. 
Since one theme of the remaking rite prayers recorded by Haile 
is obviously the restoration of the inner form of the violated object, 
and since Navajos conceive of the inner form of all things as anthro
pomorphic, it might reasonably follow that all figurines made in the 
remaking rites would be of the human type. Last, Haile records only 
one formal type of human image as associated with the Remaking of 
the Baby Figurine, which type Gill assumes to be the "prescribed" 
type for Baby Figurine remakings. Kelly records numerous variations 
of this figurine and accompanying materials, which leads Gill to the 
proposition that these variations do not represent variability within 
the Remaking of the Baby Figurine, but instead account for the
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figurines made in the animal variations of the rite.
As a general preface to the paragraphs which follow, I would 

point out that each of the above conclusions, i.e., a) that animal 
figurines are not made; b) that figurines are exclusively of the 
anthropomorphic type; c) that the recorded variation in figurines 
of the human type reflects their production in the many animal remak
ing rites; and d) that Haile's human figurine description is 
prescriptive; is purely hypothetical, and while offering a certain 
kind of logic, these are further unsubstantiated by in-the-field 
consultation with Navajo informants.

As we were not specifically concerned with the animal remaking 
rites or animal figurines during the informant interviews which 
preceded writing of the 1972 paper, no concerted effort was made 
to collect any extensive body of data related to them or to determine 
if any animal figurines did, indeed, exist in private or museum 
collections. The information which we did collect does, however, 
pertain importantly to the queries at hand as does some of the 
material which Haile published in 1947. At the time of publication, 
Roger Kelly also possessed information on the animal figurine rites, 
but I do not know what the nature or extent of that information was.

Of the figurines described by Haile, and based upon those made 
by his chief informant, the singer Bitter Water Clan Man of 
Lukachukai, Arizona, eight were made of extremely perishable sub
stances which might not retain their molded shape for more than a 
few days. All eight figurines are of animals--pig, chicken, cat, 
horned toad, frog, water dog, dog, and coyote, and the substances 
noted as used in their remaking are cornmeal dough, bean paste, and 
mud. Figurines carved from wood, normally small lengths of root, 
number 25, and in addition to including the anthropomorphic Baby 
Figurine and Baby Figurine of the Enemy's Terrors, represent the 
armadillo, duck, turtle, tortoise, beaver, otter, bear, and 4 
snakes and 12 lizards. The average length of the animal figurines 
is given as a "span," i.e., about nine inches, or less, with a width
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often no greater than that of the "little finger." By contrast, the 
human figurines are generally 1 to 2 inches thick and wide. Length is 
fairly comparable to that of the animals, however, with a range between 
4 inches and more than 1 foot recorded (Kelly, 1972). Of all the 
wooden animal figurines noted, only the snakes and lizards might be 
expected to see relatively common production in the context of the 
remaking rites today due to the local absence or extreme rarity of the 
other animals noted, or to rarity of contact with ceremonial para-

' Aphernalia made from such animals. So it is, then, that of the animals
noted, only the chicken, cat, dog, coyote, frog, horned toad, lizards,
and snakes are encountered more or less commonly on the Navajo reserva
tion and in adjacent areas, and of these figurines only snakes and 
lizards have any real potential for preservation.

Our knowledge of the human figurine forms has been dependent upon 
chance finds of such figurines by archaeologists, which appear to be 
largely coincidental with the prescribed deposition of this type of 
figurine on or near Anasazi ruins or other sites where early Puebloan 
artifacts also are found. Significantly, of the animal figurines, 
only the chicken and cat are likewise required to be placed near such 
sites, and neither of these are figurines of the wooden type. In
regard to the deposition of the wooden snake and lizard forms, Haile's
informant supplied information on nine cases. Generalized deposition 
"anywhere in a valley," under a bush, or near a lake each are noted 
once; deposition among rocks is noted three times; and placement near 
or, as some of our informants would have it, in a hole in the ground 
is either prescribed or offered as an option in five cases. The chances 
of encountering the snake or lizard figurines placed in obscure and 
sometimes concealed places thus are much reduced over that of encoun
tering the human type. The probability of observing such figurines in 
the field is further limited by the form of the snake and lizard figur
ines which are basically, as described by Haile, bi-pointed sticks 
painted with relatively dull colors, which in addition would be fast 
to erode. By comparison, the human figurines are considerably more
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recognizable.
Obviously, my primary point is that animal figurines have a low 

probability of recovery due to their physical character and ritual 
loci of deposition. The data actually collected on animal figurines 
by Harry Walters and me were unfortunately limited by our interests 
at the time. However, enough unsolicited information was obtained to 
provide a reasonable substantiation of the existence of non-human 
figurines. Several informants distinguished between the figurines 
not merely as "baby figurine" and "animal figurine," but also in 
terms of the materials out of which they would be made and the loci 
of their deposition.

Both John Walters of Cove, Arizona, and Tom Ration, an Upward 
Reachingway singer from Smith Lake, New Mexico, mentioned modeling 
animal figurines from cornmeal dough, and Billy Norton, a singer of 
the remaking rites from Pine Springs, Arizona (interviewed by Alan B. 
Kite of the Museum of New Mexico), mentioned making snake figurines 
of wood and dog figurines of mud (Haile's informant made dogs of 
cornmeal dough). John Walters has participated in several remaking 
ceremonies as a petitioner and assistant and noted the existence of 
both animal figurines and baby figurines. In addition, both Tom 
Ration and John Walters were shown photographs of the human figurines 
to be used in the Kelly manuscript and both independently identified 
all such figurines as "baby figures" of the sort made in the "Remak
ing of the Baby Figurine." Both indicated that the animal figurines 
were "different." The singers performing the ceremonies in these 
cases were His Tobacco and Old Man Canyon from the Cove-Red Rock 
area.

Walters mentioned something else which may bear on the compara
tively common status of encounters with wooden human figurines, 
stating that at least some illnesses attributed to infractions against 
the physical or spiritual aspects of reptiles can be dealt with 
through one-day sandpainting ceremonies, while the etiologies 
associated with illness theoretically curable through the rite in
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which the human figurines are made demand a remaking rite and have 
no reported alternative.

VARIATION IN THE HUMAN FIGURINES
As previously noted, Kelly mentions a great deal of variation, 

particularly in the placement and nature of "jewels"--white shell, 
turquoise, coral, jet, and so forth--embedded in the wooden human 
figurines which he studied. Most differ notably from the baby 
figurine described by Haile in the anatomical distribution of the 
"jewels." This variation has supplied Gill with further reasons 
for suspecting that human-type figurines, not animal figurines, are 
made in the animal remaking ceremonies.

Although we did not elaborate on the significance of this 
variability in our 1972 paper, it was noted that: "Our informants
suggest that numerous variations or branches [of the Remaking of the 
Baby Figurine] allied with specific ceremonials, such as Shootingway, 
Waterway, and Beautyway, also exist. This may serve to explain much 
of the formal variation in figurines documented by Kelly" (Lang and 
Walters, 1972, p. 71). This statement was based upon a) John Walters' 
remarks on the differential affiliation of forms of the Remaking of 
the Baby Figurine in the Male Shootingway and Navajo Windway; b)
Bitter Water Clan Man's association of the Waterway with many of 
the remaking rites he performed (Haile, 1947); c) Henry Begaye's (a 
singer of the Male Shootingway and remaking rites from Red Rock, 
Arizona) remark that "Both baby and animal figurine ceremonies can 
be from [i.e., affiliated with] any one of the ceremonials of Holyway, 
such as the Waterway and Male Shootingway"; and probably most 
importantly, d) Tom Ration's elaborate descriptions of 13 different 
variations of human figurines representing ceremonial branch variations 
within the Remaking of the Baby Figurine. These included baby 
figurines of the Female and Male Shootingway (with two doll variants), 
Waterway, Navajo Windway, Female and Male Beautyway, Female and 
Male Mountainway, Big Starway, Upward Reachingway, Hailway, and Bead
way forms. It was likewise mentioned by Walters and Ration that not
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all baby figurines were accompanied by prayer sticks, and that of 
those which are, the prayer sticks will vary, in part at least, in 
accord with ceremonial branch associations.

FIGURINE REMAKING AND RESTORATION
With regard to Gill's interpretation of our remarks on the link 

between restoration of the figurine and restoration of the patient 
in the ceremony, I would simply observe that in addition to the 
supportive informant quotes in the 1972 paper it may be pointed out 
that the prayer for the reed prayer stick (Haile, 1947, pp. 17-18; 
Kelly, 1972, pp. 29-31) clearly represents a demand placed upon the 
supernatural for restoration of the patient. Informants who had been 
involved in the Remaking of the Baby Figurine unquestionably did see 
a link between the body of the figurine and the body of the patient. 
This does not, however, nullify Gill's idea that the prayer for the 
figurine relates to the restoration of the anthropomorphic inner 
form, which I quite agree with. Beyond finding support for this 
in the prayer (Haile, 1947, pp. 13-17; Kelly, 1972, pp. 32-37) 
itself, which obviously outlines the restoration and proposed behavior 
of the inner form, I can offer this simple quote from Tom Ration.
When asked if the figurines were fed before being deposited, Ration 
replied: "No. Now why would you make a lunch for the restored things 
that have caused evil?" Clearly, the figurine in this context does 
not represent the patient. As with many items of man's ideology 
however, the figurine is not conceptually one dimensional. It has 
many dimensions, and in the Navajo view its restorative relationship 
to the patient finds no conflict with its restorative relationship 
with the inner form that has taken hold of the sick person.

PUEBLO RELATIONSHIPS
As observed by Lang and Walters (1972, pp. 50-51), the immediate 

historic origins of the Remaking of the Baby Figurine are fairly 
well established. The origins of the fuller remaking complex, how
ever, remain very obscure. Gill's discussion of possible associations
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of some complex elements with Navajo hunting ceremonial practice of 
considerable antiquity seems a reasonably legitimate proposition. 
However, it is unreasonable to exaggerate this connection to the 
exclusion of such a respectable observation as that made by Haile 
(1947, p. 99), that the emphasis found in some of the prayers is 
atypical of the Navajo. Likewise, while potential Puebloan connec
tions remain vague and virtually unexplored, they are none the less 
present (Lang and Walters, 1972, p. 71) and obvious to those familiar 
with Pueblo ceremonial procedure, and it is certainly significant to 
recognize that two of our informants, and Haile's informants as well, 
claimed some level of derivation from Hopi practice.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, it has been demonstrated to this writer's satisfac
tion that the evidence for the existence of animal figurines made in 
the ceremonial context of the Navajo remaking rites is far stronger 
than is that against it. The only support which could be construed 
as "evidence" for the latter proposition is the lack of reports 
which clearly identify animal figurines of remaking rite association 
found in the field by non-Navajos, Navajo informants further supply 
a respectable body of observation in support of the formal variability 
recorded for wooden human figurines as correspondent with ceremonial 
variation in the Baby Figurine rites. This could, in addition, be 
enhanced by variation in any given form of the rite as passed from 
one singer to another--which is a very real possibility.

It is also apparent that the remaking rite complex is indebted 
to both Navajo and Pueblo ritual practice and theory for its total 
composition. Some strong historical link of the rites with the Hopis 
is deeply embedded in Navajo tradition, independent of how much 
greater the connection with generalized Navajo forms may be. Finally, 
restorative connections of the rites can be recognized as relating 
to both the inner form of the thing transgressed and the physical and 
spiritual wholeness of the person for whom the given rite is performed. 
Dual relationships of this kind are common in Navajo belief even if
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they do pose problems for our neatly structured Western minds.
I would hope that this paper also demonstrates a fifth point of 

potentially far greater importance than any of the above. This is 
that it is inappropriate to pursue questions regarding the behavior 
of extant cultures as though these cultures no longer existed, and 
to impose upon scholarly research into contemporary practice the 
limitations of investigation traditionally reserved for the study 
of basically archaeological peoples.

School of American Research 
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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MURAL DECORATIONS IN 

SAN JOSE DE LOS JEMEZ MISSION CHURCH 

JEMEZ STATE MONUMENT, NEW MEXICO
MARJORIE F. LAMBERT

Herein discussed and illustrated is a group of murals heretofore 
unpublished with the exception of a photograph of one, although the 
discovery was made more than half a century ago. The San Jose murals 
are much more complete than any so far reported from any of the 17th 
century Franciscan buildings in New Mexico (La Concepcion, Quarai,
Ely, 1935, pp. 138, 141, 144; San Gregorio de Abo, Toulouse, 1949, 
p. 13; Tabira, Stubbs, 1959, pp. 162-169; San Isidro, Las Humanas, 
Vivian, 1964, pp. 78-80; La Purxsima Concepcion de Hawikuh, Smith, 
et al., 1966, pp. 113-114).

San Jose de los Jemez church and monastery were built at Giusewa 
(LA 679), a pueblo which once was one of the largest and most important 
in the Jehnez Nation. At least parts of the site may predate the 
Spanish structures by several hundred years. In J6mez Springs, New 
Mexico, the ruins of this still imposing church and monastery mutely 
reflect the religious zeal of those Spanish friars who dedicated them
selves to the founding of so many of the Southwest's missions (Fig. 1).

During excavations conducted here in 1921-1922 by the School of 
American Research and the Museum of New Mexico, church murals were 
discovered. At least five color copies and several photographs were 
made of the same mural. The photographs appear to be different views 
and suggest that the fresco occurred over a fairly large portion of the 
nave wall. Further field work by the two institutions was done in 1936- 
1937. The Museum of New Mexico also excavated four pueblo rooms and 
several other features in 1965. Since excavations have been limited, 
the exact size of Giusewa is undetermined. One house block rose to a 
height of three stories, touching the church on the west side. Giusewa 
is known to have extended westward across the present highway under
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Figure 1. San Jose de los Jemez Mission Church, Jemez State 
Monument, Jemez Springs, New Mexico. Drawing by 
Alice Wesche.

Figure 2. Trench, SE corner of church. Note exposed Spanish 
adobe structure beneath stone masonry edifice.
Museum of New Mexico.



parts of the modem Via Coeli Monastery and beyond.
The first missionary assigned to the Jemez Indians, Fray Alonso 

de Lugo, accompanied Juan de Ohate to New Mexico in 1598. He returned 
to New Spain in 1601. Whether Lugo or his immediate successor began the 
mission construction at Giusewa is not known. The three attempts to 
Christianize the Jemez Indians in the early 17th century met with 
failure, partly due to lack of adequate personnel.

Fray Alonso de Benavides gives credit to Fray Gerbnimo de 
ZSrate Salmeron for the founding of San Jose de los J6mez Mission 
in the fall of 1621 or winter of 1621-1622 (Bloom and Mitchell, 1958, 
p. 94). To make easier the task of converting the Jemez Indians, 
this friar also established a second mission, "la pueblo de 
Congregacion," at Walatowa, the site of present day Jemez Pueblo. 
Benavides later named this mission San Diego de Congregacion. Except
ing those already living at Giusewa, Indians from all the contem
porary J^mez villages were brought to San Diego.

The ruined church at Jemez Springs is constructed entirely of 
sandstone with the exception of a few sections of adobe bricks in 
the walls and beneath parts of the edifice (Fig. 2). This suggests 
that an earlier Christian structure may have been erected, or 
started, perhaps by Fray Lugo. The church and friary rest in part 
on earlier pueblo dwellings.

After Zarate Salmeron left New Mexico in 1626, Fray Martin de 
Arvide succeeded him. The rebuilding of San JosS took place between 
1626-1628, and final abandonment occurred sometime after 1650, but 
before 1659. Tree-ring analysis of beams from the church substanti
ate historical data (Kubler, 1940, p. 148).

A break extending along the facade some feet above the entrance 
once contained timbers which were probably part of a balcony. Along 
each side of the nave are the remains of six pedestals measuring 
18 by 12 inches (Fig. 5). These probably supported religious figures. 
The pillars were later extended upward eight or nine feet, in reduced 
size, possibly to support candelabra or sconces (Bloom, 1923, p. 17).
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also lower and upper floors exposed. Museum of
New Mexico.

Figure 4. Steps leading to tower, showing some of the fired 
adobe bricks in situ. Museum of New Mexico.



Stone masonry steps lead to the sanctuary and altar, the east and 
west ends of which have adjoining benches. Traces of an altar rail 
were detected. Areas in front of the entrance and the steps leading 
to the altar were originally faced with oblong or square fired bricks 
(Fig. 4).

Two floor levels were uncovered. The space between was filled 
with charcoal, ash, charred wood, and trash. Since the edifice 
showed no evidence of burning, it is possible that the fill between 
floors was perhaps an architectural device intended as a water repel
lent to protect the structure from moisture at floor level. 
"Corresponding with the older floor, traces of an interesting wall 
decoration were found, and corresponding with the present floor con
siderable sections of wall decoration were found and recorded" (Ibid., 
p. 17).

An octagonal tower, perhaps an afterthought, rises to a height 
of 42 feet above the sanctuary and altar. From this tower, an excel
lent view of Giusewa and the surrounding valley could be had.

Still undetermined is how the great weight of the ceiling beams 
and roof were supported during the last occupation of San Jos6. The 
lower floor, however, contained a series of flat stones in line with 
the twelve pedestals. These were perhaps footings for roof supports. 
But these had been covered by the last floor, when the church interior 
was again replastered and redecorated.

San Josd church appears to have been designed as both a religious 
chamber and fortification. Its walls are from six to eight feet thick, 
and above the roof beam holes, masonry extends upward five to six feet, 
possibly intended as a parapet. Since the church existed during a 
period of general Indian resistance to Spanish rule, such an interpre
tation is plausible. Scholes also mentions the fact that soldiers 
were garrisoned at San Jose for Zarate Salmeron's protection (Bloom 
and Mitchell, 1938, p. 70).

To the east of the high altar two doorways open into a passage
way which is separated by a stone wall running east and west. The
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south doorway leads into the convento; the north into a small sacristy. 
Access to the sacristy roof was by way of a stairway and trapdoor.
The church roof could then be reached by additional steps, or a 
ladder placed on top of the sacristy. On the floor of the auditorium, 
beneath openings high in the walls, the 1922 expedition uncovered 
large amounts of selenite which undoubtedly served as window panes.

Remains of the monastery area, with enclosed courtyard, lie 
east and southeast of the church, extending almost to the arroyo. 
Located herein are a small chapel, living quarters, kitchen, and 
sleeping rooms of the Franciscans and their neophytes, as well as 
the soldiers garrisoned at Giusewa. The oanrpo santo, or cemetery, 
occupies the area in front of the church. Remains of a pedestal, 
which may have supported a religious figure (San Jose?) or more 
probably a baptismal font, were uncovered just to the southeast of 
the main entrance.

Although Professor Bloom's 1922 field notes are no longer 
available, the Museum of New Mexico has in its files a fairly good 
photographic record of the field work conducted in the church, as 
well as watercolor copies of murals found within the structure. We 
have no hint of the exact location and total number of mural frag
ments seen by the 1922 field party. However, the photographs 
indicate that portions of the nave, the 12 pedestals, high altar, 
benches, sacristy, and some of the monastery rooms bore white plaster, 
undoubtedly gypsum. If some of these features were painted, the 
color had disappeared by 1922. It seems probable, however, that 
the entire nave was once decorated with murals and that there were 
others in the sanctuary area.

Smith has given an exhaustive account of how the walls of 17th 
century San Bernardo (or San Bernardino) de Aguatubi (Awatovi) were 
prepared for the final application of the painted designs (Montgomery, 
et al., 1949, pp. 293-295; Fig. 52). In all likelihood about the 
same technique was employed on the interior walls of San Jose de los 
Jemez. The five drawings recorded from San Jose are quite distinct.
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Figure 5. Mural copy, perhaps dating to first building
period. Red dado, black and white design. Museum
of New Mexico.



Three are from the nave walls, and the remaining two are probably from 
the santuary area, as pencil captions indicate. All of the colors 
used were available in the immediate Jemez area--red and yellow ochre; 
green and greenish-blue malachite; black, probably carbon, perhaps 
guaco; and white gypsum.

Because it is so different in color and concept, the mural 
fragment illustrated in Figure 5 is probably associated with the 
first floor, or the 1621-1623 occupation of the church. It consists 
of a rich red dado, the exact height of which is unknown, but it 
probably extended from the floor upward. Along the top edge of the 
red area is a solid black band, lh inches high. Directly above this, 
on a white background 6^ inches high, are three tiers of half circles. 
These are painted in the same red as the dado and are outlined in 
black. On the upper edge of the white area is a narrow red band, 
h inch high, which is also outlined in black. Above this is a border 
design 2-9/16 inches high. The background is solid black. It con
tains a continuous band of white floral motifs, encompassed by inter
twined vines and leaves.

While the tiers of half circles are reminiscent of Pueblo Indian 
cloud motifs, the whole concept of this mural is very similar in 
color and execution to a wainscot in the baptistry of San Ignacio de 
Caborica, Sonora, Mexico (DeLong and Miller, 1937). The red or maroon 
dado type of embellishment has also been found in a number of other 
17th century Southwestern mission buildings such as Franciscan AwStovi, 
Arizona (Montgomery, et al., 1949, Fig. S4-Room 43, No. 2 and Sanctuary, 
Nos. 9 and 20, Fig. 56; Tabira, New Mexico, Stubbs, 1959, pp. 162-169; 
San Isidro, Las Humanas, New Mexico, Vivian, 1964, Fig. 23, and 
pp. 78-80; and San Antonio de Padua, Chihuahua, Mexico, DiPeso (per
sonal communication, 1968.)

Bloom stated, "and corresponding with the present floor con
siderable sections of wall decoration were found and recorded"
(1923, p. 17). If murals other than those which are herein described 
were recorded, they have long since been lost. Figure 5, of colors
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Figure 6. Copy of mural simulating tile pattern. Museum of 
New Mexico.



different from other murals, may therefore be a copy of a mural on 
an earlier layer of wall plaster.

Figure 6 is in the form of a dado. The lower part is 18-7/8 
inches high, and consists of a diamond pattern, apparently done to 
simulate tiles of blue, green, yellow, and white, all outlined in 
black. Nearly all of these have a white circle in the center, out
lined in black. This pattern, although in different colors, is 
almost identical to Figure 55c, Church 2, Awatovi (Montgomery, 
et al., 1949). Directly above the tile design is a continuous 
band, about 1 inch high, composed of alternating black and white 
squares. Next is a light green area 6-7/8 inches high, containing 
strongly executed fleur-de-lis motifs of white outlined in black.
At its upper edge is a continuous band of alternating black and 
white squares identical to the one at the bottom edge of the green 
field.

Figure 7 is a copy and photograph of the mural from the west 
wall of the nave near the floor. It is painted in the same colors 
as Figure 6. Though one (Fig. 6) may be somewhat earlier than
the other, they both must fall within a period of about 1622-1623.
If one refers to the photograph taken in 1922, the only mural so
recorded, it will be seen that the original on the nave walls is a
much heavier and cruder drawing than depicted in the copy. This 
mural is painted on the natural white plaster, and from photographs 
it appears to have been applied as a dado, from the floor upward.
At the bottom are three continuous bands, each slightly more than an 
inch high, of white, yellow, and green, from bottom to top. All are 
outlined in black. Above this, in an area of ochre yellow 6 inches 
high, is a band of joined V-shaped fleurs-de-lis outlined in black. 
In the open areas formed by the V-shaped motifs is painted a design 
suggesting a sunflower or daisy. A continuous blue band, outlined in 
black, is drawn along the top of the yellow area. It is of the 
same height as the individual bands at the bottom. Beginning about
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Figure 7. Copy and photograph of mural on outermost layer of 
plaster. Apparently this design occurred over 
parts of east and west nave walls. Museum of 
New Mexico.



Figure 8. Mural - Indian motifs.
Museum of New Mexico.

Drawing by G. Huston.



Figure 9 Fragmentary black-on-white mural. Drawing by G. 
Huston. Museum of New Mexico.



an inch above the band is a series of blue fleurs-de-lis joined 
together in a continuous line. These are framed at the bottom by a 
delicate ribbonlike yellow line outlined in black. An interesting 
addition consists of groups of lightly drawn yellow dots which are 
painted above alternating blue fleurs-de-lis. Portions of this 
mural, especially the top, are reminiscent of a similar wall design 
in the Jesuit convent at Tepotzotlan, Mexico (Smith in Montgomery, 
et al., 1949, Fig. 62a).

In contrast to the murals described above, Figure 8 is completely 
Indian in concept. This one may have been in the sanctuary, although 
the location is. not certain. The drawing contains a collection of 
free standing black motifs painted on white. An animal is depicted 
in the top center. The seven figures around it appear to represent 
growing plants. The designs encompass an area of about eight by ten 
inches, and are incomplete. It is presumed that they are a fragment 
of a larger field of designs. Taken as a whole these motifs are 
similar, if not almost identical, to many prehistoric and post- 
Spanish examples of petroglyphs and pottery designs. In some of the 
present Southwestern pueblos,motifs somewhat like these have been 
painted on nave walls and/or in the sanctuary area of the churches.
The churches at /Ccoma, Laguna, Santa Ana, and Zia are examples.
Most of these have been painted in multiple colors, however.

Figure 9 consists of a drawing of three mural fragments, parts 
of a larger design now gone, which is also done in black on a white 
field. A guess would be that it originally was drawn to simulate a 
Spanish motif, perhaps a wrought-iron grill. The July 1922 caption 
indicates that both Figure 8 and Figure 9 were recorded "near the 
altar."

Since several Franciscan friars were stationed at San Jos£ de 
1os Jemez, the authorship of the church murals is somewhat conjectural. 
With the exception of Figure 8 the murals without a doubt reflect the 
background of missionaries stationed there and elsewhere in the South
west wherever missions were established. "It was only natural that
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their ideas of the appropriate should have been determined by their 
own education and experience, and that in planning the embellishment 
of the churches they should have desired to reproduce. . . the 
character of the churches in Mexico and Spain" (Ibid., 1949, p. 292).

That Pueblo Indians were already well steeped in a highly devel
oped wall art tradition hundreds of years before the arrival of the 
Spaniards in the 16th century is graphically demonstrated by the great 
wealth of Southwestern rock art, and especially kiva mural paintings, 
which have been recorded.

Concerning Franciscan church murals, it has been fairly well 
established that the priests provided the basic patterns. Smith 
(1966, p. 113) has this to say regarding Room 21, probably the sac
risty of La Purlsima Concepcibn de Hawikuh: "On this plaster were
the remains of elaborate painted decoration, in the form of a dado 
several feet high. Lightly incised lines indicated that the whole 
design had first been scratched in the plaster before any paint was 
applied, and that both stencils and compasses had probably been used 
in laying out the most intricate details."

As was the situation in the Spanish religious structures at 
Franciscan Awbtovi and La Purisima de Hawikuh, the murals on the nave 
walls of San Jose de los Jemez were also much less skillfully painted 
than those uncovered in prehistoric kivas of Awatovi and Kawaika-a, 
Arizona, and at Pottery Mound and Kuaua, New Mexico.

But the San Jose murals lend further proof to Smith's theory that 
the 17th century mission mural designs were planned by the resident 
friars, after which the actual colors could have been applied by Pueblo 
Indians. In explaining the crudeness and childlike quality of most 
of these he says, "They must have been done by Indian artists, and not 
by the friars themselves, and these Indians. . . were presumably 
familiar with their own painting technique. . . Perhaps the very unfa
miliarity of the strange designs, which were doubtless meaningless to 
them, restricted their freedom of thought, and thereby also their 
manual dexterity" (Montgomery, et al., 1949, p. 297).
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Was the Indian mural, Figure 8, contemporaneous with Figure 5, or 
with Figures 6 and 7? There are a few 19th and 20th century Pueblo 
churches bearing examples of strictly Indian designs on nave walls or 
sanctuary areas. Possibly the Jemez inhabitants of Giusewa were 
allowed the same privilege in the 17th century. Or perhaps these 
were applied after the Franciscan abandonment of San Jos6.

The 1922 photographs give evidence of an earlier Spanish 
adobe structure beneath the church. Sections of adobe walls may 
also be noted in the present predominantly stone masonry edifice, 
suggesting the need for further excavations beneath this structure, 
as well as deep testing in the monastery adjoining the church on the 
east.

Lacking notes, or a photograph, we do not know if Figure 5, which 
is so different in color and concept from Figures 6-7, was found on 
an adobe or stone masonry portion of the church. If Fray Alsonso de 
Lugo did build an adobe church at Giusewa in 1598-1601, as has been 
conjectured, this mural might be of that period.

Z&rate Salmerbn is credited with the building of San Jos6 in 
1621-1622, and he is probably responsible for murals of the Figures 6-7 
type. The San Josg of 1626 is described by Benavides as "a very 
sumptuous and curious church and convent" (Kubler, 1940, p. 82).
It is fairly safe to assume that embellishment of the church walls 
existed then, for Benavides apparently was impressed by the whole 
complex.

There is still a further possibility that only Figure 6, the 
mural with the tile pattern, belongs to the 1621-1626 period, and that 
the nave was again redecorated when Arvide took Z&rate Salmer6n's 
place at San Jose de los Jemez in 1626, at which time murals of the 
Figure 7 type may have been applied. Since several photographs of 
this mural were taken, but none of the other four, a guess is that 
Figure 7 is what was referred to in Bloom's statement "and correspond
ing with the present floor considerable sections of wall decoration 
were found and recorded" (1923, p. 17).

Santa Fe, New Mexico 
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THE MAJOR CEREMONY 

OF

"LOS INDIOS DE GUADALUPE"
PATRICK H. BECKETT

INTRODUCTION
Los Indios de Guadalupe live in the present village of Tortugas 

which is located just south of Las Cruces in Dona Ana County, New 
Mexico. The village itself is made up of a few families who can 
trace their ancestors to Ysleta del Sur and Isleta. It must be 
stated, however, that the majority of the population has intermarried 
into the local Mexican-American community. Many others in the com
munity are probably of Manso or Piro descent but they all call 
themselves Tiwa.

December 10-12 of every year brings about a major series of 
events during which Los Indios de Guadalupe pay tribute to their 
sacred patron "Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe," This southern New 
Mexico Indian community of Guadalupe along with the Mexican com
munity of San Juan make up the village of Tortugas. Hardly a single 
resident in this otherwise quiet community does not participate in 
this bustling three-day celebration. Although they hold several 
other ceremonies throughout the year, the December ceremony is the 
major one for the community.
THE CEREMONY

The ceremony honoring Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe begins on the 
evening of December 10. An image of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe is 
carried from its normal resting place in La Capita (little chapel) to 
La Casa del Pueblo (community house) (Figure 1). During the entire 
candlelight procession, Los Danzantes dance before the image as it 
is being carried to La Casa del Pueblo. This is the start of the 
novena in honor of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, and it will be
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prayed to all night long interrupted only by the Danzantes dancing 
every hour or so. Shotgun blasts by two men outside the door of La 
Casa del Pueblo signal changes during the ceremony and serve to warn 
off evil spirits.

At 5 a.m., December 11, La Alba (Dawn Ceremony) begins with a 
procession from La Casa del Pueblo to the church sanctuary. The 
image of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe is carried with the procession 
and is preceded by dancers. This ceremony signals the end of the 
wake.

Registration then takes place in La Casa del Pueblo for the climb 
up Tortugas Mountain ("A" Mountain to many local residents). After 
registration, a procession of the climbers proceeds to the church for 
a short mass. Following mass, they proceed to the east side of La 
Casa del Pueblo where the "Capitan de la Guerra" (1st War Captain) 
issues instructions to the procession.

The procession then starts toward Tortugas Mountain approximately 
four miles to the east. The captains lead the main body of the pro
cession; however, two men usually carry a small image of Our Lady of 
Guadalupe in front of the procession and captains. Traditionally the 
captains line up the participants dos y dos (two and two) with two 
rows of women on the north side (left side of the procession) and 
two rows of men on the south side (right side of the procession) . The 
order is reversed on the way back to Tortugas so that the men are 
always on the right side of the women.

The procession will generally pass several persons who are making 
the trek barefoot to the top of the mountain and back to Tortugas.
They generally do not go with the main procession because the going 
is slower when barefoot and many leave well before the main group 
leaves.

Once the procession reaches the base of Tortugas Mountain, every
one is supposed to throw brush on the huge pile of old tires stacked 
there (Luminaria Grande) . This is to be lit that evening as shall be 
seen later. The captains tell the women they are to climb up the
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center of the mountain while the men are divided into two groups.
One group of men climbs the north side, while the other ascends the 
south side. Everyone is supposed to carry one or two tires up the 
mountain from piles that had previously been placed at the base of 
the mountain for that purpose. These piles are located to the east 
of the luminaria grande. The individuals then deposit the tires on 
designated locations on the mountain. These tires will provide the 
fuel for the fires to be burned later that evening. The piles of 
tires are stuffed with grass and creosote to help light them when 
the participants come down the mountain. The three trails up the 
mountain form a rough cross that can be seen all over the Mesilla 
Valley when the fires are burning.

About 11 a.m., after everyone has reached the summit, a mass is 
said in the small chapel built for that purpose by the priest from 
Tortugas. After mass is over, everyone eats whatever they have 
brought with them.

By this time, several trucks have already driven up the mountain 
on a road built for the New Mexico State University Astronomy 
Observatory. These trucks are filled with yucca stalks. These 
stalks, given out to those persons who did not collect them on their 
way up the mountain in the morning, are used in the making of the 
quiotes (walking sticks) which are used on the way down the mountain.

Most of the afternoon is spent making the quiotes and coronas 
(crowns). The ornamentation used is made from the root of the sotol, 
and traditionally the string for tying these ornaments is made from 
the pounded leaves of the sotol and yucca. Today most of the indi
viduals use string, tape, and wire. When the quiotes and coronas 
are finished, the men and women are painted (Figure 2). The men 
receive two stripes (an inverted "V") down their noses; the women 
receive three dots, one on the chin and one on each cheek.

About 4 p.m., the women and children descend from the central 
part of the mountain (Figure 3) while the older males wait on top 
until after sunset. About a half hour after sunset, a large luminaria
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is lit by one of the capitans. At that time, an informal race is 
started, as all three lines try to light their fires first as they 
go down the mountain. When they reach the base, all proceed to the 
large fire at the base of the mountain. When all individuals are 
down and assembled, they proceed to Tortugas in dos y dos fashion.

Upon reaching a large area in front of La Casa del Pueblo, a 
large bonfire of yucca is lit and they all circle the fire. They 
then proceed to the doors of La Casa del Pueblo in dos y dos fashion 
and are joined by the male elders and drummers who are placed at the 
head of the procession. The Capitdn de la Guerra then knocks at the 
door of La Casa del Pueblo with his quiote, but it does not open.
They then return by means of a long circular route, again the door 
is knocked upon and it remains closed. The whole process is repeated 
for the third time. This time as the CapitSn de la Guerra knocks, 
both doors are swung open. The entire procession then proceeds to 
deposit their quiotes in the two doorways. This is an offering to 
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe and indicates they have made the trip up 
the mountain as penitence.

Meanwhile, during the afternoon and evening back in La Casa de 
Comida, the women are rolling albfindtgas (little meatballs) for one 
of their traditional dishes that will be served the following day 
(Figure 4).

Around 9 p.m., the Ensaye Royal (royal practice) is held in La 
Casa del Pueblo. This dancing lasts for about an hour or two and is 
open to the public.

About 6 a.m., December 12, activity starts in La Casa de Comida 
as the mayordomos (sponsors), their relatives and friends, begin 
preparation for the noon meal that is served to the dancers and any
one else who desires to eat there.

In the recent past, a large fire was kept outside of La Casa de 
Comida (south side). This mesquite wood fire provided the burning 
coals for the fireplace and two cast-iron pots inside of La Casa de 
Comida. These mesquite coals were placed under the pots of chili
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and albondigas. Today, both pots are heated with natural gas. This 
change took place because the burning coals produced too much carbon 
monoxide and was a discomfort to those working in the kitchen.

At 9 a.m., a special high mass is held in the Tortugas Catholic 
Church. After the mass is completed, the Pueblo Indians and Los 
Danzantes perform dances in front of the church.

All day long, four sets of dancers dance in the vicinity of the 
church. These dance groups are: Pueblo Indians (Figure 5); Danza
(Los Danzantes); Aztecas del Carrizo; and Guadalupana Azteca. At 
4 p.m., a candlelight procession is conducted in which the image of 
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe is carried from the church around the 
pueblo and returned to the church (Figure 6). The image is carried 
by the mayordomos and the procession is preceded by all of the dance 
groups, each taking turns at paying homage to the image.

When the procession reaches the half-way mark around the pueblo 
(in front of La Casa del Pueblo) it stops, and the new mayordomos 
move to the front and the old mayordomos move to the back of the 
image. This signifies the change of sponsorship and the responsi
bilities of the coming year's fiesta. The procession continues on 
to the church where a rosary and a benediction is given by the 
village priest.

After the services, all proceed to La Casa de Comida where the 
new mayordomos give out drinks and bizcoohos (wine cookies) to the 
adults and bags of candy to the children. This act marks the end 
of the three-day holiday.

DISCUSSION
Traditionally, the ceremony has been celebrated since the found

ing of Tortugas in 1852 (Pope's 1854 map.) The earliest known 
reference for the local celebration is a newspaper article which 
appeared in the Rio Grande Republican in 1899 (Anonymous, 1899).
In addition, there have been several recent articles about portions 
of the ceremony; the best known are Oppenheimer's thesis "An 
Ethnological Study of Tortugas, New Mexico" (Oppenheimer, 1957);
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and Hurt’s "Tortugas, An Indian Village in Southern New Mexico"
(Hurt, 1952, pp. 104-122).

Today the ceremony brings families together from all over the 
country. Many participants make the annual trek back to Tortugas 
year after year, visiting relatives and renewing old friendships.
To many of the residents, this ceremony links the past to the present 
and serves to unite the community in a common bond.

Las Cruces, N. M.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

The Image of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe within 
La Casa del Pueblo.

Face painting being done on top of Tortugas 
("A") Mountain.

*



Figure 4. Men and women rolling albondigas for the December 12 
noon meal.

Figure 3. Women and children starting descent from Tortugas
Mountain. NMSU Astronomy Observatory in background.



Figure 5. Pueblo Indians dancing in front of the church. 
Organ Mountains in the background.

Figure 6. Procession carrying the Image of Nuestra Senora 
de Guadalupe to the church.
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The Archaeological Society of New Mexico, the oldest of its type 
in the Southwest, was organized on September 14, 1900, as the Santa Fe 
Archaeological Society. By 1906, its interests had expanded, and it 
became a statewide organization.

In 1908, it cooperated with the Peabody Museum of Harvard and the 
Southwest Society (later Southwest Museum) in aiding the Archaeological 
Institute of America in its New Mexico expeditions. In November of 
the same year, the School of American Archaeology, an arm of the insti
tute, accepted a tentative proposition of the society to locate in 
Santa Fe, provided that a need for a museum was met. On February 19, 
1909, the legislature established the Museum of New Mexico. By 1913, 
the first publication for the society, El Palacio3 appeared.

Over the following years, the society's activities decreased until 
the reorganization of 1956, when the first annual meeting of all local 
societies convened in Santa Fe. The idea of a Bandelier Lecture was 
conceived at the time, and an Amateur Achievement Award was inaugurated 
the following year. Annual meetings since have been held throughout 
the state, sponsored by local societies. The lectures and awards have 
continued. Other programs initiated include scholarships, periodic 
publication of Papers of the Archaeological Society of New Mexico} 
field schools, a statewide rock art survey, and a certification 
program. The society today has a number of affiliated societies, 
including two in Texas and one in Arizona.
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